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Abstract
The human body has antenna characteristics that are not explored in detail to explain
some phenomena involving the interaction of electromagnetic fields and the human body.
Moreover, the characterization of the human body as antenna unlocks new applications
in body area networks for low-power wireless communications by utilizing the human
body itself as an antenna.
This thesis presents a new theory for explaining the antenna characteristics of the human
body in transmission and reception mode. The theory is applied to two areas of study,
namely, Human Body Communication (HBC) and whole-body radio-frequency (RF)
dosimetry. Based on this, the thesis proposes a new concept where the human body is
utilized as an antenna for wireless implant communication.
When a high frequency alternating current is applied to the human body, the human
body acts like an antenna in transmission mode by radiating part of the energy and
dissipating the rest as heat. Within the human body resonance region (<200 MHz), one
of the study areas that involves the application of RF current into the human body is
HBC. HBC is a relatively new wireless communication technique that uses the human
body as a communication channel to connect wearable electronic devices. Specifically, in
this thesis, we study both types of HBC, which are the galvanic and capacitive coupled
HBC.
The galvanic coupled HBC involves low frequency coupling of electric currents (<10
MHz) to the human body for the purpose of wireless communication of wearable electronic devices. Several HBC studies have attempted to describe the mechanism of signal
propagation in the human body; however, some major gaps remain. For example, the
effect of various tissues, the electrode–skin contact impedance and user anthropometry
on signal quality have not been explained. In this thesis, the effect of these factors
explained by a new circuit model of the human arm. It is found that the dielectric
properties of muscle tissue primarily affect the spectral content of the received signal
close to the transmitter whereas the skin affects the signal received farther down the
arm. Moreover, it is found that the electrode-skin contact impedance acts like a high
pass filter affecting low frequency components of the signal.
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In HBC, the impact of the human body antenna is little understood; consequently, there
are uncertainties regarding the signal propagation and interference mechanisms due to
human body antenna effects. Moreover, there are some experimental phenomena that
are still not satisfactorily explained in the literature. For example, there are no analyses
on why the maximum HBC gain occurs near 50 MHz. This thesis demonstrates that
such problems can be explained by considering the antenna characteristics of the human
body for higher frequencies (<200 MHz) in capacitive coupled HBC. In this case, it
is demonstrated that the frequency where the maximum gain occurs aligns with the
resonance frequency of the human body when treated as a radiating antenna. A semianalytic cylindrical antenna model of the human body is proposed, which is applied to
analyze the antenna effect of the human body on HBC. From the analysis, the mechanism
of electromagnetic interference due to the human body antenna is explained, which is
also supported by experimental results. It is shown that the magnitude of induced
interference currents inside the human body due to external electromagnetic fields are
also maximum at the resonance frequency of the human body.
It is known that when the human body is exposed to radio-frequency (RF) electromagnetic fields, it acts like an antenna by absorbing part of the incident energy and
scattering the rest. The problem of quantifying the absorbed power has been the subject of a large number of studies in the area of RF dosimetry. Unfortunately, in these
studies, little can be found on the analysis of the human body antenna characteristics
from the antenna theory perspective. This thesis proposes the analysis of whole-body
RF dosimetry for far-field exposure of a grounded human body in the frequency range
of 1-150 MHz based on a semi-analytic cylindrical antenna model of the human body.
For the first time, an explicit model for the resonance frequency of a grounded human
body is proposed. The model captures the effects of the human body weight, height and
the dielectric properties of tissues. It also addresses the effect of shoes on whole-body
RF dosimetry. It is found that the resonance frequency with subjects wearing shoes is
higher than reported from using the bare-footed models, as confirmed by theory and
measurement
Even though a large number of studies on the interaction of the electromagnetic fields
and the human body exist, little is known on the antenna nature of the human body
let alone applying it as an antenna. In this work, the human body is characterized as a
monopole antenna theoretically and experimentally, in the frequency range of 10 - 110
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MHz to investigate the efficacy of a human body antenna. The reflection coefficient is
measured using a human subject as a monopole antenna. It is found that the human
body resonates between 40 - 60 MHz depending on the posture of the body when it is fed
by a 50 Ω impedance system at the base of the foot. A minimum reflection coefficient of
-12 dB is measured shows that the human body can be potentially used as an antenna.
Theoretically, the human body is predicted to be an efficient antenna with a maximum
radiation efficiency reaching 70 %, which is supported by measurement results found in
the literature.
Lastly, the thesis discusses the feasibility of using the human body as an antenna for
wireless implant communication by injecting an RF current into the tissues within the
frequency range of 1-70 MHz. In particular, the thesis describes a scenario where the
RF current is fed by a tiny toriodal inductor clamped around soft tissues in the ankle.
The theoretical results show that the system exhibit broadband characteristics with a
maximum gain of -25 dB between 20 to 40 MHz, assuming isotropic radiation from the
human body. However, the very small radiation resistance of the system increases the
power consumption of implants. Consequently, it is found that by reducing the parasitic
capacitance of the inductor and the magnetic core loss, the radiation resistance of the
system can be increased. This can be done by choosing a magnetic core with high
permeability and low loss, as well as, optimising the number of turns to reduce the
parasitic capacitance to obtain a usable magnetizing inductance.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Research Background and Motivation

The interaction of biological entities and the electromagnetic field has been the focus of
interest since the discovery of ‘animal electricity’ by the Italian physician and physicist
Liugi Galavni in the late eighteenth century. Galvani coined the term ‘animal electricity’
to describe the phenomenon he observed when the legs of a dead frog twitched in response
to the application of electrostatic potential difference from two separate metallic objects
[1]. Unfortunately, he believed the cause of ‘animal electricity’ was ions that were
released from the nerves to the muscle when an electric loop was formed by the contact
of metallic objects. But the fact is the phenomenon occurred due to the electrostatic
charge established from rubbing the frogs skin with metallic object, which was explained
by Volta - a peer scientist of the time. Shortly afterwards, Volat’s investigation on this
area led to the invention of an early battery. Consequently, Galvani pioneered the broad
field of bioelectromagnetics, which studies the interaction of electromagnetic fields and
biological materials. Bioelectromagnetics includes the study of the electromagnetic fields
generated by living cells; it also studies the effects of man-made electromagnetic fields
on biological entities.
The constituents of biological tissues, such as, water, ions and cell membranes, determine the response of tissues when an electrical stimulus is applied. These constituents
contribute the dipoles and free charges present in the tissues that are responsible for
the electrical nature of tissues. When an external alternating electric field is applied to
1
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tissues, it suffers loss in magnitude due to the power dissipated in transporting the free
charges and the ‘friction‘ caused by dipole displacement. It also suffers phase lag due to
the delayed response from rotating the dipoles. In other words, the free charges and the
dipoles determine the effective conductivity of tissues, whereas the dipoles determine
the permittivity of tissues. Due to the presence of various constituents in tissues, the
values of the effective conductivity and permittivity of tissues depend on the frequency
of the applied alternating electric field. For example, in the kHz region, the transport of
ions mainly determines the dielectric properties of tissues while the dipoles due to water
molecules are primarily responsible for the dielectric properties in the GHz region.
Some studies in the area of bioelectromagnetics focus on the electromagnetic phenomena
on the cellular level, such as, the study of action potential in excitable cells including
neurons and muscle cells. Other studies apply the techniques in electrophysiology to
study the phenomena in body organs; for example, electrocardiography, which is the
process of recording the electrical activity of the heart. Also, further studies take the
whole human body into consideration, such as, in the characterization of the effect of
the human body on wearable antennas. In this category of study, the whole human
body is taken as a single electrical entity without the need to focus on the details of
the phenomena in the cellular level. The main theme of this thesis belongs to the third
category where the focus is on whole human body as an antenna in the frequency range
lower than 200 MHz (whole body-resonance frequency region).
An antenna converts electrical power into electromagnetic energy, and vice versa. In
transmission mode, when an alternating current is applied to an antenna, it radiates
part of the energy in the current as electromagnetic waves; a portion of the energy
also oscillates as the near-field in the vicinity of the antenna and the remaining energy
dissipates as heat in the antenna. Similarly, in reception mode, when an electromagnetic
wave impinges on an antenna, part of the electromagnetic wave is converted into an
alternating current flowing inside the antenna and a portion of the electromagnetic
wave gets scattered by the antenna. A fraction of the energy in the induced alternating
current dissipates as heat and the remaining energy is stored as a potential energy in
the electromotive force setup at the antenna terminals.
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Transmitter
Transmitter

Receiver

Receiver

Figure 1.1: The two types of HBC. (a) is capacitive coupled and (b) is galvanic
coupled

1.1.1

Human Body Antenna in Transmission mode

When an alternating current is applied to the human body, the human body tends to act
like an antenna in transmission mode. Similar phenomena occur when an alternating
current is applied to the human body, the applied energy undergoes three different
phenomena, depending on the frequency of the current: it radiates as radio waves,
dissipates as heat in the tissues and oscillates as near-field in the vicinity of the human
body. The heat generated in the tissues due to the dissipated energy, when a radiofrequency (RF) current is applied to the body, has medical applications, such as, in
the treatment of cancer by heating tumor cells and in cutting, shrinking or sculpting
soft tissues [2]. The near-field generated in the vicinity of the human body, when an RF
current is applied to the human body, is utilized to connect wearable electronic devices in
the wireless communication technique known as Human Body Communication (HBC).
HBC, also known as Intrabody Communication (IBC) or Body Channel Communication
(BCC), uses the human body as part of the communication channel to connect wearable
electronic devices.
The IEEE 802.15.6 is the first standard for wireless body area networks (WBAN) that
is intended for low-power, short-range, and reliable wireless communication of electronic
devices placed on the surface, inside or in the vicinity of the human body [3]. The
standard supports three different types of physical (PHY) layers, which are, the Ultrawideband (UWB) PHY, Narrowband (NB) PHY, and Human Body Communication
(HBC) PHY. The UWB and NB PHYs are designed for high data rate wireless communications with most of their allocated frequency bands located in the Industrial,
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Scientific, and Medical (ISM) bands; thus, they are prone to interference from the wellestablished wireless protocols, such as, the Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and Zigbee. In addition to
this, UWB PHY channel is affected by human body-shadowing effects [4]. The first part
of this thesis is dedicated to investigate the mechanism of signal propagation in HBC
in the frequency range of 0.2 - 200 MHz. The frequency range considered in this thesis
includes the center frequency proposed for the IEEE 802.15.6 HBC PHY, which is 21
MHz.
The signals in HBC are coupled to the body using electrodes that generate electromagnetic fields inside, on the surface or in the vicinity of the human body. Since the size
of the electrodes are much smaller compared to the wavelength of the RF signals generated, they can be considered as electrically small antennas. It is known that these type
of antennas have low radiation efficiency; thus, the electrodes used have high reactive
antenna impedance. Consequently, the reactive near-field generated from the electrodes
is utilized to connect wearable electronic devices. Since the human body has higher conductivity than air, the generated near-field has the tendency to be confined to the human
body. Due to these characteristics, HBC promises a low-power at the expense of lower
date communication channel. Moreover, since HBC is intended for low-power wireless
communication, the effects on living tissue due to power dissipated are usually ignored.
This risky assumption might lead to unsafe practice in carrying out experiments that
involve the application of high power electric currents into the body.
Generally, HBC is classified as galvanic coupled and capacitive coupled as shown in Fig.
1.1. In galvanic coupled HBC, the human body is utilized as a medium of signal transmission by differentially injecting a low-power and low-frequency (≤ 10 MHz) electric
current into the body using a pair of electrodes. The electric potential difference on a
pair of receiver electrodes, which are placed on the body, is used to detect the transmitted signal. In capacitive coupled HBC, the transmitter generates a reactive near-field
from a single electrode attached or placed close to the surface of the human body, while
the transmitter circuit ground-plane serves as the ground electrode. The receiver detects
the transmitted signal from the potential difference between two receiver electrodes or
between a single receiver electrode and its circuit ground-plane. In capacitive coupled
HBC, the frequency range lower than 150 MHz is often thought to be suitable since it
is believed that the signals are confined as near-fields in this frequency range.
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Several HBC studies have attempted to describe the mechanism of signal propagation
in the human body [5–12]; however, some major knowledge deficiencies remain. For
example, the effect of various tissues on signal propagation in galvanic coupled HBC
has not been analyzed in detail. Also, some of these models did not include the effect of the electrode–skin contact impedance and, in other models, the electrode-skin
impedance was not clearly presented. In addition to these, the models do not take into
account subject-specific anatomical parameters, i.e., the anthropometry. For these reasons, present galvanic coupled HBC models do not accurately describe or predict signal
propagation through human subjects. For example, in the model proposed in [10], a
constant bias was added on the theoretical model in order to match empirical results
without clear and reasonable justification.
In order to investigate galvanic coupled HBC, in this thesis, an electric circuit model
of the human arm for the frequency range of 200 kHz to 10 MHz is proposed. At this
frequency range, the wavelength of the signals is much larger than the dimension of the
human body; therefore, a quasistatic approximation using discrete circuit elements is
applied. Under these approximations, it is assumed that the human body poorly radiate at this frequency range. The circuit model is used to investigate how the dielectric
properties of tissues affect the electric current coupled to the human body. Using the
proposed circuit model and experimental results, it is known that the dielectric properties of the muscle tissue affect the electric signals that were detected very close to the
transmitting electrodes and the skin affects the signals that were detected farther. In
this thesis, a model for the skin-electrode contact impedance is also proposed for the
first time. It is found that the skin-electrode contact impedance is one of the factors
of discrepancies in the experimental results reported by other authors. The proposed
model helps to analyse the effect of surface electrodes in galvanic coupled HBC.
Due to the higher frequency of operation and the orientation of the electrodes, the
near-field generated from capacitive coupled HBC can couple to nearby objects. Consequently, the characteristics of the channel alter depending on the presence of objects
in the vicinity of the human subject, such as, the earth ground. In other words, this
is equivalent to saying that the power consumption of the transmitter and the characteristics of the channel vary due to the impedance of the immediate surroundings. For
example, it is expected that the presence of conductors close to the human body changes
the channel characteristics, which is also affected by the movement and posture of the
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human body. For these reasons, the design of HBC transceiver demands efficient, robust
and channel-aware communication techniques that can adapt to the dynamic nature of
the HBC channel.
There have been uncertainties on the mechanism of electromagnetic propagation in the
capacitive coupled HBC. One of the common misconceptions is the view that the signals
are physically guarded by the human body and electromagnetic radiation is low. Thus, it
was concluded that the signals are less prone to electromagnetic interference [5, 13, 14].
This thought had its origin from the fact that the electrodes used in HBC can be
considered as electrically small antennas, which are known to be inefficient at radiating
and receiving electromagnetic fields. The misconception also has its base from the fact
that, at the frequency of operation of HBC (≤ 150 MHz), the human body tends to
be a good electric conductor. Therefore, this led to the belief that HBC devices are
less affected by interference; as well as, it led to the misconception that they are less
likely to interfere with other nearby electronic devices. However, while experimenting
on capacitive coupled HBC, we were able to measure strong electromagnetic signals that
were radiated from a human subject wearing an HBC transmitter. Also, at the same
distance, a much smaller signal was measured when the HBC device was transmitting
by itself without being attached to the human subject. Additional experiments showed
that the human subject acted like an antenna with radiating signals having a maximum
magnitude near the resonance frequency of a quarter-wave monopole antenna of the same
height. The near-field generated by the capacitive coupled HBC electrodes induces an
RF current inside the human subject, which acted like a monopole antenna by radiating
some of the energy as radio waves.
Based on the observations stated previously, in this thesis, the human body was modeled
as an imperfectly conducting cylindrical monopole antenna, which is analysed based
on the three-term approximation technique. The three-term approximation is a semianalytic expression of the RF current in cylindrical antennas using three sinusoidal
functions. The sinusoidal functions have amplitude and phase that are defined from the
geometry and dielectric properties of the antenna. The use of the proposed cylindrical
antenna model is also based on the results of some studies that have demonstrated that
the total axial induced RF current in a standing human subject when irradiated by
vertically polarized plane wave, is less affected by the change in cross-sectional size of
the body [15–17]. Moreover, these studies reported that the induced RF current behaves
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more like the axial current distribution in a cylindrical monopole antenna. Applying the
reciprocity principle, such properties of the human body apply when it is considered
as a transmitting antenna. Supporting this, we also found that the cylindrical antenna
model of the human body is sufficient to describe the whole body antenna effect of a
human body in standing position, as described later in the thesis.
The antenna effect of the human body and the mechanism of electromagnetic interference, in the context of HBC, is discussed thoroughly. A comprehensive study of HBC
from the electromagnetic perspective is also presented. A prior popular article published by other authors attempted to explain the electromagnetics in HBC based on a
well-known theory that was devised to analyse the propagation of electromagnetic fields
from a dipole source over an infinite and conductive plane [18]. This approach fails to
explain important phenomena in HBC, such as, the reason for empirical results showing maximum gain occurring near 50 MHz. Our proposed cylindrical antenna model
demonstrates that that this frequency matches to the resonance frequency of the human
body behaving as a monopole antenna.

1.1.2

Human Body Antenna in Reception Mode

The study of the human body as an antenna in the reception mode involves the quantification of the alternating current induced inside the body when exposed to incident
electromagnetic waves. Knowledge of this current can be used to determine the amount
of dissipated power inside the whole body; for example, the value of the dissipated power
can be applied to determine the safe level of electromagnetic exposure. In relation to
this, a branch of bioelectromagnetics that is concerned with the quantification of the
power dissipated by the human body when it is exposed to radio waves is known as RF
dosimetry. RF dosimetry not only deals with the power dissipated in the whole human
body but also is concerned with quantifying the amount of power absorbed in specific
body parts due to whole body or partial exposure.
Excessive whole-body exposure to RF electromagnetic fields raises the core temperature
of the human body due to the heat generated from the dissipated power. In wholebody RF dosimetry, whole-body averaged specific absorption rate (WBA-SAR) is used
as a surrogate metric to quantify the temperature rise in the body. It is defined as
the ratio of the total average electromagnetic power dissipated inside the human body
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to the weight of the human body. Since it is not convenient to measure WBA-SAR
inside the human body, computational techniques are often used to relate WBA-SAR to
external measurable quantities, such as, the incident electric field. The common trend is
to employ computational electromagnetics tools, such as, the finite-difference-finite-time
(FDTD) and using high resolution realistic 3D numerical models of the human body.
To date, there have been a large number of studies on whole-body RF dosimetry. Surprisingly enough, aside from briefly highlighting the analogy between human body in
standing position and a quarter-wave monopole antenna, little has progressed in the
analysis of the computational results from antenna theory perspective. For example,
a notable attempt to analyse the WBA-SAR values of a human subject standing on
a highly conductive ground, obtained from FDTD computations on realistic numerical
models, was reported in [16] based on antenna theory. Nevertheless, there were technical
contradictions in the interpretation of the results reported in the paper. The analysis
holds valid for highly conductive wire antennas; therefore, it was concluded in the paper that the human body has a radiation resistance of approximately 292 Ω. This is
equivalent to saying that the human body is highly efficient antenna with negligible loss,
which is unrealistic compared to the 37 Ω radiation resistance of a perfectly conducting quarter-wave monopole antenna. In this thesis, an in-depth analysis of WBA-SAR
based on the cylindrical monopole antenna model of a human subject standing on a
highly conductive ground is provided. The presented analysis shows how the dielectric
properties of the tissues, anthropometry of human subjects, and the shoes affect the
WBA-SAR. Moreover, an accurate formula for the resonance frequency of the human
body as a function of the weight and height is proposed for the first time. The resonance
frequencies and the corresponding resonance WBA-SAR computed by other authors, using FDTD and realistic numerical models representing human subjects of different age
group, gender, and race are predicted accurately by the proposed models. Moreover, in
most RF dosimetry articles, the realistic numerical models used represent bare-footed
human subjects; thus, the effect of shoes on WBA-SAR was not studied thoroughly.
In this thesis, the effect of shoes on WBA-SAR is further analyzed based on antenna
theory, which shows that resonance frequency increases with shoes.
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Human Body Antenna in Transmission and Reception Mode

The natural questions that come next are: ‘How good is the human body as an antenna?’
and ‘Can the human body work reliably as an antenna for wireless applications?’. To
answer these questions, the human body has to be characterized with the intention
of applying as an antenna and to determine its performance in comparison to other
traditional metallic antennas. In the literature, despite the presence of a large number
of studies on the interaction of electromagnetic fields and the human body, little is
known of the human body antenna characteristics, especially, in the context of applying
the human body as an antenna device for wireless communication purposes.
In RF dosimetry, the problem of quantifying the absorbed RF energy inside the whole
human body has been exhaustively studied. For example, early studies have identified
that the absorbed RF power depends on the polarization of the incident electromagnetic
field, its frequency, the presence of reflectors in the environment, and the posture of the
human body [19]. In these studies, important antenna characteristics of the human body
were identified, such as, the frequency at which maximum RF power is absorbed when a
vertically polarized plane wave illuminates a man in free space or standing on perfectly
conducting ground. It was also reported that this frequency is close to the resonance
frequency of a half wave dipole or quarter wave monopole antenna of the same height,
respectively. Even though these studies focused on quantifying the amount of RF power
absorbed inside the human body; little has been reported about the characterization of
the human body with the objective of utilizing it as an antenna.
A remarkable historical attempt to use the human body as an antenna goes back to the
1970s, in a research undertaken by the US army, in an effort to design camouflaged and
wearable radio transmitters that use the human body as antenna [20]. The objective
was to replace the traditional infantry whip antennas, which were not suitable to be
used in a jungle environment - being physical obstacles to the radio operator. Since the
application was a long-range communication, a high-power transmitter was used with a
coil of wire wound around the chest to couple the electric signal into the body. It was
reported that for a transmitter output power of 1 Watt, a radio signal was transmitted
at 4.2 MHz for a distance of more than 1.5 km. The power used for the experiment was
too much considering human safety. At that time, there were no standards or guidelines
that set limitations on the safe amount of electromagnetic power coupled to the body.
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The rationale for using 1 Watt of power was based on comparisons to the amount of
radio-frequency power used in some medical applications of the time, such as, a device
for cauterization that used a peak power of 600 Watt.
Also, an early and noteworthy experiment, in order to characterize the human body
as an antenna, was carried out by Andersen et al. [21]. In this study, based on the
measurement of the admittance of the human body, it was concluded that the human
body has no significant resonance within this frequency range. This contradicts the large
number of RF dosimetry studies that demonstrated the human body resonates within
the 10-70 MHz frequency range. In addition to this, reproducing their experimental
setting, we found that the significant admittance peak occurred near 80 MHz, which
was out of the range considered in the prior study of Andersen et al.. Though, the
human body resonance is within 35-70 MHz, the shift in the peak admittance to 80
MHz was due to the parasitic impedance between the foot and the ground. In the
experimental setting, the human subject was standing on a conductive plate that was
excited by an RF signal in similar manner to feeding a monopole antenna. It was found
that the capacitive impedance due to the potential difference between the conductive
plate and the ground shifts the peak admittance to higher frequencies.
In this thesis, it is shown that the human body exhibits very interesting antenna characteristics, which have not been reported in the literature before. The antenna characteristics of the human body are assessed based on the antenna performance indicators,
which are, the radiation efficiency and the reflection coefficient. It is found that the
human body can act like a monopole antenna with a theoretical radiation efficiency
reaching up to 70 % (compared to the amount of power dissipated inside the human
body) when an RF voltage is applied at the sole of the feet. This is in good agreement
with a measurement result found in the literature, based on the comparison of the human body measurements with that of different whip antennas. Moreover, an experiment
was carried out to measure the reflection coefficient of the human body using a human
subject of height 1.76 m and weight 73 kg. From the experiment, a minimum reflection
coefficient of -12 dB was measured at the resonance frequency, which occurred between
35-70 MHz depending on the posture of the subject. This experiment was carried out
based on the safety standards set by the International Commission for Non-ionising
Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) [22].
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These results indicate that the human body is indeed a good antenna. Therefore, this
leads to the next question, ‘Can the human body be applied as an antenna for other
wireless applications?’ To answer this question, we assess the feasibility of applying the
human body as an antenna for wireless implant communication.
Implants can be used for physiological monitoring in a clinical or research setting, which
is, the continual monitoring of vital signs, such as, cardiac, body temperature, or blood
glucose. The wireless communication with implants is usually accomplished using magnetic induction or radio-waves.
The wireless implant communication using magnetic induction is affected by the orientation of the magnetic coils used, which should also be placed very close to or in contact
to the surface of the body. Moreover, magnetic induction usually operates in the lowMHz frequency that requires large coils for efficient communication. This puts a design
challenge since implants are required to be very small in order to be implanted inside
the body safely. Usually, most implants that use magnetic induction cannot initiate
communication since they are powered by the external coil.
The small size requirement of implants leads to the use of very small antennas for the
purpose of radio-wave wireless telemetry. It is known that very high frequency is needed
for an efficient operation of small antennas in free space. Unfortunately, the human body
is a hostile environment for wireless communication at high frequency [23]; it absorbs
the power carried by radio waves. It is also known that as frequency increases the
penetration depth of radio waves into the human body decreases. Moreover, an antenna
designed for free space operation has different characteristics when operated inside the
body. This is due to the dielectric properties of the tissues that modify the antenna
parameters, such as, the resonance frequency and the radiation pattern. In addition to
this, at high frequencies the body movement affects signal propagation in the vicinity of
the body due to shadowing [4].
Currently, wireless RF telemetry using radio-waves employs Medical Implant Communication Service (MICS), a standard developed by European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) for implant wireless communication [24]. MICS uses the frequency band between 402 and 405 MHz with claims that the signals at this frequency
band are less affected by the human body with little supporting evidence. Within this
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context, we propose a novel wireless communication technique using the human body itself as an antenna at lower frequencies (<100 MHz), which can be used as an alternative
wireless implant communication technique.
The study is based on previous results about the antenna characteristics of the human
body and well-known results in the field of RF dosimetry. It is known that the electric
current induced inside the human body when exposed to electromagnetic field gets large
near the foot for frequencies less than 100 MHz [16]. This is because the distribution of
the induced current is similar to that of a monopole antenna, where the current is not
uniform along its length. Thus, the axial electric current density in the cross-section of
the ankles is very large. Moreover, the transverse cross-sectional areas of the conductive
tissues in the ankle are relatively very small. As a result, the viability of using a very
small toroidal inductor as a means to induce an RF current inside the ankle for the
purpose of wireless implant communications was investigated. It is hypothesised that
the induced current dissipates inside the tissues as well as radiates out using the human
body as an antenna. The objective is to determine the efficacy of applying this scheme
to connect implant devices with external monitoring devices that are located close to the
human body. Our analysis showed that the system performance was affected by several
factors including, the number of turns of the winding in the inductor and the magnetic
core loss. The theoretical results indicate that there is potential for using the human
body itself as a radiating antenna for implants, if the implant can be safely anchored to
a tissue.

1.2

Research Aims

This research primarily focuses on investigating the human body antenna effects on HBC
and the whole-body RF dosimetry. It also addresses the application of the human body
antenna for wireless implant communications. The specific objectives of the thesis are
as follows:

1. Investigate the effect of the dielectric properties of tissues, electrode-skin contact
impedance, anthropometry, and electrodes configuration on galvanic coupled HBC,
using the circuit model of the human body in the frequency range of 0.2 - 10 MHz
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2. Analyze the signal propagation mechanism and interference in HBC using the imperfectly conducting cylindrical antenna model of the human body in the frequency
range of 1 - 200 MHz
3. Analyze the effects of anthropometry, dielectric properties of tissues, and environmental factors on the whole-body RF dosimetry in the frequency range of 1 - 150
MHz
4. Characterize the human body as a monopole antenna using the antenna performance indicator quantities, such as, the reflection coefficient and the radiation
efficiency, in the frequency range of 1 - 110 MHz
5. Investigate the viability of using the human body as an antenna for wireless implant
communication

1.3

Research Methodology

In the study of the galvanic coupled HBC, a quasistatic approximation is applied to
mathematically model the human arm with the attached electrodes using a two-port
circuit network of discrete circuit elements. Four different tissues in the arm, namely,
skin, fat, muscle and bone, are taken into account. The arm was approximated as
a layered cylinder with each tissue layer represented by a parallel RC circuit. The
resistance and capacitance values of the circuit elements are calculated from the geometry
of the arm and the dielectric spectrum of tissues. The dielectric spectrum of the tissues,
which are the conductivity and the permittivity, are taken from the Cole-Cole dispersion
model of tissues that were parameterized by Gabriel et al [25]. The current flow paths in
the tissues are approximated as longitudinal and transverse paths. The two-port network
circuit is analyzed using Kirchhoff’s circuit laws with the resulting linear equations solved
applying matrix algebra.
In order to analyze the antenna characteristics of the human body, the human body
standing on a highly conductive ground plane is represented by an imperfectly conducting cylindrical antenna. This is based on the results of some studies that reported that
the axial current distribution inside the human body when exposed to plane electromagnetic wave is similar to that of a monopole cylindrical antenna. The equivalent
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cylindrical antenna is analyzed by applying the three-term approximation method to
express the axial current. The three-term approximation technique involves the numerical computation of some integrals that are solved using Matlab. Since the effect of the
shoes on the human body antenna characteristics is taken into account, the cylindrical
antenna model is assumed to have a load at its base. Thus, a general expression of the
current, which applies for a loaded and imperfectly conducting cylindrical antenna, is
derived based on the approaches found in the literature. The expression of the axial
current in the cylindrical antenna model helps to analyze the near-field distribution of
fields in the vicinity of the human body. For example, it is implemented to understand
the distribution of the scalar electric potential on the surface of the human body when
a vertical dipole source on the surface of the body is assumed to represent an HBC
transmitter. The scalar electric potential distribution is used to predict the measured
HBC voltage. Consequently, it explains why the gain has a maximum value near 50
MHz, which aligns with the resonance frequency of the human body antenna.
The FDTD computed WBA-SAR of high resolution realistic voxel models of a human
male adult, a female adult and a child, are used to define the corresponding parameters
of cylindrical antenna models. The defined parameters of the cylindrical antenna are
the radius, height, and the complex conductivity. Based on these models, accurate
formula for the resonance frequency of the human body antenna is proposed. Also, the
defined model also helps to predict measured experimental values, such as, the reflection
coefficient and radiation efficiency of the human body antenna. The experimental setup
for the measurement of the reflection coefficient was carried based on the safety guidelines
proposed by ICNIRP; the VNA used runs on battery and generates output power much
less the safety limit.
The author’s perspective on the cylindrical antenna theory is included in Appendix A.
Also, the application of a cylindrical dipole antenna for the analysis of the WAB-SAR
of a human body in free space is also given in Appendix B.

1.4

Thesis Organization and Contributions

The chapters in this thesis are arranged in chronological order reflecting the time they
were submitted for publication.
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Chapter 2 This chapter introduces the theoretical background necessary to review the
electromagnetic concepts and theories used in the thesis. In particular, it introduces the
dielectric properties of tissues, and the spectral models used to represent the measured
values of conductivity and permittivity of different tissues. In addition to this, the chapter also introduces cylindrical antenna theory, which is used to mathematically model
the human body as an antenna. A three-term representation of the axial current in an
imperfectly conducting cylindrical antenna is derived starting from a general expression
of the current in infinite cylindrical antennas.
Chapter 3 This chapter contains the copy of the paper “Investigation of galvaniccoupled intrabody communication using the human body circuit model” that was published in IEEE Journal of Biomedical and Health Informatics, in 2014. In this chapter,
a novel electric circuit model of the human arm is proposed that is applied to explain
galvanic coupled HBC. The model is used to analyze how the dielectric properties of
tissues affect the electric current coupled to the human body. It was discovered that the
dielectric properties of the muscle tissue affect the electric signals that are detected very
close to the transmitting source while skin properties affect the signals that are detected
farther. This model also explains skin-electrode contact impedance and suggests a new
approach to measure it. This impedance is shown to be one of the reasons for the major
discrepancies between experimental measurements and theoretical predictions by previous authors. The common trend of applying electric signals to the human body, in the
HBC experimental setting, is using pre-gelled medical electrodes. The proposed model
helps to analyse the effect of electrodes by indicating that the electrode-skin contact has
a high-pass filter effect on the signal coupled to the body.
Chapter 4 This chapter contains the copy of the paper “Human body as antenna and
its effect in human body communication” published in Progress in Electromagnetics
Research, in 2014. In this chapter, a mathematical cylindrical antenna model of the
human body is proposed based on the three-term approximation technique. For the
first time, the antenna effect of the human body, in the context of HBC, is discussed
thoroughly; and the model is used to explain the observed phenomenon of the human
body antenna effect. Also a comprehensive study of HBC from the electromagnetic
perspective is presented.
Chapter 5 This chapter contains the copy of the paper “Cylindrical antenna theory
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for the analysis of whole-body averaged specific absorption rate”, which was submitted
to IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation in March 2015, revised and resubmitted in June, 2014. This chapter provides an in-depth analysis of the WBA-SAR by
demonstrating on how the dielectric properties of the tissues, the anthropometry and
the shoes affect it. Moreover, an accurate formula for the resonant frequency of the
human body as a function of the weight and height was proposed for the first time.
The resonant frequencies computed, by other authors, using FDTD and realistic numerical models representing human subjects of different age group, gender, and race, are
predicted accurately using the proposed formula. In most RF dosimetry studies, the
realistic numerical models used represent bare-footed human subjects; thus, the effect
of shoes on WBA-SAR was not studied thoroughly. This chapter analyzes the effect of
shoes on WBA-SAR based on antenna theory. It is shown that the resonance frequency
increases due to the shoes.
Chapter 6 This chapter contains the copy of the paper “Characterizing the human body
as a monopole antenna”, which was submitted to IEEE Transactions on Antennas and
Propagation in April, 2015 and accepted for publication in July, 2015. In this chapter,
it is found that the human body acts like an efficient monopole antenna with a radiation
efficiency reaching 70 % when an RF electric current is applied at the sole of the feet.
Also, it is found that the human body as a monopole antenna has a minimum reflection
coefficient of -12 dB. This is based on experimental results that are predicted accurately
using the mathematical cylindrical antenna model of the human body. The chapter
reports very important findings that open up new prospective applications that use the
human body as an antenna. Since it is not ethical and safe to couple large RF power into
the body, such potential applications should involve very low power signals. For example,
one such application that uses low power is wireless implant communication. The results
in this chapter laid the foundations of the next chapter, which is a theoretical exploration
of the human body antenna characteristics for wireless implant communications.
Chapter 7 This chapter contains the copy of the paper “Analysis of the Human Body as
an Antenna for Wireless Implant Communication”, which is submitted to IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation in June, 2015. The basis of this study is the
previous results about the antenna characteristics of the human body and also the wellknown results in the field of RF dosimetry. In this chapter, the feasibility of using a
tiny toroidal inductor to induce an RF current at the cross-section of the ankle, for the
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purpose of wireless implant communications, is investigated for the frequency range of
1- 70 MHz. The high frequency loss introduced from the inductor winding and the magnetic core are taken into account. From the results, crucial factors are identified that
determine the performance of the system, which are, the parasitic capacitance and the
magnetic core loss of the inductor. Among other factors, we found out that the number
of turns of the wire and the way it is wound around the iron core have crucial effect
on the performance of the whole system. The theoretical results indicate the proposed
technique has the potential to be implemented in wireless implant communications.

Chapter 2

Background Theory
The study of the human body antenna characteristics involve the interaction of electromagnetic fields with the body, which is determined by the dielectric properties of the
tissues. More specifically, the constituents of tissues, which are, the cell membrane, intracellular and extracellular fluids, characterize the dielectric properties of tissues. The
ions and polar molecules inside the intra- and extracellular fluids and the capacitive nature of the cell membranes determine the response of the human body when an external
electric field is applied. Since the function and structure of tissues are different, their
corresponding dielectric properties are also different. Usually, the dielectric properties of
tissues are represented by the macroscopic parameters of conductivity and permittivity.
Studies on the RF dosimetry have reported that the human body in standing position
has similar characteristics as a quarter wave monopole antenna. Therefore, in this thesis, the human body antenna characteristics are studied based on a cylindrical antenna
model of the human body that is analyzed using the three-term approximation method.
The three-term approximation method is a semi-analytic approach of representing the
induced current in a cylindrical antenna using three sinusoidal functions. In this chapter, the dielectric properties of tissues are introduced followed by the overview of the
cylindrical antenna theory, which are important to understand the proposed equivalent
cylindrical antenna model of the human body.
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The Dielectric Properties of Tissues

The interaction of electromagnetic fields with biological tissues can be described using
Maxwell’s equations. Maxwell’s equations describe how electric and magnetic fields
are generated; and they also govern the interaction of currents and charges. In other
words, Maxwell’s equation are used to define the electromagnetic fields [26]. Assuming,
a harmonic time dependence ejωt for angular frequency ω, the Maxwell’s equations in
point form are given as
∇ × H = Jc + jωD,

(2.1)

∇ · B = 0,

(2.2)

∇ × E = −jωB,

(2.3)

∇ · D = ρ,

(2.4)

where E is the electric field intensity vector in volts per meter (V/m); H is the magnetic
field intensity in ampere per meter [A/m]; D is the electric flux density in coulomb per
square meter (C/m2 ); B the magnetic flux density vector in tesla (T); Jc is the volume
conduction current density vector in amperes per square meter (A/m2 ); and ρ is the
volume charge density in coulombs per cubic meter (C/m3 ). The charge and current
densities (ρ and Jc ) can be thought as the sources of the electromagnetic fields. These
densities are localized in space; for example, they are restricted to flow on an antenna.
The generated electric and magnetic fields are radiated away from these sources and can
propagate to large distances to the receiving antennas.
Assuming the human body tissues are macroscopically homogenous, their dielectric properties can be described by the permittivity and conductivity. The permittivity represents
the tissue’s ability to store electric energy; whereas the conductivity determines the tissue’s ability to transport charge as response to applied electric field. The tissues are
dispersive since they have frequency dependent dielectric properties. Therefore, the
electric field components can be related as


D = ǫ0 ǫ′ (ω) − jǫ′′ (ω) E

(2.5)

where ǫ0 = 8.854 × 10−14 farads per meter (F/m) is the permeability of free space; ǫ′ (ω)
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is the real part of the complex relative permittivity that represents the displacement current; and ǫ′′ (ω) is the imaginary part of the complex relative permittivity that represents
the dielectric loss due to the displacement of bound charges. Moreover, tissues of the
human body are nonmagnetic; so that the magnetic field components of the Maxwell’s
equation can be related as
B = µ0 H

(2.6)

where µ0 = 4π × 107 henries per meter (H/m) is the permeability of free space. The
conduction current density Jc and the applied electric field E can be related as
Jc = σ i E

(2.7)

where σi is the static ionic conductivity.
The Maxwell’s equation in (2.1) can be written as
∇ × H = Jc + jωD = Jc + Jd = J

(2.8)

where Jd = jωD = ωǫ0 [ǫ′′ (ω) + jǫ′ (ω)] E is the displacement current density and J
is the total current density. Therefore, from (2.8), the total current density can be
expressed as
J = jωǫ0 ǫ∗r (ω) E

(2.9)

where ǫ∗r (ω) is defined as


σi
ǫ∗r (ω) = ǫ′ (ω) − jǫ′′ (ω) − j
ωǫ0

(2.10)

Similarly, the expression in (2.9) can be rewritten using the complex conductivity σω∗ of
tissues as
J = σω∗ E

(2.11)

where
σω∗ = jωǫ0 ǫ∗r (ω) = σi + ωǫ0 ǫ′′ (ω) + jωǫ0 ǫ′ (ω) = σef f (ω) + jωǫ0 ǫ′ (ω)

(2.12)

where σef f (ω) = σi + ωǫ0 ǫ′′ (ω) is the effective conductivity or the AC conductivity.
Measured values of the relative permittivity ǫ′ (ω) and the AC conductivity σef f (ω) of
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tissues exhibit different distinctive steps as frequency increases [27]. These transitions
from one step to another is called dispersion, which is defined as the manifestations of the
polarization and motion of charge carriers in tissues. Most tissues have three dispersion
regions, namely, the α, β and γ dispersions. The transport of ions across a biological
membrane is related to the low frequency α dispersion. The α dispersion can be found
in the frequency range between 1 Hz up to 100 kHz. An increase in tissue conductivity
is rarely evident in the α dispersion and the permittivity shows a significant decrease.
The polarization of cellular membranes is an obstacle for an ion to flow in or out of the
cell and leads to the β dispersion. This region lies within hundreds of kilohertz to tens
of megahertz range. The polarization of protein is another contributing factor to the
β dispersion trend. The polarization of water molecules creates the γ distribution in
the gigahertz region (microwave frequencies). The γ dispersion is not strong and it has
minimal effect on the electrical properties of body tissues which carry protein bound
water.
An attempt to provide a mathematical model for the dielectric properties of tissues,
circuit models that include capacitor and resistor have been used to reproduce the measured values of the permittivity and conductivity of tissues. One of such approaches
is the Cole-Cole dispersion model that was successfully parameterized by Gabriel et al
[28]. The Cole–Cole equation presents the change of dielectric properties of a tissue over
a broad frequency range as
ǫ∗r (ω) = ǫ∞ +

X
n

∆ǫn
(1−αn )

1 + (jωτn )

−j

σi
ωǫ0

(2.13)

where ǫ∞ is the permittivity at terahertz frequency; n is the dispersion identifier; and
∆ǫn , τn and αn are tissue parameters for each dispersion region. The dielectric performance of biological tissues is predicted by this summation through proper parameter
selection for each tissue. In [28], four different dispersions were used to fit the measured
data of different tissues in the frequency range of 10 Hz-20 GHz. The conductivity and
permittivity of tissues obtained from this model are used in this thesis.
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Overview of Cylindrical Antenna Theory

The methodology of this thesis makes use of the cylindrical antenna theory, which requires the solution of the total induced axial current inside a cylindrical antenna when
illuminated by a vertically polarized electric field. Even though it is possible to determine the total induced axial current in a cylindrical antenna from the vertically polarized
electric field at the surface of the antenna, it is much simpler to use auxiliary vector potential functions in the solution. In the antenna analysis problems, vector potentials are
often introduced in order to simplify the solutions of the problems. Vector potentials are
mathematical tools that are used as auxiliary functions in the analysis of electromagnetic radiation problems. Unlike electric field intensity E and magnetic field intensity
H, they are not measurable physical quantities. An example of vector potential includes
the magnetic vector potential, A, which is important in the analysis of the cylindrical
antennas applied in this thesis.
Considering a circular conducting cylinder of radius a and complex conductivity σω∗ that
extends along the z-axis of a system of cylindrical coordinates (ρ, φ, z) with a time
harmonic (ejωt ) and rotationally symmetric axial magnetic vector potential A1 (ρ, z) =
A1z (ρ, z) ẑ maintained inside it, the general equation for the vector potential, assuming
a simple medium, can be written as
∇2 A1 (ρ, z) + k12 A1 (ρ, z) = 0
where k1 =

(2.14)

√
−jωµ0 σω∗ . Expanding the vector identity ∇2 A1 = ∇∇ · A1 − ∇ × ∇ × A1

in cylindrical coordinates and substituting it into (2.14) gives
∂ 2 A1z (ρ, z) 1 ∂ ∂A1z (ρ, z)
+
ρ
+ k12 A1z (ρ, z) = 0.
∂z 2
ρ ∂ρ
∂ρ

(2.15)

The solution for (2.15) can be obtained by the method of separation of variables, such
that A1z (ρ, z) can be written as
A1z (ρ, z) = f (z)F (ρ).

(2.16)
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Substituting (2.16) in (2.15) yields the equation
1 1 ∂ ∂F (ρ)
1 ∂ 2 f (z)
+ k12 = −
ρ
.
f (z) ∂z 2
F (ρ) ρ ∂ρ
∂ρ

(2.17)

It can be seen that the left side of the above equation is a function of z and the right
side is a function of ρ; thus, the two sides can be equal if both of them are equal to a
constant. Denoting the constant by κ2 and expressing it as κ2 = k12 − γ 2 so that
∂ 2 f (z)
+ γ 2 f (z) = 0
∂z 2

(2.18)

1 ∂ ∂F (ρ)
ρ
+ κ2 F (ρ) = 0.
ρ ∂ρ
∂ρ

(2.19)

and

The expression in (2.18) is the well known one dimensional wave equation that has a
solution of a traveling wave in a lossy medium given as f (z) = C1 e±jγz or the standing
wave representation as f (z) = C2 cos(γz)+C3 sin(γz), where C1 , C2 and C3 are arbitrary
constants. The first expression of f (z) represents a wave that originates from the origin
and propagates along the length of the cylinder on the z-axis while being attenuated
by the lossy medium. γ is the complex propagation constant that can be described as
γ = β − jα, where β is the phase constant and α is the attenuation constant. (Please
note that the common notations used for the complex propagation constant γ, the phase
constant β and the attenuation constant α coincide with the notation used for the three
dispersion regions of the dielectric spectrum of tissues discussed perviously. Though the
notations are similar, their representations are different.) In this thesis, since we are
utilizing the infinite length cylinder to describe a finite length cylindrical antenna, the
second solution of f (z) is more appropriate.
Equation (2.19) can be written in terms of a new independent variable x = κρ as


x
∂ 2 F xκ
1 ∂F κx
= 0,
+
+
F
∂x2
x ∂x
κ

(2.20)

which is a Bessel equation with known solutions. One of the solution for the expression
in (2.20) is F (ρ) = C4 J0 (κρ), where J0 is the zeroth-order Bessel function and C4 is
an arbitrary constant. The Bessel function was chosen so that the vector potential is
non-zero at the center of the cylinder. Therefore, the magnetic vector potential can be
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written as
A1z (ρ, z) = F (ρ) f (z) = C4 J0 (κρ) [C1 cos (γz) + C2 sin (γz)]

(2.21)

Assuming the axial electric field in the cylinder causes a total axial current I(z), from
Ampere’s law, the magnetic flux density B2φ (a, z) on the surface of the cylinder can be
written as
B2φ (a, z) =

µ0 I (z)
.
2πa

(2.22)

From the expression of the magnetic vector potential, the magnetic flux density inside
the cylinder can also be expressed as
B1φ (ρ, z) = −

∂A1z (ρ, z)
= C4 κJ1 (κρ) [C1 cos (γz) + C2 sin (γz)]
∂ρ

(2.23)

where J1 is the first-order Bessel function. Defining the arbitrary constant C4 as
C4 =

µ0
2πaκJ1 (κa)

(2.24)

and applying the magnetic field boundary condition at the surface of the cylinder, the
magnetic flux density at the surface of the cylinder can be written as
B1φ (a, z) = B2φ (a, z) =

µ0
µ0 I (z)
[C1 cos (γz) + C2 sin (γz)] =
2πa
2πa

(2.25)

assuming the permeability of the cylinder is the same as that of the free space. From
(2.25), the total axial current I(z) can be expressed as
I (z) = C1 cos (γz) + C2 sin (γz) .

(2.26)

Equation (2.26) expresses a current that propagates as a standing wave and attenuates
along the z-axis. When we adapt similar expressions to describe a finite length cylinder,
the current at the ends of the cylinder has to be zero. Therefore, the total axial current in
finite cylinders or cylindrical antennas has a general form similar to (2.26) with additional
terms to compensate for the edge effects. Additionally, if the finite cylindrical dipole
antenna is center-fed, we expect the current to have similar distribution on both direction
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of the z-axis, having the general form:
I (z) = C1 cos (γz) + C2 sin (γ|z|) .

(2.27)

The electric field inside the cylinder can be found from the vector magnetic potential
using their relationship in a simple media as
E1 =


−jω
∇∇ · A1 + k12 A1 .
2
k1

(2.28)

From (2.28), the axial component of the electric field can be derived as
jω 1 ∂
ρ
E1z (ρ, z) = 2
k1 ρ ∂ρ



∂A1z (ρ, z)
∂ρ



= −jω

κ2
I (z) κ J0 (κρ)
.
A1z (ρ, z) =
2
2πaσω∗ J1 (κa)
k1

(2.29)

And the volume current density can be derived as
J1z (ρ, z) = σω∗ E1z (ρ, z) =

I (z) κ J0 (κρ)
.
2πa J1 (κa)

(2.30)

In order to characterize the circuit properties per unit length of the cylinder, the surface
impedance per unit length of the cylinder z i was defined as
zi =

κ J0 (κa)
E1z (a, z)
=
.
I (z)
2πaσω∗ J1 (κa)

(2.31)

The cylindrical antenna was analysed by considering a finite size cylindrical dipole antenna of length 2h and radius a with axis aligned along the z-axis that was illuminated
by a time-harmonic (ejωt ) vertically polarized electric field. It was assumed that the
incident electric field induced a rotationally symmetric volume current density inside
the cylinder. Based on the boundary conditions, the electric field at the surface can be
related as
E0 + E2z (a, z) = Ein (a, z)

(2.32)

where E0 is the incident electric field on the surface of the cylinder, E2z (a, z) is the
scattered electric field at the surface of the cylinder, and Ein (a, z) is the internal electric
field at the surface of the cylinder. Assuming an infinitesimal transversal dielectric gap
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is present at z = 0, the internal electric field can be described as
Ein (a, z) = E1z (a, z) − V0e δ (z)

(2.33)

where E1z (a, z) is the axial electric field obtained from (2.29) and V0e represents the
voltage drop across the dielectric gap. The electric field across the dielectric gap was
modeled using the delta-gap model as Eg (a, 0) = −V0e δ (z). Denoting the total axial
current induced inside the finite cylinder as I1z (z), the E1z (a, z) can be written as
E1z (a, z) = z i I1z (z) .

(2.34)

The scattered axial electric field at the surface of the cylinder E2z (a, z) can be related
to the axial magnetic vector potential on the surface of the cylinder A2z (a, z) due to the
current density inside cylinder J1z (ρ, z) as
−jω
E2z (a, z) = 2
k2




∂2
2
+ k2 A2z (a, z)
∂z 2

(2.35)

√
where k2 = ω ǫ0 µ0 is the free space wave number. Also, the scattered vector magnetic
potential A2 can be related to the source current density j1 as
µ0
A2 (r) =
4π

Z

V′

J1 r ′

 e−jk2 R ′
dv
R

(2.36)

where R = r − r′ is the distance between the source and observation point and V ′
indicates the integration is carried out in the domain of the cylinder volume. Assuming
the condition k2 a ≪ 1 and h ≫ a is satisfied and the axial current density in the cylinder
is similar to the expression in (2.30) as
J1z (ρ, z) =

I1z (z) κ J0 (κρ)
,
2πa J1 (κa)

(2.37)

the scattered axial vector magnetic potential on the surface of the cylinder can be approximated as
µ0
A2z (a, z) =
4π

Zh Za

−h 0

µ0
e−jk2 R1 ′ ′ ′
ρ dρ dz =
2πJ1z (ρ , z )
R1
4π
′

′

Zh

−h

I1z (z ′ )

e−jk2 R1 ′
dz
R1

(2.38)
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q
(z − z ′ )2 + a2 . Therefore, the electric field boundary condition in (2.32)

can be re-written as


∂2
+ k22
∂z 2

 Zh

I1z z ′

−h


 e−jk2 R1 ′ j4πk22
dz =
I1z (z) z i − V0e δ (z) − E0 .
R1
ωµ0

(2.39)

The expression in (2.39) does not have a closed form solution for the axial current; but it
can be approximated using numerical approaches, such as, the Method-of-Moments. It
can also be approximately solved by the semi-analytic approach, namely, the three-term
approximation method, which is the approach used in this thesis. Thus, we derived an
expression for the total axial current I1z (z) based on the approach used for imperfectly
conducting transmitting cylindrical antenna [29] and for resistive receiving antenna [30].
The expression in (2.39) describes an imperfectly conducting and loaded receiving cylindrical antenna that requires a solution different from those reported in [29, 30]; but it
was derived using similar methodology discussed in the papers. The technique used to
solve the equation is well documented in the two articles [29, 30]; therefore, it was not
repeated here. Consequently, the approximate semi-analytic solution for the total axial
current is
I1z (z) = V0e v (z) +

E0
u (z)
k2

(2.40)

where
v (z) =

j2πk2
[sin γ(h − |z|) + TU (cos γz − cos γh)
ζ0 γΨdR cos(γh)
i
1
1
+TD (cos 2 k2 z − cos 2 k2 h)

u (z) =

i
j4π h
1
1
HU (cos γz − cos γh) + HD (cos 2 k2 z − cos 2 k2 h)
ζ0

(2.41)

(2.42)

where ζ0 = 120π Ω is free space impedance. The functions v (z) and u (z) have a
from similar to the current defined for the infinite cylinder in (2.26). The coefficients
in (2.41) and (2.42) involve integrals that are computed numerically by applying the
recursive adaptive Simpson quadrature function on Matlab
TU =

CV ED − CD EV
CU ED − CD EU

TD =

CU EV − CV EU
CU ED − CD EU

(2.43a)
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HU =

CD − ED
CU ED − CD EU

γ2
1− 2
k2



HD =

EU − CU
CU ED − CD EU

(2.43b)

where
CU =

CD = ΨdD





3
4

γ2
(ΨdU R − ΨdR ) (1 − cos γh) − 2 ΨdU R cos γh
k2


1
3
+jΨdU I 4 − cos 2 k2 h + ΨU (h)

 



γ2
1
1
− cos k2 h − 1 − 2 ΨdR 1 − cos 2 k2 h + ΨD (h)
2
k2
h

CV = − jΨdI
EU = −



3
4

− cos

1
k h
2 2



1

1

1

Zh

ΨV (h) =

−h

ΨU (h) =

Zh

−h

ΨD (h) =

Zh 

1

EV = j 4 ΨdI cos 2 k2 h − ΨV (h)

sin γ(h − |z ′ |)

e−jk2 Rh ′
dz
Rh

1

1

−h

 e−jk2 Rh
Rh

dz ′


 zm = 0,
k2 h ≤ π/2
= ΨdR (zm ),
 z = h − λ/4, k h > π/2
m
2

ΨdR (z) = csc γ(h − |z|)

Zh

−h
−1

ΨdU R = [1 − cos γh]

Zh

−h






cos k2 R cos k2 Rh
−
sin γ(h − |z |)
dz ′
R
Rh
′



 cos k2 R0 cos k2 Rh
−
dz ′
cos γz − cos γh
R0
Rh
′

(2.44d)

(2.44e)

(2.45a)

 e−jk2 Rh ′
dz
cos γz ′ − cos γh
Rh

cos 2 k2 z ′ − cos 2 k2 h

(2.44b)

(2.44c)

γ2
1
1
ΨdU R cos γh − j 4 ΨdU I cos 2 k2 h + ΨU (h)
2
k2

ED = − 4 ΨdD cos 2 k2 h + ΨD (h)

ΨdR

+ ΨV (h)

i

(2.44a)

(2.45b)

(2.45c)

(2.46a)

(2.46b)

(2.46c)
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h
i−1 Zh h
i  e−jk2 R0
e−jk2 Rh
1
1
1
′
= 1 − cos 2 k2 h
cos 2 k2 z − cos 2 k2 h
−
dz ′
R0
Rh

(2.46d)

−h

h

ΨdI = − 1 − cos

h

i−1
1
k
h
2
2

Zh

−h

ΨdU I = − 1 − cos

i−1
1
k
h
2
2

Zh

−h






sin k2 R0 sin k2 Rh
sin γ(h − |z |)
−
dz ′
R0
Rh
′



 sin k2 R0 sin k2 Rh
cos γz − cos γh
−
dz ′
R0
Rh
′


1
Rh = (h − z ′ )2 + a2 2


1
R0 = z ′2 + a2 2

(2.46e)

(2.46f)

(2.46g)

The complex propagation constant γ = β − jα was defined as
2

γ =

k22



j4πz i
1−
k2 ζ0 ΨdR



.

(2.47)

The value of γ is calculated by the process of iteration that is initialised by γ = k2 to
calculate z i and ΨdR , which are in turn used to calculate γ. The iteration is found to
be highly convergent; thus, the results after several iteration steps suffice to provide an
accurate approximation. It should be noted that for perfect conducting antennas z i =0,
which reduces the expression in (2.47) to γ = k2 resulting in the propagation constant is
equal to the free space wave number. This also reduces the expression of of the current
to the expression of the axial current in a perfectly conducting dipole antenna as shown
in [29].
The cylindrical antenna considered here is a center-loaded dipole antenna with the dielectric gap taken as the load. Moreover, it is known that a receiving antenna can be
represented by Thevenin’s equivalent circuit using the antenna input impedance ZA and
the equivalent source voltage Veq . From [29], the input impedance of the cylindrical
dipole antenna can be defined as
ZA =

1
.
v (0)

(2.48)

The equivalent source voltage can be calculated from the short-circuit current Isc (0),
which is the current when there is no load or dielectric gap, and the input impedance as
Veq = Isc (0) ZA =

E0
u (0) ZA .
k2

(2.49)
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Therefore, the voltage drop across the dielectric gap can be calculated as
V0e = −

ZA ZL
E0
u (0)
k2
ZA + ZL

(2.50)

where ZL is the impedance of the dielectric gap. Assuming the dielectric gap has a
permittivity ǫg and thickness t, its capacitance CL can be calculated as
πa2
;
t

(2.51)

−j
.
ωCL

(2.52)

CL = ǫ g
thus, its impedance can be expressed as
ZL =

Therefore, the total axial current expressed in (2.40) can be re-written as
E0
I1z (z) =
k2




ZL u (0)
v (z) .
u (z) −
1 + ZL v (0)

(2.53)

In this thesis, the cylindrical monopole antenna is used to describe the antenna effect
of a human subject standing on a perfectly conductive ground. Under this assumption,
the expressions derived for the dipole cylindrical antenna can be easily adapted for the
monopole antenna by applying the image theory. From image theory, the total axial
current in the monopole cylindrical antenna is the same as that of the dipole. The
reflection from the perfectly conducting ground has the same effect as if there was an
image cylinder in the ground along the negative z-axis. It can also be assumed that half
of the cylinder in the negative z-axis is the image of the monopole antenna grounded
on the highly conductive ground. As a result, the input impedance for the monopole
m becomes half of that of the dipole, which is Z m = Z /2. Thus, the expression of
ZA
A
A

the total axial current in the case of the monopole cylindrical antenna on a perfectly
conducting ground can be defined as
I1z (z) =

E0
k2



u (z) −


m Z u (0)
2ZA
L
v
(z)
.
m+Z
2ZA
L

(2.54)

In relation to this, a new perspective on the cylindrical antenna theory is given in
Appendix A.
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3.1

Abstract

Intrabody Communication (IBC) is a technique that uses the human body as a transmission medium for electrical signals to connect wearable electronic sensors and devices.
Understanding the human body as the transmission medium in IBC paves way for practical implementation of IBC in body sensor networks. In this study, we propose a model
for galvanic coupling type IBC based on a simplified equivalent circuit representation of
the human upper arm. We propose a new way to calculate the electrode–skin contact
impedance. Based on the model and human experimental results, we discuss important
characteristics of galvanic coupling-type IBC, namely, the effect of tissues,anthropometry
of subjects, and electrode configuration on signal propagation. We found that the dielectric properties of the muscle primarily characterize the received signal when receiver
electrodes are located close to transmitter electrodes. When receiver and transmitter
electrodes are far apart, the skin dielectric property affects the received signal.

3.2

Introduction

The accomplishments in telemedicine technology and body sensor networks contribute
to the fulfillment of the pervasive healthcare visions [31]. In body sensor networks, short
range wireless communication between biomedical sensors is achieved using commonly
used radio frequency based wireless links, e.g., Bluetooth and Zigbee. These protocols
are designed for communications at distances of several tens of meters by radiating
electromagnetic energy into the air; hence, they intrinsically require more power [32, 33].
As an alternative, a new method of wireless data transmission that uses the human
body as transmission medium, or Intrabody Communication (IBC), was first proposed
for Personal Area Networks (PAN) by Zimmerman [34]. This technique uses nearfield and electrostatic coupling of signals; consequently, low frequency communication
without electromagnetic radiation can be achieved that potentially leads to reduced
power consumption.
Generally, there are two approaches of IBC, namely, capacitive coupling and galvanic
coupling. In capacitive coupling, the signal is transmitted through the human body; and
a return path is formed by the capacitive coupling between the transmitter electrodes
and receiver electrodes through the external environment, e.g., air. In this approach,
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the transmission quality is affected by the noisy environment and the size of the receiver
ground planes [35]. In galvanic coupling, which is the focus of this study, the signal is applied differentially between two transmitter electrodes and received differentially by two
receiver electrodes [36]. The signal in the galvanic coupling approach is confined within
the body as it is transmitted from a pair of transmitter electrodes to a pair of receiver
electrodes, and therefore, is less prone to noise from the external environment [37].
Several groups have attempted to investigate the propagation mechanism in IBC [38];
and models based on finite-element methods [5, 6], finite difference time-domain (FDTD) [7],
quasi-static electromagnetic principles [8, 9], and equivalent electrical circuits [10–12]
have been proposed. Recently, a more comprehensive model of signal transmission on
the human body surface for capacitive coupling IBC was proposed by [18], based on electromagnetic theory. However, there are still some gaps in knowledge. For example, the
effect of various tissues on signal propagation in galvanic IBC has not been analysed in
detail. Some of the proposed models did not include the effect of electrode-skin contact
impedance [5, 18] and in other models the impedance was not clearly presented [6, 10].
In addition, the models do not take into account subject specific anatomical parameters,
i.e., anthropometry. For these reasons, current IBC models do not accurately describe
or predict the empirical measurements of signal propagation through human subjects.
In this work, we propose a new circuit model of the transmission medium in galvanic
coupling type IBC based on simplified equivalent circuit representation of the human
upper arm. We propose a new way to calculate electrode-skin contact impedance from
the human body input impedance measurement, which has not been previously emphasized. Moreover, we analyse the effect of tissues and electrode configuration on galvanic
coupling IBC. We demonstrate that the proposed model successfully predicts gain and
phase shift measurements over 6 human subjects with various anthropometric measures.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section A.3, the dielectric spectrum of biological
tissues based on a single Cole-Cole dispersion and a macroscopic circuit model of tissues are discussed. This is followed by the construction and discussion of a simplified
equivalent circuit model of the human upper arm in Section 3.4. In this section, the
component impedances of the simplified circuit are analysed taking into consideration
the new proposed approach of calculating electrode-skin impedance. Section ?? presents
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the measurement set-up and calculation procedures, followed by the discussion of the
experimental and calculation results in section 3.6.

3.3

Model for Dielectric Spectrum of Tissues

In our work, the frequency range selected for the investigation of the transmission
medium in galvanic coupled IBC is from 200 kHz to 10 MHz. We set the lower bound
of the frequency range, which is well above the spectrum of biological signals, based on
the low frequency limitation of the measuring devices we used. At the upper frequency
bound, 10 MHz, the dimension of the upper arm is smaller compared to the wavelength
of the signal; therefore, the signal propagating within the arm can still be considered to
be in the near-field region of the electromagnetic field. This region can be modeled by
static circuit models, which our study is based upon. Moreover, at higher frequencies, it
is thought that the human body radiates the signals to the air as electromagnetic waves
and the signals are no longer confined within the body due to the human body antenna
effects [14].
For the given frequency range, the dielectric spectrum of tissues can be approximated
by the second Cole-Cole dispersion of Gabriel’s parametric relation [25]. For a single
dispersion, the expression for complex relative permittivity (ε∗r ) as a function of angular
excitation frequency (ω) is given as
′

′′

ǫ∗r (ω) = ǫr (ω) − jǫr (ω)
∆ǫn
σi
= ǫ∞ +
1−αn + jωǫ
1 + (jωτn )
0

(3.1)

where n = 2 represents the second dispersion region in the Gabriel dispersion relation,
′

′′

ǫr and ǫr are the real and imaginary parts of ǫ∗r , ∆ǫn refers to the strength of the
dispersion, ǫ∞ is permittivity at infinite frequency, τn is the relaxation time constant,
αn is distribution parameter that controls the width of the dispersion, σi is the static
ionic conductivity, and ǫ0 is permittivity of vacuum.
The complex conductivity can be calculated from (1) as
′

′′

σ ∗ (ω) = σ (ω) + jσ (ω) = jωǫ0 ǫ∗r (ω)

(3.2)
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′

′′

where σ and σ are the real and imaginary parts of σ ∗ .
Since the fundamental processes of charge build up and conduction in tissue occur in
parallel [39], we propose a simple two-component equivalent circuit that represents the
admittance Y of tissues, which is a parallel combination of conductance G and susceptance B, as shown in (3). For this model, we assumed homogenous dielectric properties
of tissue; thus, the admittance can be represented in terms of specific conductivity and
relative permittivity, which are estimated by (1) and (2), respectively, as

Y (ω) = G(ω) + jB(ω)

(3.3)

and frequency dependant conductance and susceptance for uniform cross-section of tissues are defined as

′

′′

(3.4)

B(ω) = Kσ (ω) = Kωǫ0 ǫr (ω)

(3.5)

G(ω) = Kσ (ω) = Kωǫ0 ǫr

′′

′

where K is the ratio of cross-sectional area to length of tissues. This definition is based
on the implicit assumption that current density is uniform throughout the cross-section.
For the frequency range we used, the skin-depth of all tissues is large compared to the
radius of the upper arm; therefore the assumption of uniform current density is justified.

3.4

Human Body Equivalent Circuit Model

Since our study of galvanic signal coupling focuses on the near-field region of electromagnetic field, where the signals exhibit dipole type field behaviour, we used the electric
field intensity (current density) vectors of the electric dipole to represent the current flow
paths in galvanic coupling as shown in Fig. 3.1.
We assumed the upper arm is composed of concentric layers of skin, subcutaneous fat,
muscle, and cortical bone. In this study, we investigated these tissues based on their
dielectric and anatomical characteristics to calculate their impedances and thus their
contributions to the pathways of current flow in galvanic current coupling. Based on the
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Figure 3.1: Current flow paths in galvanic coupling. The primary flow is the current
flowing between the Tx electrodes, which does not contribute to the potential difference
detected by Rx electrodes. The secondary flow is the current that induces potential
difference on Rx electrodes. Zt1 represents the impedance of the primary flow path;
Zl1 and Zl2 refer to the impedance of the longitudinal forward and return path of the
secondary flow, respectively; and Zt2 refers to the transverse path of the secondary
flow. l is the distance between transmitter and receiver electrode pairs. The distance
between transmitter electrodes A1 and A2 is dts and between receiver electrodes B1
and B2 is drs .

current paths defined, each of the four tissues in the upper arm can be represented by
four distinctive impedances characterising a unique galvanic coupled set-up as shown in
Fig. 3.1. The set-up depends on the geometry and location of the electrodes, namely,
the separation between transmitter and receiver electrodes, which is depicted as l in Fig.
3.1, the distance between the transmitter electrode pair (dts ), and the distance between
receiver electrode pair (drs ).
The impedances are calculated using,
Z(ω) =

1
1
=
′′
Y (ω)
Kωǫ0 (ǫr (ω) + jǫ′r (ω))

(3.6)

where Y (ω) is the complex admittance characterising a single homogenous tissue and
calculated based on (3); and K is the ratio of effective cross-sectional area to length of a
tissue. The effective cross-sectional area and length depends on electrode configurations,
width and depth of current distribution, and subject specific anatomical parameters such
as tissue thickness.
We compared the impedance characteristics of each tissue in order to investigate their
contributions to current flow in the upper arm. For simplicity, we considered a unit cell
volume (i.e., cube of side 1 cm) of each tissue; and as a result, the value of K is equal
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Figure 3.2: Impedance magnitude |Z|, in Ω, of tissues in the upper arm.
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Figure 3.3: Impedance phase angle (degree) as function of frequency for tissues in
the upper arm.

to 1 cm. Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3 show impedance modulus and the corresponding phase
angle, respectively, of each tissue calculated using (6).
Based on the impedance of tissues and human body anatomy, we propose the simplified
equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 3.4. From Fig. 3.2, bone and fat have large impedance
values. As a result, we assumed their contribution to longitudinal and transverse flow
path is very small; and modelled their effects as open circuit. Muscle remains a potential current flow path in both longitudinal and transverse direction due to its small
impedance over frequency. Therefore, its effect is included in the circuit as Zmtt and
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Figure 3.4: A simplified equivalent circuit representation of the upper arm for galvanic
coupling type IBC, for the case of gelled electrodes, where Zo is output impedance of
the transmitter; Zi is input impedance of receiver and the i1 to i5 are the mesh currents

Zmtr , representing the transverse impedance of muscle at transmitter and receiver side,
respectively; and Zml , the longitudinal impedance. Moreover, skin is located in direct
contact with the coupling electrodes; and its impedance decreases as frequency increases.
Zsl thus represents the longitudinal impedance of skin.
Another current flow path we took into account is the path perpendicular to the surface
of the coupling electrodes. In our abstraction of the upper arm, fat is located between
skin and muscle; and thickness of fat can be large enough that it can impede the current
flowing from skin to muscle. Therefore, the impedance of fat tissue underneath the
location of electrodes is represented by the series fat impedance, Zf .
Another factor that we considered for simplification of the equivalent circuit is the
condition of the coupling electrodes. We modelled the pregelled Ag/AgCl electrodes
used in this work. The impedance of skin at lower frequencies gets smaller in areas
where the gel is applied; as a result, more current can be injected into the lower tissues
compared to using dry electrodes [39]. We combined the individual impedances of the
contacts among skin, gel and electrode as a single electrode-skin contact impedance, Zes .
In addition to this, we observed that the calculated transverse impedance of ungelled
skin is very large compared to the measured electrode-skin contact impedance due to the
small cross-sectional area to length ratio of the ungelled skin and its smaller conductivity.
Consequently, we approximated the transverse impedance of the skin as open in the
simplified equivalent circuit model.
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Figure 3.5: Cross-section of the upper arm abstraction along the transverse axis at
the transmitter location. ts is skin thickness, tf fat thickness, tm muscle thickness,
rb bone radius, r radius of the arm, dts inter-electrode distance, dmt transverse path
length of muscle, and θ radian angle formed by the two electrodes of the transmitter .

3.4.1

Transverse Impedances, Zmtt and Zmtr

The transverse impedances depend on the location and shape of electrode, such as interelectrode distance, electrode pair separation, and electrode area. They also depend on
anatomical parameters, such as muscle thickness. Fig. 3.5 shows the cross-section of the
upper arm along transverse axis at the transmitter side.
To determine some of the anatomical parameters, we measured anthropometry of the
upper arm that includes perimeter and skinfold measurements at location where electrodes are attached. We approximated the cross-section of the upper arm to a circle
so that the measured perimeter of the arm at the transmitter side is equal to the circumference, ct , of the circular cross-section of the arm. The radius of the arm at the
transmitter side is calculated using,

r = ct /(2π)

(3.7)

and the radian angle θ in Fig. 3.5 can be calculated by,

θ = dts /r.

(3.8)
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Accurate measurement of tissue thickness is a complicated task and in vivo measurement
requires imaging modalities like MRI [40]. We assumed skin thickness ts =0.2 cm and
bone radius rb =1 cm for all the human subjects we used (that are described in section
3.5) based on statistical measurements of skin thickness [41] and humerus radii [42]. In
addition to this, we approximated thickness of fat, tf , to half of skinfold thickness less
skin thickness. We measured skinfold thickness on locations of the upper arm where
electrodes are attached. For the measurement, we used Harpenden skinfold caliper,
which has measuring range of up to 80 mm, dial graduation 0.2 mm, and accuracy 99.00
%. Averages of three measurements were used.
Muscle thickness is then:

tm = r − (ts + tf + rb ).

(3.9)

The geometry of muscle tissue considered is similar to the portion of a cylindrical shell.
Since the cylindrical shell has unequal interior and exterior arc lengths, the average arc
length was used. For muscle, this average length depicted (Fig. 3.5) as dmt is calculated
as

dmt = θ(r − ts − tf − tm /2).

(3.10)

Let wmt be the width of the transverse flow path at the transmitter side. Along the
longitudinal axis, the cross-sectional area of a cylindrical shell is rectangular and its
value can be calculated as width multiplied by height. According to our definition, the
secondary current that is responsible for the potential difference across the receiver electrodes is the current flowing within the tissues located under the surface of the receiver
electrodes. Therefore, we assumed the width of the secondary transverse current path
at the receiver side is equal to the diameter of the receiver electrodes. This implies that
the remaining transverse current distribution belongs to the primary current. Therefore,
we approximate wmt equal to the distance between transmitter and receiver electrodes,
l.
The ratio of cross-sectional area to length, Kmtt , for Zmtt is calculated as
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Figure 3.6: The cross-section of the arm where electrode is attached. r1 is radius of
upper arc, r2 radius of lower arc, θ1 central angle for the upper arc in radian, θ2 central
angle for the lower arc in radian, A1 is area of the upper circular segment, A2 is area
of the lower circular segment, hrec height of the rectangle, wrec width of the rectangle
and de electrode diameter.

Kmtt =

tm wmt
.
dmt

(3.11)

The transverse impedance Zmtr at the receiver was similarly calculated.

3.4.2

Longitudinal Impedances, Zml and Zsl

The longitudinal impedances represent the impedance of the longitudinal current path
of the secondary current. For symmetrical electrodes located along the longitudinal
axis of the arm, the forward and return secondary flow path impedances are equal.
The longitudinal impedances also depend on the electrode configuration and anatomical
parameters.
In the previous subsection, we approximated the width of the transverse secondary
current to the diameter of receiver electrodes. Since the longitudinal impedances represent the longitudinal secondary current flow path, we assumed the path width equal
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to the electrode diameter. From Fig. 3.6, the cross-sectional area of skin, Asl , which
contributes to the longitudinal skin impedance is calculated as
Asl = Arec + A1 − A2

(3.12)

where Arec =hrec wrec is the area of the rectangle formed by the broken line. The area of
the upper circular segment, A1 is calculated as
A1 =

1
θ1
r1 (θ1 r1 − wrec cos( ))
2
2

(3.13)

and area of the lower circular segment, A2 , is calculated as
A2 =

θ2
1
r2 (θ2 r2 − wrec cos( ))
2
2

(3.14)

where r1 =r, which is radius of the arm calculated from (3.7), r2 =r1 -ts , θ1 is calculated
as
θ1 =

de
.
r1

(3.15)

height of the rectangle, hrec
hrec =

ts
,
cos( θ21 )

(3.16)

width of the rectangle, wrec
θ1
),
2

(3.17)

wrec
).
2r2

(3.18)

wrec = 2r1 sin(
and θ2 is calculated as
θ2 = 2 sin−1 (

We set the length of skin contributing to the longitudinal impedance of skin to the
distance of transmitter and receiver electrode pair separation, which is l. Therefore, the
ratio of cross-sectional area to length of the longitudinal skin impedance Zsl , Ksl , is
Ksl =

Asl
l

(3.19)
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Using a similar approach the cross-sectional area of muscle longitudinal path can be
calculated. The known terms in this calculation are
SF T
2

r1 = r −

(3.20)

where r is radius of the arm from (3.7), SF T is measured skinfold thickness.
r2 = rb

(3.21)

where rb is radius of bone. And wrec , width of the rectangle is the same as that of skin.
From these

θ1 = 2 sin−1 (

wrec
),
2r1

(3.22)

θ2 = 2 sin−1 (

wrec
),
2r2

(3.23)

and
hrec =

r1 − r2
.
cos( θ21 )

(3.24)

Using (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14), the area for longitudinal muscle impedance can be
calculated.

3.4.3

Fat Series Impedance, Zf

The current from electrodes and through gelled skin, suffers attenuation by fat tissue
before entering muscle tissue. The effect of fat is represented by a series impedance, Zf .
We assumed that the cross-sectional area of fat where current flows to be equal to area
of the electrodes. Fat thickness was approximated by measuring the skinfold thickness
at the locations of electrodes attachments. Therefore, the cross-sectional area to length
ratio, Kf , in the calculation of Zf is given by
Kf =

πd2e
4tf

(3.25)
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Figure 3.7: The circuit diagram proposed to calculate the electrode-skin impedance.
Zxm is impedance seen by the VNA port, Zs and Yo are series residual impedance and
stray admittance of test leads; ZDUT is input impedance of the arm with electrodes
attached; Zes is electrode-skin impedance; and Ro is the output impedance of the VNA.

where de is diameter of electrode and tf is thickness of fat, which is calculated from
measured skinfold thickness (SF T ) and skin thickness, ts as
tf =

3.4.4

SF T
− ts .
2

(3.26)

Electrode-Skin Impedance, Zes

The electrode-skin impedance, Zes , is composed of skin impedance underneath the
electrode, electrode impedance and gel applied. In the literature, the electrode-skin
impedance data are limited to the lower frequency range, due to the focus on the application of biomedical electrodes in detection of biologically generated signals. For IBC
application, bulk impedance measurements of the arm with electrodes attached were carried out in [36], [37]; and the impedance was referred as contact impedance, which other
authors took these measurement values for electrode or electrode-skin impedance. The
bulk impedance does not represent the impedance of the skin, electrode or their combination; rather it is the input impedance of the arm with electrodes attached. Within
this context, we propose a new approach to calculate electrode-skin impedance based on
impedance measurements using a vector network analyser (VNA). The circuit diagram
of the proposed electrode-skin impedance measurement system is shown in Fig. 3.7.
On the surface of the upper arm, we attached two round pregelled Ag/AgCl electrodes
(diameter 1 cm) side by side and close to each other, and ensuring no contact between
the electrolytic gel to avoid short circuit. In this configuration, most of the current
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Figure 3.8: Normalized electrode-skin impedance modulus (for electrode area of 1
cm2 ), in Ω, as a function of frequency, calculated based on impedance measurements
on six subjects. The electrodes used are pregelled Ag/AgCl electrodes.

is flowing in the primary current flow path formed by gelled skin so that the effect
of the inner tissues is negligible. The complex reflection coefficients of the attached
electrodes was measured using VNA. It was found that the measurement values do not
vary significantly for electrode separations as much as 3 mm. The impedance seen by
the VNA, Zxm , is calculated by

Zxm = Ro

1+Γ
1−Γ

(3.27)

where Ro is the output impedance of the VNA; and Γ is the complex reflection coefficient.
Since the known load available for calibration does not fit with the test lead connectors,
we adapted the alternative technique of measuring their effect directly. The effect of the
test leads is considered by measuring the series residual impedance, Zs , and the stray
admittance, Yo , of the test leads, by applying an open-short compensation technique.
Zs is measured by shorting the test leads; and Yo is measured leaving the test leads open
with the same separation as when the test leads were attached to the electrodes. Since
the series residual impedance, Zs , is very small (Zs << 1/Yo ), the open measurement is
approximated to Yo .
The impedance formed by the two electrodes, gel and skin, ZDU T , is calculated as
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ZDU T =

Zxm − Zs
.
1 − (Zxm − Zs )Yo

(3.28)

And from (3.28) and Fig. 3.7, electrode-skin impedance, Zes , is calculated as
Zes = (ZDU T )/2.

(3.29)

The electrode-skin impedance, Zes , calculated based on (3.29), for six subjects is shown
in Fig. 3.8; the measurement set-up is discussed in the next section. The impedance
was normalized to 1 cm2 electrode area.

3.5

Measurement Set-up and Calculation Procedure

The proposed simplified equivalent circuit was empirically compared by carrying out
gain and phase shift measurements of galvanic coupling IBC system using the human
upper arm as transmission medium. The measurement set-up, shown in Fig. 3.9, is
composed of a battery powered VNA (miniVNA Pro, output impedance Zo = 50 Ω
and input impedance Zi = 50 Ω, frequency range 100 kHz to 200 MHz, manufactured
by Mini Radio Solutions), baluns (Coaxial RF transformers, FTB-1-1+, turns ratio of
one, manufactured by Mini-Circuits), and round pre-gelled self-adhesive Ag/AgCl snap
single electrodes (1cm diameter, manufactured by Noraxon). The VNA is set to sweep
constant interval frequency of range 200 kHz to 10 MHz in 800 points with 0 dBm
output power, which is well below the safety limit set by International Commission on
Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) [43]. The signal is coupled to the upper
arm by electrodes A1 and A2 via Tx of VNA; and at Rx, the VNA detects the potential
difference across electrodes B1 and B2 . The VNA is connected with laptop, where
VNA manufacturer provided software calculated the gain in decibels and phase shift in
degrees based on the measured potential difference and the input voltage. The block
diagram of the measurement set-up is shown in Fig. 3.10. To minimise the uncertainties
associated with measurement, gain measurements were repeated every 30 seconds for five
times and their average was taken. Factors that contributed to the slight variations in
measurements include cable and body movements, hence cable lengths were minimized
and subjects asked to keep still.
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Figure 3.9: Measurement set-up for galvanic coupling IBC using the human upper
arm as transmission path.

Figure 3.10: Block diagram of the measurement set-up. B is half of the measured
insertion loss of the baluns and cables; and H is gain (in dB) of human arm and
electrodes. Vi is the input voltage and Vo is the potential difference detected.

We used baluns to isolate the common ground return paths of the VNA to achieve
galvanic coupled IBC system represented by our simplified equivalent circuit. The baluns
are connected to the VNA ports, as shown in Fig. 3.9, using coaxial cables allowing
sufficient separation between them, so that parasitic coupling impedance between the
baluns was much higher compared to the longitudinal impedances of the system. Even
though the effect of baluns can be eliminated by calibration of the VNA, the shape of
the test leads does not allow the use of the available known loads that are needed for
calibration. Therefore, we measured the insertion loss of the two baluns and the test
leads, which is 4 dB at 200 kHz and decreases to 1 dB at 10 MHz, which matches to
the measurement data provided by the manufacturer. The measured phase shift also
decreases from 45 degrees at 200 kHz to -10 degrees at 10 MHz.
Let GA be the gain calculated by the VNA. From Fig. 3.10, assuming the 50 Ω output
impedance of the VNA is transformed across the balun and included in H, then
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(3.30)

and it can be written as GA = 2B + H, where B is half of the measured insertion loss.
It follows that the measured gain due to the human arm, electrodes, and impedances of
the VNA is H = GA − 2B.
From the simplified circuit shown in Fig. 3.4, let H1 be the calculated gain in dB due
to human arm, electrodes, and impedances of the VNA; and it is calculated as

H1 = 20 log 10 (

|Vo |
)dB.
|Vi |

(3.31)

Note that the output impedance (Zo =50 Ω) in Fig. 3.4 is included as part of the
simplified circuit when computing H1; therefore, the assumption in (3.30) to include
the output impedance of the VNA with H is validated.
Since the simplified equivalent circuit in Fig. 3.4 is system of linear equations, the
voltage ratio in (3.31) does not change for any value of input voltage, Vi . And the
output voltage is calculated by applying mesh current law to the simplified circuit and
solving the linear equations with five unknowns using Matlab. The five linear equations
for a single frequency are shown in (3.32) in a matrix form, which can also be represented
in matrix multiplication form

V = ZI

(3.33)
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where V is column vector holding the voltage across independent voltage sources in
each mesh, Z is a 5×5 matrix holding the impedances seen by each mesh current, and
I is column vector holding the mesh currents. Therefore, the current can solved by the
multiplication of the impedance inverse matrix with the voltage vector
I = Z−1 V

(3.34)

so that the output voltage, Vo , can be calculated as
Vo = Zi i3

(3.35)

and the phase shift is calculated as
Θrad = tan−1 (

Θdeg =

imag(Vo )
)
real(Vo )

Θrad 360
.
2π

(3.36)

(3.37)

We assumed the phase angle of the input voltage, Vi , is zero; therefore, the phase shift is
equal to the phase angle of the output voltage, Vo and calculated in radians using (3.36)
and in degrees using (3.37). Also we subtracted the phase shift due to baluns and cables
from the measured phase shift in a similar fashion we did for the gain calculation. Fig.
3.11 shows the measured gain H; and Fig. 3.12 shows the corresponding phase shifts.
For measurement, five male and one female subject participated. The subjects’ ages
were in late twenties and the anatomical parameters are shown in Table 3.1. Subject 4
is the female volunteer. During the measurement, the subjects were asked to stand in
a relaxed manner arms by the side to ensure the current is confined within the arm by
avoiding external physical contacts with the arm. We placed the electrode pair A1-A2
(see Fig. 3.9) at location of deltoid muscle and near the upper head of bicep brachii,
respectively; and electrode pair B1-B2 at location of brachialis and the lower head of
the triceps brachii, respectively.
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Table 3.1: Anatomical and measurement set-up parameters of the subjects

Subject
Subject
Subject
Subject
Subject
Subject

1
2
3
4
5
6

dts (cm)

drs (cm)

l (cm)

Ct (cm)

Cr (cm)

Skinf old (cm)

BM I

10.0
8.5
9.5
9.5
13.5
9.5

11.5
10.0
12.0
9.0
13.5
9.5

11.0
9.0
10.0
10.5
8.0
7.5

28.0
25.5
27.5
26.0
32.0
31.0

26.0
23.0
26.0
24.0
32.0
29.0

1.00
0.32
2.02
2.50
3.10
2.70

24.49
22.72
22.64
22.37
28.73
26.12
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Figure 3.11: Measured gain (dB) as a function of frequency for six subjects.
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Figure 3.12: Measured phase shift (degree) as a function of frequency for six subjects.
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3.6

Results and Discussion

The calculated electrode-skin contact impedance, as shown in Fig. 3.8, decreases with
an increase in frequency, similar in manner to the impedance of skin shown in Fig. 3.2.
At lower frequencies, the dielectric property of skin is dominated by the outermost layer
of skin called stratum corneum (SC), which is composed of dead and flat skin cells. The
dielectric property of SC depends on the state of the superficial layers and the water
content of the surrounding air in contact with skin [39]. The effect of SC vanishes as
frequency increases; this phenomenon is manifested by the decreasing skin impedance.
The value and pattern of the calculated electrode-skin impedance agree well with the
low frequency impedance data found in the literature [44], where impedance of electrode
and gelled skin was measured for frequencies up to 1 MHz.
As shown in the graph of Fig. 3.8, all subjects, excluding subject 2 and 4, have similar
impedances for most part of the frequency range, but with small variation at low frequencies that could be due to the variations in the degree of individual skin hydration. The
impedance of subject 2 is smaller compared to that of the other subjects; furthermore,
repeated impedance measurement on this subject confirmed the small impedance value.
The anthropometry measurement of subject 2 reveals that he has exceptionally small
skinfold thickness (0.32 mm), which could be the cause of the small impedance value.
On the other hand, the anthropometry measurement of subject 4 does not support the
larger impedance value, except this subject is the only female. But, we did not hasten
to the conclusion that gender could affect impedance value; larger number of subjects
are required for detailed analysis which we have differed to future work.
Generally, measured gain increases with frequency, as shown in Fig. 3.11, which is
similar to galvanic coupled IBC gain measurements reported by other authors. From
careful investigation of the relationship between the anthropometry and measurement
setup parameters of subjects with their corresponding gain measurement, we found out
there is a direct link between transmitter and receiver separation distance (l) and the
measured gain, for most part of the frequency range. But, no clear link is shown between
the parameters and the measured phase shift, except the distribution of l is reflected
on the distribution of phase shifts. Subject 6 has the shortest distance, whereas subject
1 has the longest distance, which the gain measurement reflects for most part of the
frequency range. The electrode distances (l) of subject 1, 2, 3 and 4 are relatively close
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Figure 3.13: Gain measurement (solid lines) and corresponding calculation results
(broken lines) on subject 1. The electrodes are placed on different location highlighting
the relationship among different measurement parameters. The plot dts8.5drs9l5 is
measured gain for the case that dts >l, which is dts =8.5 cm, drs =9 cm and l= 5 cm.
The plot dts8.5drs12l10 is gain for the case of dts =8.5 cm, drs =12 cm and l=10 cm.
And the plot dts8.5drs12l15 is gain for the case of dts =8.5 cm, drs =12 cm, and l=15
cm.

and similar behaviour is shown on their gain and phase measurement for most part of the
frequency range. An exception to the general gain pattern, Subject 3 has different gain
and phase shift patterns at low frequency, which could arise from the variability of skin
admittance at low frequency due to the state of skin hydration and other physiological
factors [39]. The gain of subject 5 also exhibit a different pattern; the relationship
between gain and l is no longer followed at higher frequency. Moreover, gain and phase
shift for subjects 5 and 6 show larger difference compared to that of the remaining
subjects; but similar large difference is not reflected in l. These discrepancies led us to
see additional relationships among the parameters of subject 5 and 6, which show that
l is smaller than the transmitter inter-electrode distance, dts , for both subjects. These
observations initiated further measurements to investigate how l and its relationship
with other parameters, such as dts and drs , affect gain and phase shift measurements.
So far, our proposed equivalent circuit supports the observation.
We carried out additional measurements on subject 1. Fig. 3.13 shows the measured
gain of subject 1 for different electrode configuration by varying the parameters l, dts
and drs . Fig. 3.14 and Fig. 3.15 show the corresponding phase shift measurements
with additional plots of muscle and skin impedance phase angles. Though the other
subject specific parameters, such as skinfold thickness and circumference of the arm are
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Figure 3.14: Phase shift measurement and corresponding calculation results on subject 1 for the case dts8.5drs9l5, dts >l, which is dts =8.5 cm, drs =9 cm and l= 5 cm.
And the plot in broken line is impedance phase angle for muscle.
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Figure 3.15: Phase shift measurement and corresponding calculation results on subject 1. The electrodes are placed on different location highlighting the relationship
among different measurement parameters. The plot dts8.5drs12l10 is phase shift for
the case of dts =8.5 cm, drs =12 cm and l=10 cm. And the plot dts8.5drs12l15 is
phase shift for the case of dts =8.5 cm, drs =12 cm, and l=15 cm. The plot in broken
line is impedance phase angle of skin.

important in the calculation of impedance elements, they can not be varied to investigate
their effect on the measured gain and phase shift.
In order to demonstrate the relationship between l and gain (phase shift), we first considered the case l > dts by varying l to 10 cm and 15 cm while holding other parameters
constant, which are dts = 8.5 cm and drs = 12 cm. The measurement results are shown
on Fig. 3.13 for gain and Fig. 3.15 for phase shift with the plots of dts8.5drs12l10
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and dts8.5drs12l15 and their corresponding calculation results. For 5 cm increase of
l, the gain reduced by 3 dB and the phase shift rose slightly to 4 degrees; the same
changes are predicted by our model. Though the calculation results predict the changes
in gain and phase shift, they do not fit the measured results at higher frequencies. For
frequencies greater than 6 MHz, the normal course of the measured gain and phase shift
changes with a more pronounced divergence at approximately 8 MHz. We also observed
similar frequency characteristics in the measured electrode-skin impedance. But, these
frequency characteristics were not observed at the measured insertion loss of baluns and
cables, dismissing the possibility that it is introduced by measuring devices. The dielectric properties of tissues also do not show changes at these frequencies. This suggests
that the cause could be due to intrinsic characteristics of the electrode, its contact to skin
or the possibility of propagation mechanism in the form of electromagnetic radiation.
Additional work is required to clarify this problem.
Moreover, we investigated this electrode configuration based on calculation results from
the equivalent circuit. From our calculation result, as l increases, the value of longitudinal impedances Zsl and Zml increase, which lead to a decrease in the current flowing
through them. For the case l > dts , a more closer look revealed that, as l increases, the
current in fat impedance at the receiver side (Zf ), reduces significantly. In other words,
the small current from Zml gets more attenuated by Zf so that a negligible amount of
current from Zml passes through Zf to reach the receiver electrodes. This implies that
the current at the receiver, i3 (Fig. 3.4), is dominated by the current in Zsl , i4 , indicating the frequency characteristics of the potential difference detected by the receiver is
primarily influenced by skin impedance.
This observation is also supported by the impedance characteristics of skin. Among all
circuit elements within the equivalent circuit, only skin admittance and electrode-skin
contact admittance exhibit similar frequency characteristics with the measured gain. As
shown in Fig. 3.2, the impedance of skin decreases with frequency. This implies that
the admittance increases with frequency in a similar fashion to the measured gain. We
also found that the measured phase shift is similar to the impedance phase angle of skin
as shown in Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.15 plotted for comparison. This also suggests that,
for the case l > dts , the dielectric properties of skin dominates the gain and phase shift
characteristics.
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The other case we studied is when dts > l. We took different measurements for this case
by varying the value of the parameters accordingly and similar results were observed.
One of our measurement results for the case dts = 8. 5 cm, drs =9 cm and l= 5 cm, is
shown in Fig. 3.13 for gain and Fig. 3.14 for phase shift with the plot dts8.5drs9l5.
As shown in the graphs, the gain and phase shift measurement results for this electrode
configuration have different characteristics similar to the measurement results of subject
5 and 6. The gain is larger, about -45 dB at low frequencies, and rises slowly to -40 dB
as frequency increases, unlike for the other case where gain appreciably increases with
frequency. The phase shift is larger at low frequencies, about 50 degrees, but quickly
falls to 20 degrees at around 1 MHz and decreases slowly to 10 degrees at 10 MHz.
We also studied this case of electrode configuration using the equivalent circuit. Since
the value of l is relatively smaller compared to dts , more current flows in the longitudinal
impedances of skin (Zsl ) and muscle (Zml ) when compared to that of the previous case.
As a result, the current in Zml is no longer attenuated by Zf to a negligible level. The
impedance of fat, as shown in Fig. 3.2, is constant for the frequency range; thus, all
frequency components of the current flowing in Zf are attenuated equally. This implies
that the frequency characteristics of the current flowing in Zf is not altered much, except
for constant attenuation with respect to frequency. From the calculation results, we saw
that the current in Zf is larger than the current flowing in Zsl . This suggests that the
output current, i3 , is dominated by the current flowing through the muscle longitudinal
impedance (Zml ) and passing via Zf . Hence, the potential difference detected is more
influenced by muscle tissue. This observation is also supported by the comparison of
muscle impedance characteristics to the measured gain and phase shift for this case.
Based on Fig. 3.2, the muscle admittance has similar frequency characteristics to the
measured gain for the case dts > l. The measured phase shift also shows similarity to
the phase angle of muscle impedance as shown in Fig. 3.3 and also in Fig. 3.14 plotted
for purpose of comparison with the measured phase shift. The comparison of muscle
impedance phase angle to the measured phase shift show similarity for most part of the
frequency range, but large differences at low frequencies. The large phase shift at low
frequency could be due to the insertion of balun that has similar large phase shift at
the same low frequencies. Though we subtracted the phase shift due to baluns from
the measured phase shift, no other component of the system shows such phase shift
characteristics at low frequencies.
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Another electrode configuration we investigated is the case when drs < l and l > dts .
For changes of drs from 12 cm to 4.5 cm while keeping the other parameters constant,
which is dts = 8.5 cm and l= 10 cm, the gain decreases by 3 dB and phase increases
by 3 degrees. Gain and phase shift plots for this specific case overlaps with the plot of
dts85drs12l15. The calculation result and impedance characteristics again show that
the dielectric properties of skin mainly affect the detected potential difference similar to
the first case discussed.

3.7

Conclusion

We have proposed a simplified equivalent circuit model of the upper arm for galvanic
coupling type IBC of frequency range 200 kHz to 10 MHz. We addressed a new way of
calculating electrode-skin contact impedance based on measured impedance of the arm.
Based on the equivalent circuit, we also investigated the effect of tissues, anthropometry
of subjects and electrode configuration on the measured gain and phase shift. With the
aid of the equivalent circuit we saw that, for the case l > dts , the secondary current
on skin is important in characterising the detected potential difference. On the other
hand, for the case l < dts , the current distribution on muscle is more important in
characterising the measured gain and phase shift. Our future work will focus on the
possible applications of these findings to medical tissue diagnosis.
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4.1

Abstract

Human body communication (HBC) is a promising wireless technology that uses the
human body as part of the communication channel. HBC operates in the near-field of the
high frequency (HF) band and in the lower frequencies of the very high frequency (VHF)
band, where the electromagnetic field has the tendency to be confined inside the human
body. Electromagnetic interference poses a serious reliability issue in HBC; consequently,
it has been given increasing attention in regard to adapting techniques to curtail its
degrading effect. Nevertheless, there is a gap in knowledge on the mechanism of HBC
interference that is prompted when the human body is exposed to electromagnetic fields
as well as the effect of the human body as an antenna on HBC. This paper narrows
the gap by introducing the mechanisms of HBC interference caused by electromagnetic
field exposure of human body. We derived analytic expressions for induced total axial
current in the body and associated fields in the vicinity of the body when an imperfectly
conducting cylindrical antenna model of the human body is illuminated by a vertically
polarized plane wave within the 1-200 MHz frequency range. Also, fields in the vicinity of
the human body model from an on-body HBC transmitter are calculated. Furthermore,
conducted electromagnetic interference on externally embedded HBC receivers is also
addressed. The results show that the maximum HBC gain near 50 MHz is due to
whole-body resonance, and the maximum at 80 MHz is due to the resonance of the arm.
Similarly, the results also suggest that the magnitude of induced axial current in the
body due to electromagnetic field exposure of human body is higher near 50 MHz.

4.2

Introduction

Human body communication (HBC)/Intrabody communication (IBC)/Body channel
communication (BCC) is an emerging wireless communication technique that uses the
human body as a transmission medium to connect wearable biomedical sensor nodes
and electronic devices in a wireless body area network (WBAN). The human body acts
as a waveguide in the frequency range of hundreds of kHz to dozens of MHz, which is
considered suitable for HBC operation. More specifically, IEEE 802.15.6 defines 21 MHz
as center frequency for HBC. HBC uses near-field coupling that leads to low radiation
to free space; as a result, it promises a secured low data rate communication. Due to
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the low propagation loss, it also promises higher communication performance compared
to other body area communication techniques, such as ultra wideband (UWB) [13].
In the literature, two approaches of HBC are widely discussed [38]. In the first approach,
the transmitter uses two electrodes, which are attached to the body, to differentially
couple modulated current into the body, resulting in gradient of electric potential around
it. The receiver detects the signal from the potential difference between another pair
of electrodes attached to the body. This type of approach is commonly called galvanic
coupling HBC. In the second approach, the transmitter couples electric current into the
body using a single on-body electrode and the receiver also detects the signal using a
single on-body electrode. A return path is established through the vicinity of the human
body with near-field coupling of the transmitter and receiver circuit ground planes. This
type of approach is usually referred to as capacitive or near-field coupling HBC.
There is a prevalent claim that HBC provides secure and interference immune channel,
which is hypothesised, based on the assumption that the signal is physically guarded
by the human body and electromagnetic radiation is low [5, 13, 14]. But this view
is not always valid. For efficient low power and high frequency operation, one of the
constraints in HBC transceiver design is ensuring most of the signal is coupled to the
body as electric current or confined to the vicinity of human body as reactive nearfield, leading to reduction of power lost due to radiation into free space and due to
mutual coupling with nearby objects. The natural approach to achieve this is through
the use of coupling electrodes that are in direct contact with the body instead of using
a traditional RF antenna. It can also be further improved by scaling the HBC circuit
to a dimension that is very small compared to wavelength of the signal coupled to the
body, and at the same time optimizing the size of circuit ground planes for good nearfield coupling. This implies that properly designed HBC devices might not be good
RF radiation sources, which in turn means that they might not also be good receiving
antennas for external electromagnetic disturbances within HBC operation frequency.
Such notion of HBC seemingly classify it as a wireless technique that is less sensitive
to RF interference. Even though HBC devices are poor RF antennas, there is another
mechanism of electromagnetic interference (EMI) that threatens the operation of HBC.
Since HBC operates on the surface of the human body, the current induced in the body
due to RF exposure may interfere with body-worn devices. In other words, the human
body can act like receiving antenna, which indirectly affects the HBC channel. From
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reciprocity, the reverse is also true - the human body can also act as transmitting antenna
due to the HBC induced current inside the body - this could have impact on security.
In the literature, there are only a few studies that addressed interference problems posed
by the human body acting as an antenna. The seriousness of reliability issue in HBC
arising from interference caused by human body as a receiving antenna is discussed in
[45]. From measured RF interference power, a specific case was reported that showed
the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) of HBC degrades to -22 dB. Based on this, the paper proposed an adaptive frequency hopping technique to improve the SIR. In a similar
work [14], with an effort to investigate the proper HBC frequency range that has minimised effect on nearby RF devices, the electric field strength around the human subject
with on-body HBC transmitter was measured using an antenna located at 3 m away
from the subject. The study reported irregular radiation patterns and unpredictable
directivity at different frequencies, which are typical near-field phenomena possibly affected by mutual coupling of the subject, the measuring antenna and nearby objects.
Another study [46] investigated the effect of EMI on implanted medical devices, specifically cardiac pacemakers, due to electromagnetic field from on-body HBC transmitter.
Park et al. [47] proposed the digital communication technique of frequency selective
baseband transmission (FSBT) for HBC in order to cope with the reliability issue posed
by interference. Anguera et al. showed that the human body can act as an efficient
FM (100 MHz) antenna showing that the efficiency of an electrically small antenna is
in some cases can be improved up to 10 dB, approximately [48–51]. Overall, little has
been reported in the literature on the mechanism of human body antenna effect in the
context of HBC.
In this paper, we present theoretical insights on the mechanism of HBC interference
when the human body exposed to RF electromagnetic plane wave in conjunction with
investigation of the antenna effect of the human body on HBC operation. Expressions for
the total induced axial current and the associated near-fields are derived for cylindrical
model of human body standing on a highly conductive infinite plane that is illuminated
by vertically polarised RF plane wave as shown in Fig. 4.1. Moreover, fields in the
vicinity of the cylindrical model are calculated when there is HBC transmitter attached
on the surface of the model. Finally, theoretical results are validated by empirical
measurement and important results are discussed. Source points inside the cylinder
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Figure 4.1: Cylindrical antenna model of the human body exposed to vertically polarised plane wave [53].

model are identified with coordinates with prime symbol; and also, quantities inside and
outside of the cylinder are identified with subscripts 1 and 2, respectively.

4.3
4.3.1

Theory
Cylindrical Model of the Human Body

When the human body is illuminated by an electromagnetic plane wave, the total induced axial current in the body is less affected by the change in cross-sectional size and
shape of the body provided that the tissue material is mainly conductive [52]. This
explains the relatively higher specific absorption rate (SAR) in areas of the body where
there is small conductive tissue mass or small cross-section area, such as the knee and ankle. Consequently, we used a homogenous cylindrical model of the body that comprises
muscle tissue, which is the predominant tissue in the human body. The cylindrical human body model represents a standing posture with arms in contact with sides as shown
in Fig. 4.1.
The dielectric properties of biological tissues are frequency dependent that arise from
dielectric dispersion due to the constituents of tissues at cellular and molecular levels
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[27]. The dielectric property of muscle can be approximated by Cole-Cole dispersions
with parameters defined by Gabriel et al. [28]. The expression for the complex relative
permittivity ǫ∗ω as a function of excitation angular frequency ω is given as

ǫ∗ω = ǫ∞ +

4
X

∆ǫn
1−αn

n=1 1 + (jωτn )

+

σi
jωǫ0

(4.1)

where n is the dispersion region identifier, ǫ∞ is permittivity at very large frequency, ∆ǫn
refers to strength of the dispersion, τn is the relaxation time constant, αn is distribution
parameter that controls width of the dispersion, σi is the static ionic conductivity, and
ǫ0 is the permittivity of free space. The complex conductivity σω∗ is calculated from (4.1)
as
σω∗ = jωǫ0 ǫ∗ω = σ + jωǫ0 ǫ

(4.2)

where σ is the conductivity and ǫ is the relative permittivity.
Skin effect is taken into account by considering a time harmonic (ejωt ) and rotationally symmetric magnetic vector potential A1z (ρ, z)ẑ maintained inside a very long and
circular homogenous conducting cylinder of radius a that extends along the z-axis of
a system of cylindrical coordinates (ρ, φ, z). Solving the wave equation in the Lorenz
gauge, the magnetic vector potential can be expressed as [54]
A1z (ρ, z) = DJ0 (κρ) (C1 cos γz + C2 sin γz)

(4.3)

where D, C1 , and C2 are constants; J0 is zeroth-order Bessel function, κ2 = k12 − γ 2 ,
√
k1 = jωµ0 σω∗ and γ = β - jα is the propagation constant along z-axis. The magnetic
field inside the cylinder B1φ is calculated as
B1φ (ρ, z) = −

∂A1z (ρ, z)
= DκJ1 (κρ) (C1 cos γz + C2 sin γz) .
∂ρ

(4.4)

√
If we assume the cylinder dimension satisfies the condition k2 a ≪ 1 (k2 = ω µ0 ǫ0 is
free space wave number) and it carries total axial current I(z) that varies very slowly
along the z-axis, then the magnetic field on the surface can be approximated as [55]
B2φ (a, z) ≃

µ0 I(z)
.
2πa

(4.5)
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Enforcing the boundary condition of tangential magnetic field on the surface of the
cylinder,
B1φ (ρ, z) ≃

µ0 I(z) J1 (κρ)
2πa J1 (κa)

(4.6)

provided that permeability of the cylinder is equal to that of the free space surrounding
it, where J1 is first-order Bessel function. Equation (4.6) implies that
I(z) = C1 cos γz + C2 sin γz.

(4.7)

For the case of the proposed human body cylindrical model that has finite length h,
when it is totally illuminated by a vertically polarized plane wave, the total axial current
should have a form similar to (4.7) with some modifications to compensate for the finite
length.
The axial electric field inside the conductor can be calculated as
E1z (ρ, z) = −jω

I(z)κ J0 (κρ)
κ2
A1z (ρ, z) ≃
2
2πaσω∗ J1 (κa)
k1

(4.8)

the impedance per unit length z i of the cylinder is [54]
zi =

κ J0 (κa)
E1z (a, z)
=
I(z)
2πaσω∗ J1 (κa)

(4.9)

and the volume current density J1z (ρ, z)
J1z (ρ, z) = σω∗ E1z (ρ, z) ≃

I(z)κ J0 (κρ)
.
2πa J1 (κa)

(4.10)

The above expressions for field quantities of a very long cylinder are the basis for the
analysis of the finite length cylindrical model of human body, which is treated in the
next subsections.

4.3.2

Induced Axial Current in the Cylindrical Model

For our particular case, a time-harmonic (ejωt ) incident plane wave with electric field
parallel to the axis of the z-directed cylinder of height h and radius a induces a current
density distribution J1 (r) inside the cylinder. If the current density is known, the
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scattered magnetic vector potential outside the cylinder A2 (r) can be calculated in the
Lorenz gauge as

A2 (r) =

µ0
4π

Z

J1 (r′ )e−jk2R ′
dv
R

(4.11)

V′

where R = |r − r′ | is the distance between observation and source points. We assumed
that the current density J1 (r) is rotationally symmetric in the cylindrical coordinate
system (ρ, φ, z); and, based on (4.10), it is approximated by the induced total axial
current I1z (z) in the finite cylinder as
J1 (r) ≃ J1z (ρ, z)ẑ =

I1z (z)κ J0 (κρ)
ẑ.
2πa J1 (κa)

(4.12)

The dimension of the cylinder model loosely satisfies the thin-wire antenna approximation condition (k2 a ≪ 1 and h ≫ a) for the frequency range of 1-200 MHz; thus, when
the observation point is on the surface of the cylinder, the expression for R simplifies to
R≃

q
(z − z ′ )2 + a2 .

(4.13)

Therefore, the vector potential on the surface of the cylinder has only z-component,
µ0
A2z (a, z) =
4π

Zh Za

µ0
e−jk2 R ′ ′ ′
ρ dρ dz =
2πJ1z (ρ , z )
R
4π
′

′

−h 0

Zh

I1z (z ′ )

e−jk2 R ′
dz
R

(4.14)

−h

where the integration is carried out taking into account the cylinder image in the highly
conductive ground. By enforcing boundary condition, the electric fields on the surface
of the cylinder can be related as




jk22
∂2
2
+
k
I1z (z)z i − V0e δ(z) − E0
A
(a,
z)
=
2z
2
2
∂z
ω

(4.15)

where V0e is the potential difference on the load between the foot and the image in the
ground with the electric field approximated by delta-gap model; and E0 is the incident
electric field at the surface of the cylinder.
From (4.14) and (4.15), we derived approximate analytic expressions for the total axial
current based on the King’s three-term approximation for imperfectly conducting and
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loaded receiving cylindrical antenna as [29, 30]
I1z (z) = V0e v(z) + U0 u(z)

(4.16)

V0e and U0 are defined as
V0e = −Isc (0)

ZA ZL
ZA + ZL

U0 =

E0
k2

(4.17)

where ZA = 1/v(0) is driving-point impedance of the same cylinder when base driven,
ZL is the load impedance, and Isc (0) = U0 u(0) is current at the base when there is no
load.
j2πk2
[sin γ(h − |z|) + TU (cos γz − cos γh)
ζ0 γΨdR cos(γh)
i
1
1
+TD (cos 2 k2 z − cos 2 k2 h)

v(z) =

u(z) =

i
j4π h
1
1
HU (cos γz − cos γh) + HD (cos 2 k2 z − cos 2 k2 h)
ζ0

(4.18)

(4.19)

where ζ0 = 120π Ω is free space impedance. Both v(z) and u(z) have a form similar to
the current in the long cylinder (4.7). The imperfectly conducting nature of the cylinder
model is characterized by the parameter γ = β − jα,
2

γ =

k22



j4πz i
1−
k2 ζ0 ΨdR



.

(4.20)

The coefficients in (4.18) and (4.19) involve integrals that are computed numerically,
TU =

CV ED − CD EV
CU ED − CD EU

TD =

CU EV − CV EU
CU ED − CD EU

(4.21a)

HU =

CD − ED
CU ED − CD EU

HD =

EU − CU
CU ED − CD EU

(4.21b)

where
CU =



1−

γ2
k22



γ2
(ΨdU R − ΨdR ) (1 − cos γh) − 2 ΨdU R cos γh
k2


1
3
+jΨdU I 4 − cos 2 k2 h + ΨU (h)

(4.22a)
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CD = ΨdD



3
4

 



1
γ2
1
− cos k2 h − 1 − 2 ΨdR 1 − cos 2 k2 h + ΨD (h)
2
k2
h


i
3
1
CV = − jΨdI 4 − cos 2 k2 h + ΨV (h)

EU = −
1

1

Zh

ΨV (h) =

1

ΨU (h) =

Zh

−h

ΨD (h) =

Zh 

sin γ(h − |z ′ |)

e−jk2 Rh ′
dz
Rh

1

1

cos 2 k2 z ′ − cos 2 k2 h

 e−jk2 Rh
Rh

dz ′


 zm = 0,
k2 h ≤ π/2
= ΨdR (zm ),
 z = h − λ/4, k h > π/2
m
2

ΨdR (z) = csc γ(h − |z|)

Zh

sin γ(h − |z ′ |)

−h
−1

ΨdU R = [1 − cos γh]

Zh



−h



(4.22d)

(4.22e)

(4.23a)

 e−jk2 Rh ′
cos γz ′ − cos γh
dz
Rh

−h

ΨdD

1

EV = j 4 ΨdI cos 2 k2 h − ΨV (h)

−h

ΨdR

(4.22c)

γ2
1
1
ΨdU R cos γh − j 4 ΨdU I cos 2 k2 h + ΨU (h)
k22

ED = − 4 ΨdD cos 2 k2 h + ΨD (h)

(4.22b)


cos k2 R cos k2 Rh
−
dz ′
R
Rh



 cos k2 R0 cos k2 Rh
cos γz − cos γh
−
dz ′
R0
Rh
′


h
i−1 Zh h
i  e−jk2 R0
e−jk2 Rh
1
1
1
′
−
dz ′
= 1 − cos 2 k2 h
cos 2 k2 z − cos 2 k2 h
R0
Rh

(4.23b)

(4.23c)

(4.24a)

(4.24b)

(4.24c)

(4.24d)

−h

h

ΨdI = − 1 − cos

h

ΨdU I = − 1 − cos

i−1
1
k
h
2 2

Zh

−h

i−1
1
k
h
2 2

Zh

−h






sin k2 R0 sin k2 Rh
sin γ(h − |z |)
−
dz ′
R0
Rh
′



 sin k2 R0 sin k2 Rh
cos γz ′ − cos γh
−
dz ′
R0
Rh

(4.24e)

(4.24f)
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1
R0 = z ′2 + a2 2


1
Rh = (h − z ′ )2 + a2 2

(4.24g)

The value of γ is calculated by the process of iteration that is initialised by γ = k2
to calculate z i and ΨdR , which are in turn used to calculate γ. The iteration is found
to be highly convergent; thus, the results after several iteration steps suffice to provide
accurate approximation.

4.3.3

Fields due to Antenna Effect of the Cylindrical Model

The essence of HBC operation is transmission of signal by maintaining electric potential
distribution in the vicinity of the human body, where receiving units detect the signal
from potential difference between two points located on the surface of the body or
very close to the body. Therefore, it is relevant to introduce the fields produced in the
vicinity of the human body due to electromagnetic field exposure, in this case a vertically
polarized plane wave.
The magnitude of the volume charge density ̺1v (ρ, z) inside the cylinder can be related
to the current density J1z (ρ, z) via continuity equation as
∇.J1z (ρ, z)ẑ = ∇.

I1z (z)κ J0 (κρ)
ẑ = −jω̺1v (ρ, z).
2πa J1 (κa)

(4.25)

Enforcing the thin-wire approximation, fields very close to the cylinder can be approximately calculated by replacing the volume charge distribution with the total charge
line density located on the axis of the cylinder [56]. Therefore, the radial electric field
E2z (ρ, z) very close to the cylinder is approximated as
1
E2ρ (ρ, z) ≃
2πǫ0 ρ

Za

̺1v (ρ′ , z)ρ′ dρ′

0

Z2π

dφ′ =

0

′ (z)
jζ0 I1z
2πk2 ρ

(4.26)

′ (z) is first derivative of the current. Also, applying the thin-wire approximawhere I1z

tion, the magnetic field very close to the cylinder can be calculated replacing the volume
current density distribution with the total axial current in a current filament located on
the axis of the cylinder. Therefore,
B2φ (ρ, z) ≃

µ0 I1z (z)
.
2πρ

(4.27)
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The radial electric field inside the cylinder E1ρ (ρ, z) and the magnetic field inside the
cylinder B1φ (ρ, z) can be calculated from the vector magnetic potential maintained inside
the cylinder A1z (ρ, z), which is approximated as
A1z (ρ, z) ≃ −

µ0 I1z (z) J0 (κρ)
.
2πaκ J1 (κa)

(4.28)

Therefore,
jω ∂
E1ρ (ρ, z) = − 2
k1 ∂ρ
B1φ (ρ, z) = −



∂A1z (ρ, z)
∂z



≃

′ (z) J (κρ)
I1z
1
2πaσω∗ J1 (κa)

µ0 I1z (z) J1 (κρ)
∂A1z (ρ, z)
≃
.
∂ρ
2πa J1 (κa)

(4.29)
(4.30)

Using the thin-wire approximation, the external magnetic field in (4.27) represents the
average total magnetic field close to the cylinder; therefore, the total axial electric field
very close to the cylinder E2z (ρ, z) can be calculated from Faraday’s law as
∂E2ρ (ρ, z)
∂E2z (ρ, z)
=
+ jωB2φ (ρ, z)
∂ρ
∂z

(4.31)

and the axial electric field inside the cylinder E1z (ρ, z) can be calculated as
E1z (ρ, z) =

J1z (ρ, z)
.
σω∗

(4.32)

Taking the value of axial electric field on the surface equal to E1z (a, z) from (4.32), the
external total axial electric field simplifies to
E2z (ρ, z) ≃ I1z (z)z i +

 ρ
jζ0  ′′
I1z (z) + k22 I1z (z) ln( )
2πk2
a

(4.33)

′′ (z) is second derivative of the current. The scalar potential distribution very
where I1z

close to the surface of the cylinder can be calculated from the radial electric field as

ϕ2 (ρ, z) = ϕ2 (a, z) −

Zρ

E2ρ (ρ, z)dρ.

(4.34)

a

The scalar potential at the surface of the cylinder ϕ2 (a, z) can be estimated from the
internal axial vector potential A1z (ρ, z) using the Lorenz condition,
ϕ2 (a, z) = ϕ1 (a, z) ≃ −

jω ∂A1z (ρ, z)
∂z
k12

=
ρ=a

′ (z) J (κa)
I1z
0
∗
2πaσω κ J1 (κa)

(4.35)
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Therefore,
I ′ (z)
ϕ2 (ρ, z) ≃ 1z
2π

4.3.4



1 J0 (κa) jζ0 ρ
−
ln
aκσω∗ J1 (κa)
k2
a



.

(4.36)

Fields from HBC Transmitter Located on the Surface of the
Cylindrical Model

The electromagnetic field produced by HBC transmitter situated on the surface of the
body can be approximately analysed using the classic theory of electromagnetic fields
from an elementary dipole source located above a plane conducting half-space. In particular, we considered a vertical electric dipole (VED) located at the surface of a homogenous, conducting, and semi-infinite media that has similar dielectric property as
the cylinder model. It is well known that there are no suitable closed form solutions
to the Sommerfeld integrals involved to evaluate fields near a dipole source. Thus, we
adapted the approach of a finitely conducting half-space image theory to calculate the
quasi-static fields within the limit of distance much less than the free space wavelength
[57, 58]. Basically, the idea of the finitely conducting half-space image theory technique
is to replace the imperfectly conducting half-space with a perfectly conducting half-space
located at a complex depth d/2, where d ≃ 2/k1 . For the given frequency range of HBC
operation, the domain of the quasi-static approach is appropriate for short distances on
the vicinity of the body.
The charge oscillation between the body surface electrode and the circuit ground plane
of HBC transceiver can be represented by VED with the vertical orientation defined with
respect to the axis of the cylinder model. We assumed that there is a fictitious current
filament forming VED of moment Il at the center of the transmitter, where I is the
current fed to the surface electrode and l is the small separation between the electrode
and the ground plane.
Defining a new set of cylindrical coordinate with origin on the surface of the cylindrical
model (assuming the cylindrical model is part of the half-space), the quasi-static fields
at points not very close to the VED but at distances much less than the free space
wavelength are approximated in [59] as
jIlζ0
Ez (ρ, z) ≃
2π



3z 2
1
−
R13
R15



(4.37a)
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Il ρ
2π R13





jIlζ0 ρ 6z
z
k22
k22 z + d
Eρ (ρ, z) ≃
−
1− 2 − 2
4π
ρ
R2
R1
R15
k1
Hφ (ρ, z) ≃

(4.37b)
(4.37c)

where R1 is distance between the dipole and observation point, and R2 is distance from
the image dipole to the observation point
R1 =

p
ρ2 + z 2

R2 =

p

(4.38)

ρ2 + (z + d)2 .

It is well known that the magnetic vector potential in the air region for VED located on
the surface of lossy half-space is given as


Z∞ −u2 z 2
τ u1 − u2
e
µ0 Il  e−jk2 R1
−
J0 (λρ)λdλ ẑ
A(r) = Az (ρ, z)ẑ =
4π
R1
u2 τ 2 u1 + u2

(4.39)

0

where
u2 =

p
p
λ2 − k22 u1 = λ2 − k12 τ =

k2
k1

(4.40)

The integral in (4.39) characterizes the effect of the lossy ground; therefore, based on the
finitely conducting half-space image theory, it can be approximated by the contribution
of the image dipole located at the complex depth of d. So that, the quasi-static scalar
electric potential can be approximated in the Lorenz gauge as
ϕ(ρ, z) =

4.3.5

jIlζ0
jω ∂Az (ρ, z)
≃−
∂z
4πk2
k22



z
z+d
+
R13
R23



.

(4.41)

Conducted Interference in HBC Receivers

In addition to the HBC scenario mentioned previously, there is another promising application area of HBC where the receiving circuit is embedded externally in the surrounding
environment of human body; and a closed circuit path is established when the subject
wearing a transmitter touches or get very close to the receiver electrode. The receiver
detects the signal from the potential difference between the contact electrode and the
ground. For this case, in addition to the interference caused by fields in the vicinity of
the body, there is also conducted interference due to the induced current in the body
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Figure 4.2: Human body cylinder model with externally embedded HBC receiver

- part of the current induced in the body from electromagnetic fields exposure gets
grounded via the receiver circuit.
We analysed this problem by segmenting the cylinder into two parts, cutting it at z=zt
as shown in Fig. 4.2. We treated the two segments as separate parasitic cylindrical
antennas. The upper segment generates current at z=zt with source voltage of Vocu and
u ; and the lower segment and the receiver act like a load. The
output impedance of ZA

lower segment also generates current at the foot of the cylinder (z=0) with source voltage
l as shown in Fig. 4.2(b).
Vocl and output impedance of ZA

The upper segment source voltage Vocu is calculated by shorting the load as
u u
Vocu = Isc
ZA

(4.42)
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u and Z u are calculated based on the approach described in section 4.3.2, but
where Isc
A

taking the new height of the cylinder as hu =h − zt . The same applies for calculation

l . Therefore, the
of the lower source voltage Vocl and the corresponding impedance ZA

current in the receiver load impedance IRX can be calculated as
IRX

Zeq
=
ZRX



u 
u +Z
l
Vocl ZA
Vocl
RX (Voc + Voc )
−
uZ + Z
u
ZA
ZRX
eq
RX (Zeq + ZA )

(4.43)

l + Z , and Z is impedance between the sole of the foot and the
where Zeq = z i zt + ZA
L
L

image.

4.4

Results and Discussion

The objective of this paper was to introduce the theoretical mechanism of interference in
HBC as well as human body antenna effects on HBC operation, as little has progressed in
the explanation of phenomena occurring in HBC. The complete characterization of HBC
requires solving Maxwell’s equation inside a high resolution voxel model of the human
body as well as simulation of realistic near-field sources of interference that are more
likely to be encountered in real-life. Such an approach calls for high computation time
and complexity; therefore, we presented a simpler but useful approach to characterize
HBC interference. The analytic solution derived for the total axial current, which is
based on King’s three-term approximation, is reasonably accurate for the cylindrical
model of the body. But the actual human body has varying cross-sectional area due to
different tissue layers, body parts and body postures; thus, the cylindrical model roughly
approximates the case of a standing position with arms in contact with sides. Since the
fields in the vicinity of the model are functions of the total axial current, we confine our
discussion to the total axial current that can be easily related to the near-fields based
on the relations outlined in the previous sections. The total axial current derived is a
function of the dielectric property of the material forming the cylindrical model, the
incident field, dimension of the model and the load at the foot. This is based on the
implicit assumption that the ground is perfectly conductive and there are no nearby
objects that rescatter the near-field.
The calculation of fields near the cylinder model in section 2.3 is valid for distances very
close to the cylinder ρ < 10a [56]. The total axial current for unloaded case (ZL = 0),
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as well as the magnetic field close to the cylinder, which does not involve a derivative of
the total axial current, are excellent approximations. Nevertheless, the use of nonzero
load and derivatives of the total axial current in the calculation of fields compromise the
accuracy near the foot and edge of the cylinder, respectively. The accuracy of the axial
electric field close to the cylinder can be improved by using a first-order iteration of the
total axial current as pointed out in [60].

4.4.1

The Effect of h and ZL on the Induced Total Axial Current

It is well known that a thin and perfectly conducting wire antenna has a narrowband
frequency response. On the other hand, a thick and imperfectly conducting antenna,
such as the cylinder model we used, has broadband frequency response within the HBC
frequency range [61]. This implies that different radiation sources operating within
the HBC frequency range, including nearby HBC users, have the potential to cause
interference to HBC devices on which low power operation is intrinsic. For example,
in typical healthcare settings, different devices use high frequency narrowband energy
for their operation that falls within HBC frequency range; MRI uses 64 MHz sources,
and lasers often use 13- or 27- MHz sources. Also other major sources of EMI include
intentional radiators such as, telemetry and paging transmitters, and handheld radios.
The frequency response of the cylinder model also has a first resonance within the HBC
frequency range, which shifts depending on the height of the cylinder h and the load at
the foot ZL . As the height increases from 1.5 m to 2 m, the resonance frequency shifts
from 45 MHz to 35 MHz, as shown in Fig. 4.3(a), given that the impedance between the
foot and the image is zero. The calculated resonance frequencies are in good agreement
with the resonance frequencies of whole-body-averaged SAR predicted by other authors,
such as Dimbylow [62], using FDTD algorithm on voxel-based models of real human
anatomy. A good summary of related works by other authors is compiled in [19]. The
presence of a load on the base of the cylinder has effect on the resonance frequency as
well as the magnitude of the induced axial current. Assuming the load at the base of the
cylinder is due to the impedance of rubber (ǫ = 3.5) sole shoes, increasing the thickness
of the sole introduces other resonances at higher frequencies while decreasing magnitude
of the first resonance occurred due to the height of the cylinder, Fig. 4.3(b).
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Figure 4.3: The effect of height h and load ZL on the total axial current for E0 =1
V/m

4.4.2

Variations of the Potential Difference at the Electrodes of onbody HBC Receiver

As pointed out earlier, the HBC receiver detects the signal from the electric potential
difference established between two points. In order to see how the received signal is
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Figure 4.4: The effect of load and magnitude of the plane wave on the potential
difference

affected by interference, we considered a transmitter and receiver that has 2 cm radius
and 2 cm separation between their surface electrodes and circuit ground planes. We
assumed that the transmitter feeds the electrode 1 mA current and is located on the
surface of the cylinder at (a, 0, h/2) in the coordinate system of the cylinder model.
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Implementing quasistatic approximation, the signal detected by the receiver, which is
located at (a, 0, z), is calculated from the scalar potential difference between points on
the surface of the cylinder and points 2 cm farther on the same radial line (a + 0.02, 0,
z). In reality, since the receiver is located in the reactive near-field of the transmitter
and acts as a load to the transmitter, the current fed to the transmitter varies according
to the location of the receiver. For the sake of simplicity, we assumed that the current
remains constant and independent of the location of the receiver. The scalar potential
in (4.36) is a function of first derivative of the current, which implies that the electric
potential difference on the receiver, in the presence of a plane wave, is affected by location
of the receiver, the load at the foot ZL , and magnitude and frequency of the field E0 .
As discussed previously, ZL introduces resonance such that the potential difference is
much more affected near the resonance frequency. Fig. 4.4(a) shows the effect of ZL on
the potential difference distribution along the length of the cylinder. The relationship
between magnitude of E0 and the calculated potential difference is obvious; the potential
difference due to the plane wave is directly proportional to E0 and its influence on the
potential difference is shown in Fig. 4.4(b).

4.4.3

The Effect of the Human Body as Transmitting Antenna

The analysis in section 4.3.4 is based on the assumption that the human body is represented by infinite conductive half-space; but it does not take into account the characteristics of human body as a transmitting cylindrical antenna. Assuming that HBC
transmitter acts like a source that drives current into the human body, the expression in
(4.16) can be used to characterize the total induced axial current in the cylinder model
for the particular case of the transmitter located at the base of the cylinder. The voltage at the base V0e , in this case, includes an additional term that represents the driving
voltage of the HBC transmitter. This hypothesis is verified by a simple measurement
using a battery powered vector network analyser (VNA) as shown in Fig. 4.5(a). In the
literature, different theoretical HBC system models are validated using measurements
on the arm. In order to complement the existing results in the literature, we carried
out measurements on a human subject (1.73 m height) whose arm has length of 70 cm
and average radius of 5 cm. The VNA is set to sweep a constant interval frequency
of range 1-200 MHz with 0 dBm output power, which is well below the safety limit
set by International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) [22].
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Figure 4.5: Gain measurement setup and gain measured and calculated results

The signal is coupled to the upper arm using a pair of Ag/AgCl electrodes; and the
VNA detects the potential difference across a pair of Ag/AgCl electrodes located 40 cm
farther on the lower arm. Baluns are used to isolate the common ground circuit plane
of the transmitting and receiving ports of the VNA so that the return path through the
VNA is avoided. The measured gain is maximum near 80 MHz as shown in Fig. 4.5(b).
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A good approximation to the measurement result can be obtained by representing the
arm by a cylindrical antenna of h = 70 cm and a = 5 cm, which is driven at its base
and has resonance near 80 MHz, by assuming that the rest of the body acts like ground
plane. The gain is calculated using the potential difference at z = 2 cm as the input
voltage and the potential difference at z = 40 cm as the output voltage. The calculation
result points to the possibility that the maximum gain near 80 MHz could be due to the
resonance of the arm. Moreover, the measurement results show that the resonance frequency is not affected by the position of the electrodes; rather, only the gain is directly
linked to the separation between the transmitting and the receiving electrodes. If the
receiving electrodes are located at 30 cm farther from the transmitting electrodes, the
gain increases by approximately 2 dB. In relation to this, some authors reported gain
measurements that has maximum near 50 MHz. If we assume that the cylinder model
has a dimension comparable to that of whole human body, the resonance occurs near 50
MHz for the case of h = 1.75 m as shown in Fig. 4.5(b), depending on the load at the
foot. This suggests that the gain peak near 50 MHz could be due to the resonance of
the whole body. Moreover, assuming that the ground is well insulated so that the image
cylinder in the ground is not considered, the length of the antenna is halved resulting in
a shift of the resonance frequency between 60-75 MHz, depending on the height of the
cylindrical model.

4.4.4

The Current Conducted to Externally Embedded HBC Receiver

For the purpose of inspecting the validity of the approach we proposed in section 4.3.5
to calculate the conducted interference in externally embedded HBC receivers, a human subject of 1.73 m height is illuminated by electromagnetic field from a 60 cm
monopole antenna located 3 m away as shown in Fig. 4.6(a). The monopole antenna
is fed by a battery powered RF source tuned to generate from 1-200 MHz at 0 dBm.
An AC-powered benchtop spectrum analyser measures the power in the electric current
established when the subject touches a metallic electrode of 1.5 cm radius that is connected to the spectrum analyser port via a 3 cm coaxial cable. Even though it is known
that, at the given distance, the incident electric field is not a perfect plane wave due to
superposition of other components e.g. reflections, the proposed theoretical approach
predicted the measured power to a reasonable accuracy as shown in Fig. 4.6(b). The
value of the incident electric field is calculated based on the formula for vertical electric
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Figure 4.6: Measurement setup and measured and calculated current in mA when a
subject touches an electrode attached on spectrum analyser

near-field of a monopole antenna of height h and base current I(0) as
E0 ≃

jI(0)h
(1 + jk2 ρ)
4πωǫ0 ρ3

(4.44)

where h = 0.6 m and ρ = 3 m. The calculation result indicates that the resonance
between 50 - 70 MHz occurred due to the load at the foot ZL ; the small resonance near
75 MHz could possibly be due to the resonance of the arm; and the receiver load ZRX ,
which is the hand-electrode contact impedance and impedance of the network analyser
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that acts like high pass filter suppressing the low frequency components.

4.4.5

General Remarks

The choice of operation frequency in HBC is a trade-off between gain and interference.
For example, near 50 MHz a better gain performance can be obtained that leads to
better communication performance but at the same time it might also increase the risk of
interference to other HBC users or from nearby devices operating at the same frequency.
For applications that the user is isolated from other users and electronic devices, the
frequency near 50 MHz or 80 MHz gives a better gain performance. Also, for applications
that require communication between nearby HBC users, center frequencies near 50 MHz
might be promising with respect to low power requirement.
The interference due to RF exposure of the human body gets exacerbated by the dynamic
nature of the human body. The human body is not stationary; it can get close to the
proximity of EMI sources, which increases the level of induced current in the body.
This implies that the design of HBC transceiver should take into account the mobility
of human body as well as the likely EMI sources that can be encountered and their
maximum field so that robust source, channel codings and modulation techniques can
be deployed. Moreover, the HBC design should also consider EMI due to HBC devices
on other body worn or implanted devices. In relation to this, HBC devices should
also comply with Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) legislations. For example, the
European Union EMC directive requires that a device should be immune to certain level
of interference to work as intended. To get a quality label on an electronic device the
directive imposes that the device should not dysfunction when exposed to an electric
field of 3 V/m up to 1 GHz.

4.5

Conclusion

The effect of the human body as antenna on HBC is investigated. A homogenous
cylindrical model of the human body is proposed, which has electrical property similar
to muscle tissue. The induced total axial current in the model when it is exposed to plane
wave is derived, which can be easily modified when the HBC transmitter is assumed to
drive the human body as antenna. Expression for electromagnetic fields very close to
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the cylinder are derived when the cylindrical model is illuminated by plane wave as
well as when HBC transmitter is located on the surface of the cylinder. The effect
of conducted interference, when the HBC receiver is located externally, is investigated
using the cylindrical antenna model of the body. The calculation of potential difference
revealed the cause of important phenomena in HBC gain measurements - the peaks
occurring near 80 MHz and 50 MHz, which could be due to resonance of the arm or whole
body, respectively. The selection of frequency in HBC transceiver design should not only
rely on the gain performance; but it should also take into account the interference caused
by the human body antenna effect.
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Abstract

International guidelines and standards on whole-body radio-frequency (RF) dosimetry
use the Whole-Body Averaged Specific Absorption Rate (WBA-SAR) as a surrogate
metric to quantify the temperature rise in the body. This study proposes the analysis
of whole-body RF dosimetry for far-field exposure of a grounded human body in the
frequency range of 1-150 MHz based on a semi-analytic approach of cylindrical antenna
theory. The human body is represented by a lossy homogeneous cylindrical monopole
antenna. For the first time, an explicit model for the resonance frequency of a grounded
human body is proposed. The model captures the effects of the human body weight,
height and the dielectric properties. This study also addresses the effect of shoes on
WBA-SAR. It is found that the resonance frequency for the WBA-SAR with shoe effect
is higher than reported from using the bare-footed models, as confirmed by theory and
measurement.

5.2

Introduction

One of the technological breakthroughs is the increasing use of electromagnetic fields
for a broad spectrum of applications in day to day life. At the same time, the concern
of the possible adverse effects of electromagnetic fields is also growing alongside in the
society. Excessive whole-body exposure to the radio-frequency (RF) electromagnetic
fields has the effect of increasing the human body core temperature. To address this
issue, international standards [63] and guidelines [22] have been developed that use the
whole-body averaged specific absorbtion rate (WBA-SAR) as a proxy metric to quantify
the temperature rise in the body. WBA-SAR is the amount of RF power absorbed by
the human body averaged over the whole-body. Since it is not suitable to measure the
WBA-SAR inside the human body, computational results are often used to relate the
WBA-SAR with external measurable quantities, such as, the incident electric field.
Prior RF dosimetry studies made use of simple human body models based on common
geometrical shapes so that analytical solutions or simple numerical techniques could
be applied [64, 65]. Currently, the most common way of computing the WBA-SAR is
the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) technique on realistic high resolution voxel
models of the human body [62, 66, 67]. Through the whole-body RF dosimetry studies,
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the analogy between the human body and a dipole or monopole antenna has been widely
reported. But, not much has progressed in the analysis of the computation results from
the antenna theory perspective. Among the few studies that focus on antenna theory, the
similarity between a monopole antenna and a grounded human body has been reported in
[16, 68, 69] from a statistical analysis of the FDTD computation results using the human
body voxel models. Also, other earlier studies have employed the cylindrical antenna
theory to calculate the induced current inside the human body when it is exposed to
electromagnetic fields. The cylindrical antenna model of the human body was used
in the analysis of the electromagnetic field exposure from power transmission lines by
King et al [70] based on a semi-analytic approach. For similar power line frequency,
Poljak et al [71] used the method of moments (MoM) to calculate the induced current
in thick-wire model of the human body. Both approaches provided reasonably accurate
results compared to the results found using the FDTD algorithm on voxel-based models
of the human body [72]. A two-term approximation method was utilised by King [73]
for higher frequency range of 50-200 MHz to calculate induced current in isolated or
ungrounded cylindrical model of the human body in order to investigate the amount of
current induced inside the body of amateur radio operators. Within this context, we
propose a semi-analytic approach, based on the three-term approximation method, to
analyse the WBA-SAR based on an equivalent cylindrical antenna representation of a
grounded human body. The grounded cylinder represents a realistic case of a person
standing on the ground, whereas an isolated or ungrounded cylinder represents a human
body in free space.
In this study, a grounded human body is represented by an equivalent cylindrical antenna
grounded on an infinite conductive plane as shown in Fig. 5.1. Early studies have used
simple geometrical shapes, such as the cylinder, prolate spheroid or cuboid, to approximate the human body [64, 65]. Unlike previous studies, our study is not concerned with
using the cylinder to approximate the physical attributes of the human body; rather, it is
concerned with defining the parameters of a cylindrical antenna that produce equivalent
WBA-SAR values compared to the FDTD computations on realistic voxel models of the
human body. Also, the main objective of this study is not finding alternative analytic
expressions for the WBA-SAR, since the state-of-the-art in electromagnetic computations allows a much better approach. Instead, we propose semi-analytic expressions that
are used to analyse the whole-body RF dosimetry in a more convenient and flexible way
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Figure 5.1: The equivalent cylindrical antenna representation of a grounded human
body [53].

than can be achieved using FDTD. Moreover, the proposed model integrates the mechanism of how different parameters of the human body affect the WBA-SAR. The analysis
focuses on the effect of human body attributes, such as, height, weight and the dielectric
properties of the tissues with additional look at the effect of shoes. The approach is valid
for the frequency range lower than 150 MHz, which is an important frequency range in
whole-body RF dosimetry as it contains the resonance frequency of both the grounded
and isolated human body. In RF dosimetry, the resonance frequency is defined as the
frequency where the maximum WBA-SAR occurs. Recently, a similar approach was
applied to analyse the WBA-SAR of an isolated or ungrounded human body [74] and to
study the antenna effects of the human body on human body communications (HBC)
[75]. Moreover, the practical application of the equivalent antenna representation of the
human body has proved to be accurate at measuring the ankle current, as reported in
[76].
In this paper, first, the expression for the total induced axial current and the WBA-SAR
of the equivalent cylindrical monopole antenna are provided based on the three-term
approach. Next, the parameters of the equivalent cylindrical antenna are related to the
physical attributes of the human body. From the FDTD calculated WBA-SAR values of
three voxel models, numerical values of the parameters of the cylinders representing the
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adult males, adult females and children are defined. In order to demonstrate the validity
of the approach, explicit formula for the resonance frequency is proposed and validated
with FDTD based results of eleven different voxel models that represent different age
groups, sex and race. Lastly, the effect of the height, weight, the dielectric properties of
the body are discussed. More emphasis is given to the real life notion of WBA-SAR by
analyzing the effect of shoes on the WBA-SAR and the resonance frequency, which is
further supported by experimental results.

5.3
5.3.1

Theory
The Total Induced Axial Current

It was assumed that a time-harmonic vertically polarized plane wave induces a rotationally symmetric current density inside the equivalent cylindrical antenna representing a
grounded human body as shown in Fig. 5.1. The approximate analytic expression for the
total induced axial current inside the equivalent cylindrical antenna of height h, radius
a, and complex conductivity σω∗ was driven based on the three-term approximation of
the axial current in an imperfectly conducting and loaded receiving cylindrical antenna
in [29, 30, 75] as
I1z (z) = V0e v(z) + U0 u(z).

(5.1)

V0e and U0 are defined as
V0e = −Isc (0)

2ZA ZL
2ZA + ZL

U inc =

E0
k2

(5.2)

and
v(z) =

j2πk2
[sin γ(h − |z|) + TU (cos γz − cos γh)
ζ0 γΨdR cos(γh)
i
1
1
+TD (cos 2 k2 z − cos 2 k2 h)

u(z) =

i
j4π
1
1
[HU (cos γz − cos γh) +HD (cos 2 k2 z − cos 2 k2 h)
ζ0

(5.3)

(5.4)

where E0 [Vm−1 ] is the incident electric field at the surface of the cylinder, k2 is the
free space wave number, ZA = 1/(2v(0)) [Ω] is the driving-point impedance of the same
cylinder when driven at the base, ZL [Ω] is the load impedance at the base of the cylinder,
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and Isc (0) = U0 u(0) is the current at the base when there is no load; and ζ0 is the free
space impedance. The expression of the frequency dependent coefficients ΨdR , TU , TD ,
HU , and HD are given in [75], which involve integrals that are solved numerically. Based
on King [29], the imperfectly conducting nature of the equivalent cylindrical antenna
was characterized by the complex propagation constant γ, which was defined as

γ = k2

s

1−j

4πz i
k2 ζ0 ΨdR

(5.5)

where z i [Ωm−1 ] is the impedance per unit length of the cylinder that was defined in
[29] as
zi =

κ J0 (κa)
= r i + jxi
2πaσω∗ J1 (κa)

(5.6)

where J0 and J1 are the zeroth and first-order Bessel functions. The term κ was also
defined as
κ=−

s

jωµ0 ǫ0



σω∗
4πz i
− jω −
ǫ0
µ0 ΨdR



(5.7)

where µ0 is permeability of free space, ǫ0 is permittivity of free space, and ω is the
angular frequency.

5.3.2

Total Power Dissipated Inside the Cylinder

The total average power dissipated Pdiss inside the cylinder can be obtained as [77]

Pdiss

1
≃
2

Zh
0

r i |I1z (z)|2 dz

(5.8)

where r i is the real part of z i (5.6). WBA-SAR is defined as the total average RF power
absorbed by the human body divided by the total mass of the body [66]. Thus, for a
homogenous cylinder of height h, radius a, density ρ and weight Wc = ρπa2 h, the total
average absorbed power per unit mass W SARcyl was defined as

W SARcyl

Pdiss
ri
=
=
Wc
2ρπa2 h

Zh
0

|I1z (z)|2 dz.

(5.9)
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Parameters of the Equivalent Cylindrical Antenna

In this study, the parameters of the equivalent cylindrical antenna were defined based
on the anatomical parameters of the human body. The equivalent cylindrical antenna
parameters taken were its radius a [m], density ρ [kgm−3 ], height h [m], and the complex
conductivity σω∗ [Sm−1 ] of the material forming the cylinder. Also, the human body
anatomical parameters used were the weight W [kg], height H [m], average density ρm
∗
[kgm−3 ], and the complex conductivity of muscle σmus
[Sm−1 ], as shown in Fig. 5.1.

The muscle tissue was chosen due to the fact that it is one of the major tissues in the
body; and also, there is widespread use of the muscle tissue in homogenous models of
the human body [16].
Using similar explanations given in our previous study on the analysis of the WBA-SAR
of an isolated human body in [74], the parameters of the cylinder were defined as

a = L1

s

W
πρm H

h=H
2x ∗
σ
3 − x mus
ρm
ρ = L3
x

σω∗ = L2

(5.10)

(5.11)
(5.12)
(5.13)

∗
where L1 , L2 and L3 are the constants of proportionality; σmus
was defined based on

the 4-Cole-Cole dispersions [28]; ρm ≃ 1050 kgm−3 [78]; and x is a function of the leanbody-mass of the human subject, which was defined in [74]. The parameter x for males
was defined as
x = 0.321 +

1
[33.92H − 29.53]
W

(5.14)

x = 0.295 +

1
[41.81H − 43.29] .
W

(5.15)

and for females as

As shown in (5.14) and (5.15), the subject specific parameter x is a function of the
weight and height of the human subject. Thus, it was assumed that x correlates with
the fat-to-muscle ratio of the human subject, which affects the value of WBA-SAR [79].
For a given frequency, height and weight of a human subject, the expression of W SARcyl
in (5.9) simplifies to a function of three unknowns, that are, L1 , L2 and L3 . The value
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Table 5.1: The constants of proportionality

L1
L2
L3

adult male

adult female

child

√

√

√
5
0.16
0.60

5
0.25
0.38

5
0.21
0.44

WBA-SAR, 7Wkg!1

100
80

Our method
FDTD

60
40
20
0
0

50
100
frequency, MHz

150

Figure 5.2: Comparison of the WBA-SAR calculated using the equivalent cylindrical
antenna and using FDTD on the adultmale voxel model for E0 = 1 Vm−1 r.m.s..

of these unknowns were evaluated by iteratively comparing the value of W SARcyl with
known FDTD computed WBA-SAR values of three voxel models representing an adult
male, an adult female and a child. For the frequency range of 1 - 150 MHz, the values of
the unknowns that produced the least average difference between the W SARcyl and the
known WBA-SAR were taken as the values of L1 , L2 and L3 . The data for the FDTD
based WBA-SAR values were taken from the literature [66, 79]. It was found that values
of the constants of proportionality depend on the sex and age of the human subjects
as shown in Table 5.1. The WBA-SAR calculated using (5.9) and the corresponding
FDTD calculated WBA-SAR of the voxel models are shown in Fig. 5.2, Fig. 5.3 and
Fig. 5.4.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of the WBA-SAR calculated using the equivalent cylindrical
antenna and using FDTD on the adult female voxel model for E0 = 1 Vm−1 r.m.s..
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of the WBA-SAR calculated using the equivalent cylindrical
antenna and using FDTD on the 10 years old child voxel model for E0 = 1 Vm−1 r.m.s..

5.4

Results

The values of L1 , L2 and L3 were derived based on the FDTD computed results of three
voxel models. Therefore, their validity to express the WBA-SAR of other human voxel
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models, other than those used for their derivation, has to be assessed. This was done
by deriving formulas for the resonance frequency.
Assuming the load impedance at the base of the cylinder ZL = 0 in (5.1), the total axial
current can be expressed as
I1z (z) = U0 u(z).

(5.16)

Replacing I1z (z) in (5.9) with the expression in (5.16), the maximum value of W SARcyl
with respect to frequency can be found by differentiating (5.9) with respect to the
complex propagation constant γ (5.5). It was found that the maximum value occurs
when

s

γh = k2 h 1 −

j4πz i
≃ 1.
k2 ζ0 ΨdR

(5.17)

Since k2 and h are real valued, the imaginary part of the expression in the square
root is negligible; thus, the second term in the square root was approximated with its
magnitude. The expression in (5.17) can be written in a quadratic form by replacing z i
with its expression in (5.6) as
k22 −

j2 κ J0 (κa) k2
1
− 2 ≃ 0.
ζ0 ΨdR σω∗ J1 (κa) a
h

(5.18)

For the radius a and complex conductivity σω∗ of the three human body models used,
when the expression in the absolute value in (5.18) is computed for the frequency range
of interest, the result tends to approach the constant value of 0.12. The frequency dependent parameters inside the absolute value are functions of the complex conductivity
of muscle, which has approximately constant magnitude in the frequency range of interest. Also, for the values of the radius a used, the values of the Bessel functions changes
slightly. Therefore, replacing this term with its equivalent computed value 0.12, using
√
the relation k2 = ω ǫ0 µ0 = ω/c = 2πfres /c, and replacing the radius a with (??), the
quadratic equation can be solved for the resonance frequency fres as

fres

"

1 #
1 
πH
πH 2
4 2
c
+ 3.0345
1.742
+ 2
≃
4π
W
W
H

(5.19)

where c is the speed of light in free space.
The comparison of the resonance frequencies calculated using (5.19) to the FDTD based
resonance frequencies of 11 voxel models that were developed by different authors and
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Table 5.2: Comparison of the calculated resonance frequencies with that of the FDTD
computed. The weight W is in kg, the height H in m, the resonance frequencies in
MHz. Diff. is the percentage difference.

Voxel model

W

H

Sex

fres

FDTD fres

Diff. (%)

TARO
HANAKO
BAFB
Duke
Ella
Billie
Thelonious
TARO 7 yr
TARO 5 yr
TARO 3 yr
Pregnant

65
53
105
70
58
34
17
23
17
13
58

1.73
1.60
1.88
1.74
1.6
1.48
1.17
1.2
1.05
0.90
1.61

m
f
m
m
f
f
m
m
m
m
f

42.09
45.13
37.08
41.38
44.46
51.07
64.44
59.99
67.29
75.83
44.34

39
45
38
40
42
51
66
61
75
83
46

-7.92
-0.29
2.42
-3.45
-5.86
-0.14
2.36
1.66
10.28
9.46
3.61

reported in [16] is shown in Table 5.2. The formulation of the resonance frequency
proposed (5.19) estimates the FDTD results of the 11 voxel models with an average
percentage difference of 4.31 % as shown on the last column of the table.

5.5

Discussion

The semi-analytic approach followed here to analyse the equivalent cylindrical antenna
and to calculate the total axial current has been proved to be accurate in cylindrical
antenna analysis [80], provided that the condition k2 a ≪ 1 and h ≫ a is satisfied. For
the equivalent cylindrical antennas used in this paper, the condition can be satisfied for
the frequency range lower than 150 MHz, which is an important frequency range in the
whole-body RF dosimetry as it contains the resonance frequency.
The formulation proposed in (5.19) is based on the three voxel models representing an
adult male, adult female and a ten years old child; therefore, it became less accurate
for very little children when comparing the predicted resonance frequency. For example,
the percentage difference between the FDTD resonance frequency and the estimated
resonance frequency for the five and three year old version of TARO is about 10%,
which is much larger compared to the other models.
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Effect of the Height and Weight

From the expression of the resonance frequency in (5.19), it can be seen that the resonance frequency depends on the weight and the height. The weight parameter in the
formulation of the resonance frequency determines the radius of the cylindrical antennas
or it represents how ‘wide’ a person is. For example, as shown in Table 5.2, the model
Thelonious and TARO 5 yr have equal weight of 11 kg and height of 1.17 m and 1.05 m,
respectively. Their resonance frequencies are 64.44 MHz and 67.29 MHz, respectively.
This shows that a tall person has lower resonance frequency compared to a shorter person of the same weight. Similarly, from (5.19), it can be seen that a heavier person
has a lower resonance frequency compared to a lighter person of the same height. For
example, this can be seen by comparing two subjects of weight 30 and 40 kg and equal
height of 1.4 m. Their corresponding resonance frequencies are 53.52 to 50.54 MHz,
respectively.

5.5.2

Effect of the Dielectric Properties of Tissues

In order to observe the effect of the dielectric property on the WBA-SAR, the complex conductivity of the equivalent cylindrical antenna representing the adult male was
doubled and halved. The predicted WBA-SAR is shown in Fig. 5.5. It can be seen
that when the conductivity was doubled, the frequency characteristics of the WBASAR became narrower. This is expected from the perspective of antenna theory. It is
well known that a thin and highly conductive wire antenna has a narrowband frequency
response; but, a thick and imperfectly conducting cylindrical antenna has broadband
response [61]. Also, when the conductivity was halved, the WBA-SAR got broader.
This effect was also observed when comparing the WBA-SAR of the adult male and the
adult female as shown in Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3. The WBA-SAR of the female model is
slightly broader than that of the male, which could be due to the smaller muscle mass
percentage or higher fat in females. The conductivity of muscle is larger than muscle.

5.5.3

Effect of Shoes on Whole-body RF Dosimetry

Most studies on WBA-SAR were based on voxel models of a bare-footed human body.
The effect of shoes on the WBA-SAR and the resonance frequency was reported in [62];
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of the WBA-SAR calculated for different values of the complex conductivity.

but a detailed analysis was not given. All the preceding calculations were performed
based on the assumption that the equivalent cylindrical antenna is grounded on a perfectly conducting plane; in other words, the load impedance was set to zero, ZL = 0.
But, in real life, people wear shoes; therefore, it is more relevant to see how a load at
the base of the cylinder affects the WBA-SAR and the resonance frequency. Using the
equivalent cylindrical antenna representation of the adult male, the load impedance of
rubber (ǫr =3.5) with thickness of 1 and 2 cm is inserted at the base of the cylinder.
Load insertion at the base has the effect of decreasing the value of WBA-SAR and
shifting the resonance frequency to a higher band. For example, the insertion of 2 cm
rubber at the base of the cylinder decreased the WBA-SAR by 16 µWkg−1 (for E inc =1
Vm−1 r.m.s.) shifting the resonance frequency from 40 to 53 MHz as shown in Fig.
5.6. This prediction was supported by measurements carried out in our previous study
on the antenna effects of the human body [75]. As described in our previous study, a
human subject, who wore a pair of rubber-soled shoes and has an equivalent anatomical
parameters with NORMAN, was illuminated with electromagnetic field generated from
a monopole antenna located 3 meters away. It was found that the measured power due
to the electric current established when the subject touches an electrode attached to a
spectrum analyser has resonance near 55 MHz as shown in Fig. 5.7. This suggests that
the WBA-SAR resonance frequency in a real scenario might be larger than the predicted
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Figure 5.6: The effect of load due to inserting rubber of thickness d 1 and 2 cm at
the base of the equivalent cylindrical antenna representing NORMAN.

value from using bare-footed voxel models. Our calculation and measurement suggest
that, for an average size adult human with shoes on, the resonance frequency is between
50 to 60 MHz compared to the 35 to 45 MHz predicted for bare-footed voxel models.
Similarly, assuming that the load impedance is due to a gap (air) between the cylinder base and the ground, our calculation showed that a separation of 5 cm shifts the
resonance frequency of the adult male to 65 MHz, which is equivalent to the resonance
frequency of the isolated adult male. Also, a 1 cm cylinder base to ground separation
shifts the resonance frequency to 56 MHz.
The proposed formulations can be used in the analysis of the WBA-SAR in the frequency
range of 1- 150 MHZ, which contains the FM band. Moreover, the formulation of
the resonance frequency and the analysis of the effect of shoes on the induced current
have applications in the investigation of the electromagnetic phenomenon in HBC and
in the survey of the possible application of the human body as antenna for implant
wireless communications. For example, it has been explained how the minimum channel
attenuation in HBC aligns with the resonance frequency of the induced currents in the
human body exposed to electromagnetic fields [75]. In order to investigate the possible
application of the human body as antenna for implant wireless communications, the
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Figure 5.7: The measured power when a subject is illuminated by electromagnetic
field touching an electrode attached to spectrum analyzer.

formulation of the resonance frequency can also be useful to estimate the frequency at
which maximum RF power radiates out of the body.

5.6

Conclusion

The whole-body RF dosimetry is analysed based on the equivalent cylindrical antenna
representation of the human body of normal BMI in the frequency range lower than
150 MHz. The equivalent cylindrical antenna representation of the human body are
parameterized as adult males, adult females and children based on the FDTD computation results of three realistic voxel models. Explicit formula for the resonance frequency
was proposed, which was used to validate the proposed cylindrical antenna model. The
effect of the height, the weight and the dielectric properties of the body are discussed.
More importantly, the proposed equivalent cylindrical antenna suggests that the real
body resonance frequency could be higher than previous theoretical frequencies based
on bare-footed voxel models. The proposed approach can be applied to study the electromagnetics in human body communication, which has operation frequency less than
150 MHz.
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Abstract

This paper, for the first time, fully characterizes the human body as a monopole antenna
in the frequency range of 10 - 110 MHz, which contains the resonance frequency of the
human body. The human body is represented by an equivalent cylindrical monopole
antenna grounded on a highly conductive ground plane that is analysed based on the
three-term approximation method. The reflection coefficient is measured using a human
subject as a monopole antenna. Measurement results show that the theoretical predictions are in reasonable agreement. It is found that the human body resonates between
40 - 60 MHz depending on the posture of the body when it is fed by a 50 Ω impedance
system at the base of the foot. A minimum reflection coefficient of -12 dB is measured
that demonstrates that the human body can be potentially used as an antenna. Theoretically, it is predicted that the human body can be an efficient antenna with a maximum
radiation efficiency reaching up to 70 %, which is supported by measurement results
found in the literature.

6.2

Introduction

The interaction of radio frequency (RF) electromagnetic fields with the human body has
been the main interest for a large number of research. Part of these studies centered on
the use of this interaction for medical applications. Other studies focused on the effect of
electromagnetic fields on the human body, which were primarily driven by the growing
concern raised in the society about the possible adverse effects of electromagnetic fields.
Additionally, other studies also paid particular attention on the effect of the human
body on antennas that operate inside or in the vicinity of the human body, such as,
implanted and wearable antennas. Aside from the brief mention of the analogy between
the whole human body and a quarter wave monopole antenna in few of these studies,
a comprehensive characterization of the human body as a monopole antenna is not
available in the literature.
In the field of RF dosimetry, the mechanism of RF energy absorbtion inside the human
body has been exhaustively studied. It has been reported that the frequency at which
maximum RF energy dissipates inside the whole body, due to a vertically polarized
plane wave, is close to the resonance frequency of a quarter wave monopole antenna
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that has the same height as the human subject. This frequency, which is loosely termed
as ‘resonance frequency’ in most RF dosimetry articles, not only depends on the height
of the human subject, but also to the weight and gender of the subject [62].
Nowadays, the most common trend of computing the dissipated RF power inside the
human body utilizes the finite-difference-time-domain (FDTD) algorithm based on computations of high resolution realistic voxel models of the human body [19]. Other prior
studies used the cylindrical antenna model of the human body to study RF dosimetry.
King applied a simplified form of the three-term approximation method to calculate
the induced axial current inside the cylindrical antenna model of the human body [70],
[81], [73]. In a related study, Poljak et al. implemented the method-of-moments (MoM)
approach to calculate the axial current inside the thick-wire model of the human body
[71]. Recently, we have applied the cylindrical antenna model of the human body using
the three-term approximation to investigate the antenna effect of the human body on intrabody communication [75] and to analyse the whole-body averaged specific absorption
rate [74].
Notable experiments, in attempt to characterize the human body as a monopole antenna,
were carried out by Andresen et al. [21]. From the measured admittance of the human
body as a monopole antenna, it was concluded that the human body does not resonate
within the frequency range of 30-70 MHz. This contradicts the results in a large number
of RF dosimetry computations and measurements that showed the whole-body resonance
frequency of the human body is within the same frequency range. The reason for this
could be the fact that the measured conductance is affected by the parasitic impedance
between the foot and the ground. For the experimental setting used in [21], this parasitic
impedance is so large that only a very weak resonance was observed between 30-70
MHz. By using a similar experimental setup, we were able to see a strong resonance at
frequencies higher than 70 MHz. By decreasing the foot to ground separation, a strong
resonance of the measured conductance can be observed within the frequency range 3070 MHz. In [21], the authors also estimated the radiation efficiency of the human body
as a monopole antenna by comparing gain measurements with that of thin-wire whip
antennas. This second result is in reasonable agreement with our theoretical predications
as shown later.
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Other studies have made use of saline filled cylindrical models of the human body to measure the induced ankle current [15]. Similarly, a practical approach of using a monopole
equivalent antenna of the human body was also proposed to measure the ankle current
[76]. Despite the fact that all prior studies have focused on calculating or measuring the
induced axial current inside the human body, none of them have fully characterized the
human body with the essence of applying it as an antenna.
Presently, studies have demonstrated that the total axial induced RF current in the body,
when the human body is irradiated by vertically polarized plane wave, is less affected
by the change in cross-sectional size of the body, but behaves more like the axial current
distribution in a cylindrical monopole antenna [15, 16]. These studies also showed that
significant variations of the axial current density exist along the height of the body. This
is due to the fact that large axial current density is developed in the cross-section of the
body where there is small volume of conductive tissues, such as the knee and ankle. This
is the basis of some studies that claim the local specific absorption rate (SAR) limit set
by International Commission on Non-Ionising Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) [22] might
be exceeded at the recommended exposure reference levels, at such parts of the body
[62]. Therefore, the use of a homogenous cylindrical monopole antenna model of the
human body is justifiable to characterize the whole human body in a standing posture.
Such representation is more relevant to analyse the axial standing waves induced inside
the human body that have wavelengths much larger than the body length. This is
true for the frequency range we are interested in, which is lower than 110 MHz for a
cylinder representing a human subject of height 1.76 m, as shown later. Moreover, such
an approach has the advantage of simplicity and flexibility, to characterize the human
body as antenna, compared to widely used methods, such as, the FDTD computations
on realistic voxel models of the human body.
This paper characterizes the human body as a monopole antenna for the frequency range
of 10 - 110 MHz. The human body is represented as a cylindrical monopole antenna
that is analysed based on the three-term approximation method. The parameters of
the cylindrical monopole antennas are defined based on the comparison with the FDTD
based computation results of the total absorbed RF power inside the voxel models of
the human body. Using these parameters, an expression for total induced axial current
inside the human body is developed, which is used to characterize the human body as a
receiving or transmitting antenna. The theoretical radiation efficiency and the reflection
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Figure 6.1: The equivalent cylindrical monopole antenna of a person standing on a
highly conductive ground. ZL is the load impedance due to the space (shoes) between
the foot and the ground.

coefficient are used to determine the performance of the human body as a monopole
antenna. The theoretically predicted results were compared against experiments that
used a human subject to measure the reflection coefficient and radiation efficiency.

6.3

Theory

Due to the conductive nature of the body, at the frequency range of interest, the induced
axial fields are not distributed uniformly at a given cross-section. In other words, the
frequency range we are interested is high enough that skin-effects cannot be ignored.
The skin-effect phenomenon is incorporated into the model by considering the field distribution in the cross-section of a very long conductive cylinder of radius a, complex
conductivity σω∗ and permeability µ0 . Assuming, only the axial component of a rotationally symmetric magnetic vector potential A1z (ρ, z) is maintained along its axis, the
resulting wave equation can be solved as
A1z (ρ, z) = DJ0 (κρ) (C1 cos γz + C2 sin γz)

(6.1)
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where D, C1 , and C2 are constants; J0 is the zeroth-order Bessel function; κ2 = k12 − γ 2 ;
√
k1 = jωµ0 σω∗ ; and γ = β - jα is the propagation constant along z-axis. From the
boundary condition of the tangential magnetic fields at the surface of the cylinder, it
can be shown that the total axial current I(z) in the cylinder is
I(z) = C1 cos γz + C2 sin γz.

(6.2)

For the case of our equivalent cylindrical representation of the human body, the axial
current should have a similar general form as the expression in (6.2) with additional
terms to amend the effect of its finite length.
From the above expressions, the skin-effect can be expressed based on the axial current
density J1z (ρ, z) as
J1z (ρ, z) =

I(z)κ J0 (κρ)
2πa J1 (κa)

(6.3)

where J1 is the first-order Bessel function. Also, the surface impedance per unit length
of the cylinder z i can be defined as
zi =

κ J0 (κa)
.
2πaσω∗ J1 (κa)

(6.4)

The expressions of the axial current density and the surface impedance per unit length of
the equivalent cylindrical monopole antenna representing the human body were defined
to be the same as the expressions in (6.3) and (6.4), respectively.

6.3.1

The Induced Axial Current

The human body can be completely characterized as a receiving or transmitting antenna from the induced currents in the body. The problem of computing the induced
currents can be simplified by considering a typical scenario of a vertically polarized plane
wave illuminating a human subject standing on a highly conductive ground, as shown
in Fig. 6.1. For this specific case, we assumed that the axial current induced by the
vertically polarized electric field is dominant. Other characteristics of the human body
as a receiving or transmitting antenna, such as the antenna impedance, radiation efficiency and reflection coefficient, can be derived from the expressions of the axial current.
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The problem is further simplified by using an equivalent cylindrical monopole antenna
representation of the human body.
We assumed that a time-harmonic vertically polarized incident plane wave illuminated
a cylindrical monopole antenna of height h and radius a, grounded on highly conductive
infinite plane, that induced an axial current density of a form similar to the expression
in (6.3). The surface axial magnetic vector potential A2z (a, z) due to the axial current
density can be expressed as
µ0
A2z (a, z) =
4π

Z

V

J1z (ρ′ , z ′ )

e−jk2 r ′
dv
r

(6.5)

′

√
where k2 = ω µ0 ǫ0 is the free space wave number. Applying the three-term approximation conditions (k2 a ≪ 1, h ≫ a, and k2 h ≤ 45 π) [29], [30], the expression of r reduces
to
r=

q

(z − z ′ )2 + a2

(6.6)

so that the expression in (6.5) simplifies to
µ0
A2z (a, z) =
4π

Zh

I1z (z ′ )

e−jk2 r ′
dz
r

(6.7)

−h

where I1z (z ′ ) is the induced axial current.
The net axial electric field on the surface of the cylinder is related to A2z (a, z) as




∂2
k22 
2
+
k
I1z (z)z i − V0 δ(z) − E0
A
(a,
z)
=
j
2z
2
2
∂z
ω

(6.8)

where E0 is the incident axial electric field on the surface of the cylinder and V0 is
the voltage drop on a load at the base of the cylinder with the resulting electric field
approximated by the delta-gap model.
An expression for I1z (z) can be derived from (6.8) using the three-term approximation
method [75], [29], [30] as
I1z (z) = V0 v(z) + U0 u(z)

(6.9)

where
V0 = −Isc (0)

2ZA ZL
2ZA + ZL

(6.10)
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v(z) =

E0
k2

(6.11)

j2πk2
[sin γ(h − |z|) + TU (cos γz − cos γh)
ζ0 γΨdR cos(γh)
i
1
1
+TD (cos 2 k2 z − cos 2 k2 h)

u(z) =
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i
j4π h
1
1
HU (cos γz − cos γh) + HD (cos 2 k2 z − cos 2 k2 h)
ζ0

(6.12)

(6.13)

ZA is the input impedance of the monopole antenna; ZL is load impedance at the base
of the cylinder; Isc (0) = U0 u(0) is the short-circuit current at the base of the cylinder
when ZL = 0; and ζ0 = 120π Ω is the free space impedance. The imperfectly conducting
characteristics of the cylinder is defined by γ as
2

γ =

k22



j4πz i
1−
k2 ζ0 ΨdR



.

(6.14)

The coefficients in the (6.12), (6.13) and (6.14) are calculated for each frequency by
numerical computations of the integrals given in our previous paper [75].
The characteristics of the cylinder as a transmitting antenna can be easily derived from
the expression of the total induced axial current of the receiving antenna when the
cylinder is driven at the base with electromotive force V0 . Thus, the total induced
axial current I1z (z) for the transmitting equivalent cylindrical monopole antenna can be
expressed as
I1z (z) = 2V0 v(z).

6.3.2

(6.15)

The Cylindrical Antenna Parameters

In our previous studies [74], [82], we employed the equivalent cylindrical antenna representation of the human body to accurately predict the FDTD computed whole-body
averaged specific absorption rate on 14 realistic high resolution voxel models that were
reported in the literature. We found that the parameters of the equivalent cylindrical
antenna (a, h, and σω∗ ) depended on gender and age. In this study, since we used an
adult male human subject for the experimental measurement, the parameters defined for
the adult male voxel models were used to characterize the equivalent cylindrical antenna.
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Accordingly, the expression for the radius a was derived as
a=

r

5m
πρm h

(6.16)

where m (kg) is weight of the human subject, h (m) is height of the subject and ρm =
1050 kgm−3 is the average density of the human body. The complex conductivity of the
cylinder was defined as
σω∗ = 0.58fm

2x ∗
σ
3−x m

(6.17)

where fm is the fraction of muscle tissue by mass that can be approximated as 0.43
∗ is the complex confor adult males with normal body-mass-index (18.5-24.9) and σm

ductivity of muscle tissue calculated from the 4-Cole-Cole dispersions parameterized by
Gabriel et al. [28]. The factor x is a function of the lean-body-mass that characterizes
the total body water volume and it was defined for adult males as
x = 0.321 +

1
(33.92h − 29.53).
m

(6.18)

The height of the cylinder was defined to be the height of the human subject h.
In order to determine how well the equivalent cylindrical monopole antenna predicts
the FDTD based computations results on realistic voxel models, the total absorbed
RF power in a human subject calculated using the two methods was compared. The
total absorbed power Pabs for an incident electric field E0 illuminating a human subject
grounded on a highly conductive ground is defined as

Pabs

1
= Rc
2

Zh
0

|U0 u (z)|2 dz

(6.19)

where Rc is the real part of the total impedance per unit length Zc of the cylinder that
can be derived as
Zc =

1
.
πa2 σω∗

(6.20)

The comparison of the total absorbed power calculated using the FDTD computation
on realistic voxel model of a male adult of height h= 1.76 m and weight m= 73 kg
[62] and our three-term approximation approach (6.19) on its equivalent cylinder with
parameters defined using (6.16) and (6.17) is shown in Fig. 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of the calculation results of the total absorbed RF power
in the body of a grounded human subject of h=1.76 m and weight m=73 kg for an
incident electric field E0 of 1 V/m r.m.s.

6.3.3

Radiation Efficiency and Reflection Coefficient

The radiation efficiency ηr and reflection coefficient |S11 | are important parameters that
demonstrate the potential utilization of the human body as an antenna. The analysis
of these parameters can be facilitated by the representation of the equivalent cylindrical
monopole antenna with the corresponding equivalent circuit. We considered the specific
case of a person standing bare foot on a dielectric slab of thickness d, area A and relative
permittivity ǫ that is located on the surface of a highly conductive ground plane, as
shown in Fig. 6.3. A thin Aluminium sheet is placed on top of the dielectric slab for
the subject to rest the feet; and it is excited by an RF source via a 50 Ω transmission
line that is grounded on the highly conductive ground plane. The reason such setting
was chosen is, unlike conventional monopole antennas, the parasitic impedance ZL due
to the base of the foot and the ground cannot be ignored when considering the human
body as a monopole antenna. This parasitic impedance is small due to the large surface
area of the foot so that part of the RF current couples to the ground via this impedance.
The parasitic impedance is related to the impedance due to the sole of shoes. Therefore,
the equivalent circuit representation of the cylindrical antenna includes this parasitic
impedance, as shown in Fig. 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: The diagram shows the typical setup of feeding the human body as a
cylindrical monopole antenna and its corresponding equivalent circuit representation.
A single foot is shown for clarity.

From Fig. 6.3, it can be seen that the human body antenna impedance ZA was represented by its components as
ZA = Rdis + Rrad + jXA

(6.21)

where Rdis represents the power dissipated Pdis in the human body due to conduction
and dielectric loss of the human body, Rrad represents the radiated power Prad , and
XA represents the power stored in the near fields of the human body. The antenna
impedance ZA can be easily calculated from the expression of the axial current (6.15) by
assuming an input voltage V0 at the terminals of the antenna. The antenna impedance
ZA is
ZA =

1
.
2v(0)

(6.22)

The antenna impedance calculated for an equivalent monopole antenna representing a
human subject of height h= 1.76 m and weight m= 73 kg is shown in Fig. 6.4. Fig. 6.5
shows the relationship between the variation in the dimension of the equivalent cylindrical monopole antennas and the magnitude of the antenna impedance. The magnitude of
the antenna impedance was calculated for different equivalent cylindrical monopole antennas representing human subjects of different height with similar body-mass-index of
23.56. Minimum of |ZA | shifts to lower frequencies as the height of the monopole antenna
increases, suggesting that a tall human subject causes lower resonance frequency.
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Figure 6.4: The antenna impedance ZA calculated for a cylindrical monopole antenna
representing a human subject of height h=1.76 cm and weight m=73 kg.
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Figure 6.5: The magnitude of antenna impedance versus height of the cylindrical
monopole antenna representing different human subjects that have the same bodymass-index of 23.56.

The radiation efficiency ηr is defined as the ratio of the power radiated to the total
antenna input power Pin as
Prad
Pdis
Rc
ηr =
=1−
=1−
Pin
Pin
Rrad + Rdis

Zh
0

|v(z)|2
dz
|v(0)|2

(6.23)
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Figure 6.6: The theoretical radiation efficiency ηr and the total efficiency ηt for
different thicknesses d of the dielectric slab (ǫ= 3, area= 22x30 cm2 ) placed underneath
the cylindrical monopole antenna representing a human subject of height h=1.76 m and
weight m=73 kg.

where Pin = Prad +Pdis . The effect of the impedance mismatch between the input circuit
and the antenna can be characterized by the total efficiency ηt defined as
ηt = ηr 1 − |Γ|2



(6.24)

where Γ is the reflection coefficient. The reflection coefficient in the case of Fig. 6.3 is
influenced by the parasitic impedance ZL ; therefore, it can be obtained as
Γ=

Zeq − Z0
Zeq + Z0

(6.25)

where Z0 = 50 Ω is the output impedance of the feeding circuit and Zeq is the equivalent
impedance of ZA and ZL in parallel.
From Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.4, it can be seen that the theoretical radiation efficiency
increases with frequency, which tends to follow the pattern of the real part of the antenna
impedance Rrad + Rdis . This is because the real part of the total impedance of the
cylinder per unit length Rc changes slowly within the frequency range of interest. The
theoretical efficiency suggests that the human body has a high radiation efficiency, up
to 70 %, for higher frequencies (between 90-100 MHz), provided the RF current is
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of ηr and ηt with the measured radiation efficiency found in
[21]. ηt was calculated based on the experimental setting in the literature; Z0 = 50 Ω,
parameter for ZL are ǫ= 1, A=π(0.15)2 m2 , and d= 0.1 m.

coupled to the base of the foot efficiently. For the particular scenario considered here,
the total efficiency ηt is the appropriate parameter to characterize the performance of
the human body as a monopole antenna, since it captures the effect of the dielectric slab
(shoes) underneath the foot. Fig. 6.6 shows that as the thickness d of the dielectric slab
increases, the parasitic impedance ZL increases, causing more RF current to excite the
base of the foot so that the total efficiency increases. Therefore, the parasitic impedance
should be maximized to increase the total efficiency or gain. In practice, however, the
radiation efficiency is smaller due to losses such as the power dissipated through the
imperfectly conducting ground.
The calculated theoretical radiation efficiency of the human body is close to the measured radiation efficiency of a seawater monopole antenna, a maximum of 75 %, in the
frequency range of 40-200 MHz [83]. In other studies [15], [84], measurements on saline
based equivalent cylindrical monopole antennas of the human body were used to estimate the induced ankle current computed using a realistic voxel model of the human
body. This suggests that the human body can be represented by a saline filled cylindrical
monopole antenna. Therefore, the calculated theoretical radiation efficiency being close
to the measured radiation efficiency of the seawater monopole antenna is a plausible
estimate.
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of the calculated reflection coefficients for cylindrical
monopole antennas representing human subjects of different height and the same bodymass-index of 23.56.

In order to determine how accurate our predicted theoretical radiation efficiency is, ηr
and ηt were compared to a measured radiation efficiency found in the literature. In [21],
the radiation efficiency of a human body as a monopole antenna was estimated from gain
measurements relative to whip antennas. By using the parameters used in the measurement, we predicted the measured radiation efficiency in a reasonable accuracy as shown
in Fig 6.7. It can be seen that, at 60 MHz, half of the input power is dissipated inside
the body. More interestingly, it can be inferred that the human body as a monopole
antenna has a maximum theoretical radiation efficiency, about 70 %, in the FM radio
band.
The other antenna performance indicator is the reflection coefficient that can be represented in the s-parameter form as
|S11 |(dB) = 20 log 10 (|Γ|).

(6.26)

Fig. 6.8 shows the theoretical reflection coefficient for the equivalent cylindrical monopole
antennas of different height representing human subjects of similar body-mass-index.
The reflection coefficient was calculated ignoring the parasitic impedance ZL and assuming the antenna was fed by a 50 Ω system. As expected, the resonance frequency
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of the calculated reflection coefficients for different thicknesses d of the dielectric slab (ǫ= 3, area= 22x30 cm2 ) placed underneath a cylindrical
monopole antenna representing a human subject of height h= 1.76 m and weight m=
73 kg.

shifts downwards as the height of the antenna increases with a minimum reflection coefficient |S11 | about -17 dB. The effect of the dielectric slab on the reflection coefficient
is depicted in Fig. 6.9; it can be seen that as the thickness d of the dielectric increases
the reflection coefficient decreases with the resonance frequency increasing slightly. The
reflection coefficient also shows that a large value of the parasitic impedance improves
the performance of the human body as antenna.

6.4

Experiment

In order to validate the theoretical predictions made about the performance of the
human body as cylindrical monopole antenna, experimental characterization was carried
out. The typical scenario considered in this study, which is shown in Fig. 6.3, was
experimentally setup and important parameters were measured. A bare-foot human
subject of height h= 1.76 m and weight m=73 kg stood on layers of rubber slabs (1.5
cm thick, 22 cm wide and 30 cm long each) with Aluminium foil placed on top, as shown
in Fig. 6.10. The rubber layers were placed in the middle of a 4.5×5 m2 Aluminium
sheet that acted as the conductive ground plane. The signal was generated using a
battery operating vector network analyser (VNA), which is capable of sweeping the
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Figure 6.10: The experiment setup with a human subject of height h= 1.76 m and
weight m= 73 kg.

frequency range of 1-200 MHz. The effect of radiating cables and human operator
was eliminated by connecting the VNA and the measuring computer via a Bluetooth
connection. The RF signal was fed to the Aluminium foil with a short coaxial cable
with its shield attached to the ground plane. The rubber slabs were stacked to create a
variable thickness dielectric in order to the see the effect of changing the values of the
parasitic impedance.
The maximum output power of the VNA is 0 dBm, according to the specifications of
the VNA, which is much smaller compared to the safety limit restricted by ICNIRP [22].
Taking the worst case, if we assumed all the power generated by the VNA is dissipated
inside the body of the human subject, the Whole-Body Averaged Specific Absorbtion
Rate (WBA-SAR) is 10−3 /73= 137 µWkg−1 , which is much lower than the WBA-SAR
limit set by ICNIRP, 0.4 Wkg−1 for occupational exposure. Even assuming the unlikely
event that all the VNA output power is absorbed by 1 gm of the tissue of the human
subject, the local SAR is equal to 137 mWkg−1 , which is still much smaller compared
to the recommended limit for occupational exposure on the head and trunk, which is 10
Wkg−1 . For the frequency range of 100 kHz to 10 MHz, the ICNIRP limit is set based
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Figure 6.11: The measured reflection coefficient for different thicknesses of the rubber
layers (ǫ= 3, area= 22x30 cm2 ) placed underneath the human subject.

on the current density, which is defined as f /100 mA/m2 , where f is the frequency in
Hz. At 1 MHz, taking the mean conductivity of muscle 0.5 Sm−1 and its density 1.06
kgm−3 , the power deposited in 1 gm of muscle due to the maximum permissible current
density at this frequency is 100 mW, which is larger than the output power of the VNA.
But, we know that it is unlikely that all the output power dissipates on a 1 gm tissue of
the human subject; therefore, the experiment was safe to use a human subject.
The measured reflection coefficient for different thicknesses of the dielectric slab is shown
in Fig. 6.11. Even though the theoretical reflection coefficient shown in Fig. 6.9 predicted the general behaviour of the experimental results, there are differences in the
location of the resonance frequencies and the magnitude of the reflection coefficient.
The resonance frequency predicted was near 50 MHz but the measurement results show
resonance close to 40 MHz. One of the obvious causes of such differences is the fact
that the human body is modeled by a cylindrical antenna that was analysed based on
the three-term approximation. The other causes are experimental factors that were not
included in the theoretical setup. One such factor is the effect of the Copper core of the
coaxial cable used to connect the VNA to the Aluminium foil. In order to accommodate
the variable thickness of the dielectric layers and secure a good ground connection, part
of the Copper core, 7 cm long, was left unshielded. We observed that shortening the
size of the unshielded core shifts the resonance frequency upwards as shown in Fig. 6.12,
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of the effect of varying the length of the unshielded Copper
on the measured reflection coefficient. The thickness of the rubber layer used was 3 cm.

which illustrates the difference when using a 7 cm and a 3 cm long unshielded cores.
This is expected as a longer unshielded Copper core increases the total height of the
radiating element in addition to the human body; therefore, it has the effect of shifting
the resonance frequency slightly downwards. Another experimental factor that was not
included in the theoretical setup was the additional impedance due to the unshielded
coaxial cable and its connection with the Aluminium foil. Incorporating this impedance
as a series inductive reactance between the feeding circuit and the load Zeq of the theoretical setup shown in Fig. 6.3, the measurement results can be predicted better as
shown in Fig 6.13. Fig. 6.13 shows the addition of a series inductive reactance, which
represents the effect of the unshielded core, reduces the capacitive reactance of the Zeq ;
thus shifts the resonance frequency lower. Also, the theoretical axial current model is
derived based on the assumption of a perfectly conducting infinite ground plane; however, the ground might have some effect on the experiment. Due to the ground loss, the
measured radiation efficiency might smaller than theoretically predicted.
Another interesting observation is the human body retains its behaviour as a monopole
antenna even for different postures. This was seen when the reflection coefficient was
measured with the human subject in different postures as shown in Fig. 6.14. Lifting
the arms high increases the total length of the radiating element, therefore the resonance
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Figure 6.13: Comparison of the measured reflection coefficient with the simulation
results. The modified simulation represents the reflection coefficient calculated after
adding a series inductive reactance representing the unshielded Copper core. The thickness of rubber layer used was 9 cm.
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Figure 6.14: The measured reflection coefficient when the subject posed different postures. AS= arms by side, AU = arms raised up, CR= crouching, ASt= arms stretched
out, and BD= bending down. The thickness of rubber layer used was 9 cm.

frequency shifts downwards as shown in the measurement results. The measured reflection coefficients for stretching the arms out and lifting them high are slightly different
with the former case shifting the resonance frequency a little downwards. When the
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subject crouched or bent down, the radiating length shortened; therefore, the resonance
frequency shifted upwards. More interestingly, the reflection coefficient improved almost
by 2 dB when crouching and bending down; this could be due to the increased surface
area closer to the RF source.
Applying the human body as a transmitting antenna by coupling large RF power might
not be ethical and also the power dissipated inside the human body might exceed the
recommended limit. But, the human body can be used as a receiving monopole antenna
for applications that involve low power electromagnetic fields or fields that are present
in the environment. One such application is the use of the human body as a receiving
antenna for RF energy harvesting. Currently, the interest in the area of RF energy
harvesting is growing particularity in the field of self-sustained and autonomous sensor
networks. Research focused on the ambient RF energy in the digital TV band because
there is uninterrupted available broadcast power and also the antenna size required is
relatively small. Several ambient RF energy surveys showed that the available power
in the FM band is comparable or sometimes better than the available power in digital
TV bands [85], [86], [87]. But the idea of designing an RF energy harvesting system in
FM band has been abandoned for the primary reason that a larger antenna is required
at this frequency band. By designing an optimal matching network, the human body
might be used as antenna for RF energy harvesting in the FM band to power wearable
or implanted antennas.
Another possible application of the human body as receiving antenna is in the area of farfield wireless power transfer to energize implants in the human body. As it known that
the total axial current distribution in the human body, near the resonance frequency, has
larger value close to the feet. It is also known that there is small amount of conductive
tissue in the ankle; this implies that the current density in the vicinity of the ankle
is very large compared to other parts of the body. The large current density at the
ankle can be intercepted to power implants embedded in the lower legs. An implanted
ferrite core toroidal transformer, in conjunction with a rectifying circuit, can be used to
convert the RF current to a usable DC power. For such applications, the far-field power
can be broadcasted from a source operating near the human body resonance frequency.
The legal requirements of narrowband energy broadcasting can be met by employing
the Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) radio band at 40 MHz, which lies in the
resonance frequency region of the human body.
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Conclusion

In this paper, the human body as a cylindrical monopole antenna has been characterized
by using the equivalent cylindrical antennas that were analysed using the three-term approximations. Theoretically, it was found out that the human body can be an efficient
radiating antenna with theoretical radiation efficiency reaching up to 70 % for the frequency range of 90 - 100 MHz. But, the total efficiency deteriorates when the human
body is coupled to a 50 Ω system due to impedance mismatch, which can be improved
with the design of an optimal matching network. In practical scenario, the efficiency
decreases further due to the losses in the ground and the small values of the parasitic
impedance due to shoes. It was also found that the human body resonates between 40 60 MHz with the magnitude of the reflection coefficient not much affected with different
postures. Measurement results showed that crouching and bending down improved the
magnitude of the reflection coefficient by 2 dB. The human body as a monopole antenna
can be used for applications that use low RF power, such as RF energy harvesting and
far-field wireless power transfer.
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Abstract

Currently, the radio-frequency (RF) implant wireless communication is enabled by utilizing small antennas that radiate radio waves inside the human body. As an alternative
technique for implant wireless communication, we propose to use the human body itself
as an antenna by feeding an RF current into the tissues. In particular, this paper studies
the scenario when the RF current is fed by a tiny toriodal inductor that is implanted and
clamped around the tissues in the ankle. The frequency range of 1-70 MHz is considered,
which includes the resonance frequency of the human body. Theoretical results, from applying small toroidal inductors, show that the system exhibits broadband characteristics
with a maximum gain of -25 dB between 20 to 40 MHz, assuming an isotropic radiation
from human body. However, for the case of the small toroidal inductors considered, the
radiation resistance of the system is very small, which increases the power consumption.
It is known that the radiation resistance can be further improved by choosing a magnetic
core with high permeability and low loss, as well as, by optimizing the number of turns
to reduce the parasitic capacitance and obtain a usable magnetizing inductance.

7.2

Introduction

The fast growth in the technology of wireless communication, low power microelectronics, and physiological sensors has enabled a new generation of wireless sensor networks
for wearable computing devices based on the body area network (BAN) paradigm. BAN
refers to the wireless communication of systems on, inside or in the immediate proximity
of the human body [3]. Broadly, BAN devices are classified as wearable and implants.
Currently, the wireless communication of implants with an external monitoring devices
is enabled using magnetic induction or the radio-based Medical Implants Communications System (MICS) [24] that was later expanded and renamed to Medical Device
Radiocommunications Service (MedRadio) by the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) [88].
The wireless implant communication using magnetic induction requires the external
devices to be placed very close to or in contact with the surface of the body. Also, the
communication efficiency is highly dependent on the orientation of the magnetic coils
used. In addition to this, the commercially available implant devices, which employ
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magnetic induction, usually operate in the low-MHz frequency range that requires large
coils for efficient communication. At such frequency range, the magnetic link efficiency
deteriorates if the implants are required to be smaller. However, recent studies found
that an equivalently efficient magnetic link can be obtained by operating in the low GHz
range and applying mm-sized coils [89, 90]. Moreover, the implant is usually powered
by an external coil; thus, the implant cannot initiate communication [91].
In MedRadio, the frequency band 401-406 MHz is allocated for radio-frequency (RF)
biomedical telemetry accommodating both implants and wearable medical devices. In
addition to MedRadio, the Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) bands have been used
for wireless implant communications. The wireless implant communication in MedRadio or ISM bands employ high frequency radio waves that radiate from a miniaturized
antenna embedded on the implants. The high frequency enables higher data-rate and antenna miniaturization; however, it also prompts a higher free-space path loss. Moreover,
the human body is an unpredictable and hostile environment for high frequency radiobased communications. It causes high power consumption due to the power absorbed
by tissues, impedance mismatch, and radiation pattern distortion [91].
Another technique that utilizes the conductive nature of the human body for implant-toimplant or implant-to-surface communication is galvanic coupling intra-body communication (IBC) [92, 93]. The transmitter in galvanic coupling IBC differentially applies a
low-power and low frequency electric current using a pair of electrodes and the receiver
detects the transmitted signal from the potential difference across a pair of receiver electrodes. This technique promises a low-power communication; however, it only allows a
low data-rate applications since the operation frequency is lower than 1 MHz. Moreover,
it does not allow a wireless communication between an implant and a receiver that is
placed close to the body without making a contact.
As a bid to find an alternative wireless implant communication technique, in this paper,
we explored the possibility of using the human body itself as antenna for implant wireless
communication in the frequency range lower than 100 MHz. In particular, we considered
the case when a toroidal inductor is clamped around a group of muscle fibers in the ankle
in order to induce an electromotive force (emf) inside the body. It was hypothesised
that the induced emf causes an RF current inside the body that dissipates in the tissues
and also radiates out of the body using the human body as an antenna. Therefore,
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the objective of this paper is exploring the feasibility of applying the radiated power
to connect implants and external devices located in the proximity of the human body.
Moreover, the same scenario was studied to analyse the amount of emf induced on
the terminals of the implanted inductor when a human body is exposed to a vertically
polarized electric field. This approach promises lower power consumption compared to
higher frequency radio-wave based techniques, since the human body tissues absorbs
less power as frequency decreases. It also promises the use of small size inductors when
compared to the size required if the magnetic induction technique was employed at the
same frequency range.
This study was motivated by our previous results on the characterization of the human
body as a cylindrical monopole antenna [53]. From our previous study, for a human
subject of height 1.76 m and weight 73 kg, we found out the human body behaves like
a monopole antenna when fed on the foot, with a resonance frequency between 40-60
MHz depending on the posture of the body. We also found the human body behaved as
a monopole antenna with a radiation efficiency reaching 70 % and a minimum reflection
coefficient of -12 dB when it was coupled to a source of 50 Ω output impedance. This
was supported by measurement and theoretical results. In addition to this, from the
large number of RF dosimetry studies, such as [16], it is well known that the maximum
axial RF current is induced near the foot when the human body is exposed to a vertically
polarized electric field of frequency less 100 MHz. Thus, the maximum axial current near
the foot causes a large axial current density in the ankle cross-section. This is because,
in addition to the maximum axial current, the ankle cross-section has smaller mass
of conductive tissues compared to other transverse cross-sections of the human body.
Based on this context, this study aims to explore an implant wireless communication
technique using a small implanted toriodal inductor as a means to collect or couple the
induced axial current inside the ankle.
There are several studies in the literature that directly or indirectly support the validity
of our proposed approach. For example, in a research undertaken by the US army in
the 1970s [20], the human body was utilized as an antenna to transmit a radio signal
that was coupled to the human body using a coil of wire wound around the chest. The
study reported that a radio signal was transmitted for a distance of 1.5 km at 4.6 MHz
from a 1 Watt transmitter. Though the transmitter power is high and the air-cored
toroidal inductor was located on the chest, the underlying concept is similar to our
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proposed approach. Moreover, in the area of RF dosimetry, there are several studies
that strongly support our proposed concept. In these studies, similar to our proposed
technique, toroidal inductors were used to measure the induced ankle current when the
human body is exposed to electromagnetic fields. For example, in [94], the design and
application of an ankle-worn RF current measuring device is discussed. The device uses
a clamp-on and ferrite-cored toroidal inductor to measure the induced RF current in the
ankle for the frequency range of 0.1-80 MHz. Similarly, in [95], an air-cored and ankleworn toroidal inductor was used to measure the induced ankle current in the frequency
range of 1-200 MHz. Additionally, in [96], a commercially available clamp-on current
probe with a ferrite core was also utilized to measure induced ankle current.
In this study, the human body was represented by an equivalent cylindrical antenna. It
is well known that the induced axial current inside a human body that is exposed to
a vertically polarized plane wave has a similar axial distribution as that of a monopole
cylindrical antenna [16]. Based on this, a practical equivalent monopole antenna was
proposed to measure the induced ankle current in the human body [76]. It was also
demonstrated that saline filled cylindrical antennas can be used to measure the induced
ankle currents predicted based on finite-difference-finite-time (FDTD) computations using realistic voxel models of the human body [15]. Recently, the authors have successfully
used the equivalent cylindrical antenna representation of the human body to characterize
the human body as a monopole antenna [53], analyse the whole body averaged specific
absorption rate (SAR) [74, 82] and investigate interference mechanism in Human Body
Communications (HBC) [75].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Firstly, the axial current density calculated
based on a realistic gray-scale image representation of the cross-section of the ankle joint
is given, followed by the analytical expressions of the parameters of the toroidal inductor.
Expressions for the gain of the system and the received power to a load connected to the
terminals of the inductor are derived. Next, the scenarios of two toroidal inductors of
different sizes are analyzed in order to understand the important factors that need to be
considered in the design of such a system. Lastly, the results from a simple experiment
using a saline filled cylinder are reported, that validates our proposed approach.
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Figure 7.1: The cross-section of ankle joint with tissues assigned different colours.
1-muscle, 2-fat, 3-connective tissue, 4-cancellous bone, 5-skin, 6-blood vessel, 7-tendon,
8-nerve, 9-blood, 10-cortical bone.

7.3

The axial current density in the ankle

Since the cross-section of the ankle consists of different tissues, the axial current density
is not uniformly distributed. The tissues have different dielectric properties; therefore,
they interact differently to the axial RF electric field passing through them. Accordingly,
we developed a model for the cross-section of the ankle based on a realistic anatomical
atlas of the human body [97]. The tissues in the cross-section were assigned specific
colours, as shown in Fig. 7.1; and from this, a grayscale image file was created that
has specific intensity values for the pixels representing each tissues. The tissues that
were classified in the cross-section were skin, muscle, fat, cortical bone, cancellous bone,
blood vessel, blood, nerve, tendon, and connective tissues. Using the grayscale image,
we had accurate representations of the size and location of the tissues; and it was also
possible to read such information into computer programs. Moreover, the 4-Cole-Cole
dispersions model was used to represent the dielectric properties of these tissues.
For the frequency range of interest, it was assumed that the axial electric field in the
cross-section of the ankle is uniform. The total induced axial current Iz in the ankle,
which includes both the conduction and displacement current in the cross-section of the
ankle of area S, can be calculated from the axial current density distribution in the
ankle Jz as
Iz =

Z
S

Jz ds = Ez

Z

σs∗ ds

(7.1)

S

where Ez is the axial electric field that is taken to be uniform and σs∗ is the complex
conductivity of ‘points’ in the cross-section. Considering the cross-section of the ankle
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represented by the grayscale image, the expression in (7.1) can be approximated as

Iz ≃ 2Ez

M
X

∗
σm
Apixel

(7.2)

m=1

∗ is the complex conductivity of the tissue represented by the mth grayscale
where σm

pixel; M is the total number of pixels in the ankle cross-section and Apixel is the area
of a single pixel. Apixel can be easily calculated by dividing the actual area of the ankle
cross-section with M . Therefore, the axial current density Jzn in the area represented
by the nth pixel can be approximated as
Jzn = σn∗ Ez =

0.5σn∗ Iz
M
P

Apixel

m=1

.

(7.3)

∗
σm

Using (7.3), we can calculate the total axial current passing through any subsection
of the ankle cross-section. Fig. 7.2 shows the magnitude of the axial current density
calculated using (7.3) for an incident electric field E0 = 1 V/m r.m.s. illuminating the
adult male human subject that was discussed in our previous papers [53]. It can be
seen that the highest current density occurred in the blood and muscle tissues, and the
least occurring in the skin, fat, nerve, blood vessels, cortical bone and cancellous bone.
Also, almost as much as half of the current density in the muscle tissue exists in the
connective tissues and tendons.

7.4

The implanted toroidal inductor

In the preceding section, we showed that a large axial current density is induced inside
the muscle tissue. In order to collect this current for the purpose of implant wireless
communication, we propose to use a toroidal inductor that is clamped around a group
of muscle fibers or a tendon in the ankle. We considered a toroid placed around the
muscle tissue or tendons with the axis of toroid perpendicular to the cross-section of the
ankle. Using such an arrangement, and with toroid thickness of several millimeters, it
can be placed in the ankle without causing major tissue damage.
The mechanism of receiving the RF current flowing in the tissues that are encircled
by the toroid is similar to the operation mechanism of current transformers. The RF
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Figure 7.2: The magnitude of axial current density |Jzn | (A/m2 ) in the cross-section of
the ankle joint for an incident electric field E0 = 1 V/m r.m.s and the total cross-section
area of the ankle was taken as 0.0154 m2 .

current in the tissues induces a magnetic field inside the core of the toroid, in our case,
which is assumed to be a ferrite core. The magnetic field in turn induces electromotive
force on the copper winding that drives a current into the receiver load connected to its
terminals.
The toroid has inner radius r1 , outer radius r2 , and height ht , as shown in Fig.7.3. An
enameled round copper wire of radius rcop is wound around a ferrite core making N
number of turns. In order to reduce the effect of leakage inductance, the inner wall of
the toroid is completely covered by the copper windings. Thus, the number of turns was
derived as
N≃

πr1
rcop + te

(7.4)

where te is the thickness of the enamel layer of the copper wire. Also, the equivalent
circuit representation of the toroid is shown in Fig. 7.4.

7.4.1

Magnetic core effects

It is well known that ferromagnetic materials dissipate power, due to magnetic hysteresis
and eddy currents, when they are introduced into a changing magnetic field [98]. The
eddy current loss can be reduced by using a laminated magnetic core that has high
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Figure 7.3: The half-section of the implanted toroidal inductor with ferrite core.

Rw

LAC

t
Rrad

Rc

Ls

Csh

Figure 7.4: The equivalent circuit of the toroidal inductor. Csh is the parasitic
capacitance between turns; Rw represents the loss in winding wire; LAC is the internal
t
inductance of the wire; Rrad
is the radiation resistance of the toroid; Rc represents the
magnetic core loss; and Ls is the self-inductance.

electrical resistivity. The effect of hysteresis can be characterized by using the complex
relative permeability µ∗ of the magnetic core. The complex relative permeability is
defined as
µ∗ = µ′ − jµ′′

(7.5)

where µ′ characterizes the stored energy and µ′′ characterizes the power dissipated. The
frequency characteristics of ferrites can be expressed using a theoretical dispersion model
that includes magnetizing mechanisms, such as, domain-wall motion, magnetization
rotation, and gyromagnetic spin rotation. Such a dispersion model is given in [99]
as
µ′ = 1 +

res )2
Kspin (fspin
res )2 + f 2
(fspin

h
i
res )2 (f res )2 − f 2
Kdw (fspin
spin
+ h
,
i2
res
2
2
2
2
(fspin ) − f
+β f

res f
Kspin fspin
µ = res 2
+h
(fspin ) + f 2
′′

res )2 βf
Kdw (fspin
i2
res )2 − f 2
(fspin
+ β2f 2

(7.6)

(7.7)

res is the spin
where f is the operating frequency, Kspin is the static spin susceptibility; fspin
res is the
resonance frequency; Kdw is the static susceptibility of domain wall motion; fdw

domain wall resonance frequency; β is the damping factor of the domain wall motion.
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In this study, it was assumed that the magnetic core used is a ferrite tape ESL 40012
that is manufactured using the Low Temperature Co-fired Ceramic (LTCC) processing
and it is considered suitable for low power applications. The values of the coefficients
in (7.6) and (7.7) for the initial complex permittivity of the ferrite tape ESL 40012 at
25 C◦ are given in [99] that were obtained by curve fitting experimental data.
From the conventional approach of calculating the inductance of a toroidal inductor
[98], the core lose resistance Rc and self-inductance Ls can be calculated by replacing
the relative permeability of the core with the complex relative permeability µ∗ = µ′ −jµ′′ .
Thus, for the inductor shown in Fig. 7.3,
N 2 µ′ µ0 ht
ln
Ls =
2π



r2
r1



(7.8)

and
Rc = ω

µ′′
Ls
µ′

(7.9)

where ω is the radial frequency.

7.4.2

The skin-effect and proximity-effect in the copper winding

It is well known that, at high frequency, the effective resistance of copper wire increases
due to the skin-effect phenomenon. For the case of inductors, the copper windings
are placed close to each other; therefore, the magnetic field created due to the changing
current in one conductor affects the current distribution in the neighbouring conductors,
causing the proximity effect phenomenon. Thus, for RF inductors, the skin-effect as well
as the proximity effect cause power loss in the winding conductor.
An analytic approximation for the AC resistance Rw of a round copper wire of conductivity σ in a single-layer winding inductor is given in [100] as
Rw = Rdc υ

e2υ − e−2υ + 2 sin (2υ)
e2υ + e−2υ − 2 cos (2υ)

(7.10)

where Rdc is the DC resistance defined as
Rdc =

2N (ht + r2 − r1 )
;
2
σπrcop

(7.11)
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and
υ=

π 3
4

4

2rcop

r

rcop
πσµ0 f .
rcop + te

(7.12)

The internal inductance of the wire was also expressed as
LAC = Rdc

7.4.3

υ e2υ − e−2υ − 2 sin (2υ)
.
ω e2υ + e−2υ − 2 cos (2υ)

(7.13)

The parasitic capacitance of the inductor

Another important factor in the high frequency application of inductors is the parasitic
capacitance between turns. The parasitic capacitance determines the self-resonance
frequency of the inductor; beyond this frequency the reactance of the inductor gets
capacitive. The parasitic capacitance shunts the magnetizing current so that it causes
a reduction in the performance of inductors. For a single layer inductor of N turns, the
lumped parasitic capacitance referred to the terminals of the inductor was approximated
in [101] as
"

 ∗


 π 
θ
rcop + te −1
+ cot
(7.14)
Csh = 2.732ǫ0 N (ht + r2 − r1 ) ǫr θ ∗ ln
− cot
rcop
2
12
where ǫr is the relative permittivity of the enamel layer and θ ∗ is defined as
∗

θ = cos

7.5
7.5.1

−1



rcop + te
1
1 − ln
ǫr
rcop



.

(7.15)

The Performance of the whole System
In transmission mode

The equivalent circuit of the ankle implant in transmission mode was approximated as
shown in Fig. 7.5. As a loop antenna, a toroidal inductor by itself has poor radiation
t . The operation of the
efficiency [61]; therefore, we ignored its radiation resistance Rrad

system is similar to that of a current transformer; the toroid acts like the primary winding
while the human body was approximated as a single turn secondary, as shown in Fig.
7.6. The representation of the human body as a single turn secondary describes more
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Rc /N 2

Rc
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Vin

Csh
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Lm

Figure 7.5: The equivalent circuit of the implanted toroidal inductor. Vin is the
input voltage of the transmitter; Zo is the output impedance of the transmitter; Lm
is the magnetising inductance referred to the primary side; and ZB is the impedance
representing the effect of the human body and the surrounding.

Rrad
Rdis

jXA

toroid
ground plane

Figure 7.6: Visualisation of the lines of force in the human body forming the secondary
loop, which is represented by the human antenna impedance, ZA = Rrad + Rdis +
jXA , where Rrad characterizes the power radiated Prad ; Rdis characterizes the power
dissipated inside the human body due to ohmic and dielectric loss of tissues; and XA
characterizes the near-field reactive power oscillating in the vicinity of the human body.

accurately a toroidal inductor clamped to the exterior of the ankle. The approximation
of this setup to an implanted toroidal inductor is based on the result from (7.3) that
large axial current density exists in the muscle tissue which spans about 20% of the
ankle joint cross-sectional area.
In Fig 7.5, ZB is the sum of the impedances that represent the effects of the human
body, the shoes, the ground and near-field coupling with nearby objects. Assuming the
human subject is standing on a highly conductive ground plane and bare foot, ZB can
be approximated by the human body antenna impedance ZA , which is expressed in [53].
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Figure 7.7: The simplified equivalent circuit of the implanted toroidal inductor in
transmitting mode.

In our previous study [53], the human body was represented by a cylindrical monopole
antenna to express the axial current inside the human body when it is excited by an RF
source on the foot. Hence, ZA is the antenna impedance of the human body when the
human subject is excited by a delta-gap electromotive force (emf) placed between the
feet and the ground. The delta-gap emf was assumed to be equal to the emf induced by
the implanted inductor, which is approximated by a current-probe feeding model.
Based on the analysis in [53], ZA can be expanded as
ZA = Rrad + Rdis + jXA

(7.16)

where Rrad characterizes the power radiated Prad ; Rdis characterizes the power dissipated inside the human body due to ohmic and dielectric loss of tissues; and XA
characterizes the near-field reactive power oscillating in the vicinity of the human body.
From the expression of the resistance per unit length of the equivalent cylindrical antenna and from the definition of the radiation efficiency in [53], the expression of Rrad
and Rdis can be derived.
The circuit in Fig. 7.5 can be simplified by transferring the secondary impedance to the
primary as shown in Fig. 7.7. Since we assumed that the winding completely covers
the inner wall of the toroid, the magnetising inductance Lm was approximated by the
self-inductance Ls of the toroid. The equivalent impedance seen by the transmitter Zeq
can be written as
Zeq =
where

Zs
jωCsh Zs + 1


jωLm N 2 ZA + Rc
+ Rc + Rw + jωLAC .
Zs =
jωLm + N 2 ZA + Rc

(7.17)

(7.18)
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Therefore, referring Fig. 7.7, the radiation efficiency of the system ηrt defined as the
ratio of the radiated power Prad to the input power Pin can be written as
ηrt =

|IA |2 N 2 Rrad
Prad
N 2 Rrad
=
=
F
Pin
Re (Zeq )
|Iin |2 Re (Zeq )

(7.19)

where the factor F can be written as
F =

jωLm
(jωCsh Zs + 1) (Rc + N 2 ZA + jωLm )

2

.

(7.20)

Moreover, Zeq can be expanded as
s
s
Zeq = Rrad
+ Rdis
+ jX s

(7.21)

s
s
where Rrad
characterizes the radiated power from the system; Rdis
characterizes the

power dissipated in the wire, the magnetic core and the human body; and X s characterizes the power oscillating in the parasitic capacitance and in the near-field of the human
body. From (7.19) and (7.20), the system radiation resistance can be derived as
s
Rrad
= F N 2 Rrad .

(7.22)

The radiated power escapes into the surrounding using the human body as antenna.
For simplicity, assuming the radiated power was emitted equally in all directions, the
antenna gain of the system G can be approximated as
G(dB) = 10 log 10 (ηt ) .

(7.23)

In our previous study [53], the human body was represented by a monopole antenna
based on measured and calculated values of the reflection coefficient and the radiation
efficiency of the human body antenna. The definition of the gain of the human body
antenna requires the knowledge of the directivity or radiation pattern; therefore, the gain
in the direction of the maximum emission can be approximated by that of a quarter-wave
monopole antenna by adding 5.19 dBi to the value obtained from (7.23).
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Zin
Figure 7.8: The simplified equivalent circuit of the implanted toroidal inductor in
receiving mode. Voc is the open-circuit voltage driving the current through the area
enclosed by the toroid and ZL is impedance of the load connected to the terminals of
the toroid.

7.5.2

In reception mode

When a vertically polarized incident electric field impinges the human body, an axial
current density is induced inside the cross-section of the ankle. From antenna theory,
it is well known that an antenna in receiving mode can be represented by a Thevenin’s
equivalent circuit with a voltage source Voc that is calculated by multiplying the short
circuit current at the antenna terminals and the antenna impedance. Thus, assuming
the human subject is standing bare foot on a conductive ground, Voc can be written as
Voc = Iz (0)ZA

(7.24)

where Iz (0) the axial foot current expressed in [53]. Therefore, the whole system in
receiving mode was represented by the simplified equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 7.8.
For an incident electric field E0 on the surface of the human body, the current Iz (0) is
defined in [53] as
Iz (0) =

E0
u(0)
k2

(7.25)

where u(0) is a function of the parameters of the equivalent cylindrical antenna. Thus,
the power delivered to the load Prec can be calculated as
Prec = 0.5 |Il |2 Re (Zl ) .

(7.26)

Using the relation between the incident electric field and the EIRP (equivalent isotropically radiated power) of a radiation source at a distance of d, E0 =

√

60EIRP
d

, and for a
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free-space wavelength λ, the expression in (7.26) can written as
Prec = 120



λ
4πd

2

EIRP |u(0)|2 FR Re (Zl )

(7.27)

where
jωN Lm ZA
FR =
(N 2 ZA + Zin ) (jωLm + Zp ) (jωCsh Zl + 1)

Zp = Rc + Rw + jωLAC +

Zin = Rc +

2

(7.28)

Zl
jωCsh Zl + 1

(7.29)

jωLm Zp
.
Zp + jωLm

(7.30)

Therefore, for a given radiation source at a distance d and with a known EIRP, the
power received at the terminals of the toroidal inductor Prec in dBm can be written as
Prec (dBm) = 20.79 + EIRP (dBm) + 20 log10



λ
4πd



+10 log10 [FR Re (Zl )] + 20 log10 [|u(0)|] ,

(7.31)

which is used to assess the received power in the illustrative scenario of the next section.

7.6

An Illustrative scenario

Considering the scenario of two implanted toroidal inductors with parameters shown in
Table 7.1, the gain G calculated is shown in Fig. 7.9. As can be seen in the table, the
two toroids have a core thickness r2 − r1 of 3 mm and a height ht of 1 cm. The areas
enclosed by the toroids are 0.64 % and 2.16 % of the cross-sectional area of the ankle
joint considered in this study, which is indicated by the parameter A% in the table.
The copper wire used was assumed to be 20 AWG (American Wire Gauge) copper
wire with enamel thickness of 0.25r1 . It can be seen that the gain exhibits a broadband
feature with the maximum occurring between 20 - 45 MHz, which includes the resonance
frequency of the human body. The resonance frequency of the human subject used for
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Table 7.1: Parameters of the system

Parameters

Case1

Case2

r1
r2
ht
d
rcop
te
N
σ
Hm
m
A%

6.59 mm
9.59 mm
1 cm
λ/2π
0.4 mm
0.1 mm
41
5.592×107 Sm−1
1.76 m
73 kg
0.64 %

11.28 mm
14.292 mm
1 cm
λ/2π
0.4 mm
0.1 mm
70
5.592×107 Sm−1
1.76 m
73 kg
2.16 %

-20
-25

G (dB)
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-35
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Case 2

-40
-45
-50
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70

Frequency (MHz)
Figure 7.9: The calculated gain for the two cases.

the two scenarios, which has height Hm and weight m given in Table 7.1, is near 40 MHz
[53, 82].
The gain calculated using (7.23) and shown in Fig. 7.9 was based on the assumption
that only the human body impedance affect the current induced inside the human body.
But, in reality, other factors, such as, the ground, shoes and nearby objects, affect the
gain. When the impedance of 1 cm thick rubber shoes was added in series with the
human body impedance ZA , the calculated gain decreased by a maximum of 5 dB.
The given scenario can be further analysed by assuming an input current |Iin | of constant
magnitude. It was found that more than 99.5 % of the input current was shunted by the
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Figure 7.10: The power loss percentage in the human body, the wire and the radiated
power.

parasitic capacitance, returning to the input terminal. The rest of the current dissipates
power on the wire, the magnetic core, the human body, and also contributes to the
radiated power. It was also found that more than 98.5 % of the power was dissipated
inside the magnetic core and a maximum of 1 % of the power was absorbed inside the
human body, with a negligible amount dissipating inside the wire, as shown in Fig. 7.10.
Moreover, the radiated power was less than 0.5 %. This suggests that the two important
factors that determine the performance of the toroid are the parasitic capacitance and
the magnetic core losses. Reducing the effect of the parasitic capacitance as well as the
magnetic core losses improve the efficiency of the system.
The magnetic core resistances Rc calculated for the two toroids is shown in Fig. 7.11. As
shown in the figure, the value of this resistance is very large. The eddy currents induced
inside the human body, due to the magnetic field inside the core, produce a magnetic flux
that counteracts the original flux. In doing so, the eddy currents introduce additional
loss in the magnetic core due to magnetic hysteresis, which otherwise would have been
dissipated inside the body or radiated.
From (7.9), the expression of Rc can be rewritten as
′′

2

Rc = ωµ µ0 N ht ln



r2
r1



.

(7.32)

From the above equation, it can be seen that the value of Rc is affected by the magnetic
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Figure 7.11: The magnetic core resistance Rc for the two cases. The toroid in Case
1 is smaller than that of Case 2.
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Figure 7.12: The wire resistance Rw for the case of two different wires of radius 0.1
mm (32 AWG) and 0.4 mm (20 AWG).

core material, the geometry of the toroid, number of turns, and frequency. Therefore, the
magnetic core loss can be minimised by choosing a material that introduces less magnetic
hysteresis and using a toroid that has less outer to inner radius ratio

r2
r1

and less number

of turns. As these parameters also determine the value of the self-inductance, which
determines the emf induced in the human body, an optimization should be carried out
to get a desirable value of the self-inductance.
The winding wire resistance introduces losses due to skin-effect and proximity-effect; but
the value of this power loss is negligible when compared to other losses. This is because
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Figure 7.13: The parasitic capacitance Csh and the equivalent capacitance C t of the
two cases.

the resistance due to the wire Rw is much smaller compared to Rc . Fig. 7.12 shows the
calculated wire resistance Rw for 20 AWG and 32 AWG wires that have radius of 0.4
mm and 0.1 mm, respectively. The thinner wire caused a power loss of 10 dB higher
than the thicker one; but in both cases, the power loss ratio due to the wire is negligible.
The overall dissipated power in the case of the thinner wire is lower by almost 8 dB.
This is because the number of turns N increases when the radius of the wire decreases
in order to get a reduced leakage inductance.
From the calculation of the equivalent impedance Zeq in (7.17), the parallel reactance
due to the parasitic capacitance is much smaller than Zs ; therefore, only a very small
fraction of the total current is used to setup the magnetic flux that is necessary to induce
an emf in the body. The self-resonance frequency of the toroid is much less than the
frequency range of interest; thus, the inductor acted like a capacitor. Fig. 7.13 shows
the comparison of the parasitic capacitance Csh and the equivalent series capacitance
C t of Zeq , which shows that the reactance of Zeq is dominated by Csh . The design of
a more efficient system requires the reduction of the parasitic capacitance. One way
of reducing this capacitance is by increasing the separation of turns in the inductor.
But this approach also introduces a leakage inductance that does not contribute to the
axial current induced inside the enclosed tissue. For example, from Fig. 7.9, toroid 1
has a better gain than toroid 2, even though toroid 1 is smaller than toroid 2. This is
because the number of turns in toroid 2 is larger than that of toroid 1, which increased
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Figure 7.14: The calculated received power Prec for the two cases for a source of 0
dBm EIRP located at a distance of d = λ/2π m.

the parasitic capacitance. This suggests that a toroid that has a minimised leakage
inductance and with smaller number of turns has a better performance than a toroid with
larger number of turns. Therefore, the design of an efficient system calls for an optimized
choice of the smallest number of turns that result in a reduced leakage inductance. In
addition to this, in receiving mode, another important factor that puts a challenge when
minimising the size of the toroid is: the current density inside the enclosed tissue area
also decreases causing less magnetic flux induced inside the core.
t ) is very small, the input
t
+ Rdis
Since the real part of the equivalent impedance (Rrad

current required to cause a usable radiated power is very large; this puts a challenge
on low power requirements of implants that run on batteries. For example, at 40 MHz,
for an input current Iin = 10 mA into toroid 1, the total radiated power from the body
is about -80 dBm that falls down to -86 dBm at a distance of 2 m due to free space
path loss, assuming isotropic radiation. Even though, the input power for this case is
much smaller, about -55 dBm, the large input current might drain batteries quicker.
Therefore, it is crucial to minimise the parasitic capacitance, which has the effect of
increasing the real part of the Zeq .
Assuming a transmitter of EIRP = 0 dBm is located a distance of d =

λ
2π

from the

body, the power received Prec (7.31) on the load impedance ZL = 50 Ω that is connected
to the terminals of both inductors is shown in Fig. 7.14. As the received power is a
function of the gain, the received power for toroid 1 is larger than that of toroid 2.
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Validation

To show the validity of our proposed approach, we carried out a simple experiment using a saline-filled cylindrical antenna as a human body phantom. The idea is based on
some studies, which demonstrated that saline-filled cylindrical antennas can be used to
represent the human body in order to measure the induced foot current [15]. For our
experiment, a transparent vinyl cylinder of height 1.2 m and diameter of 3 cm, with a
conductive plate base, was used as shown in Fig. 7.15. A ferrite-core toriodal inductor of
number of turns 36, height 1 cm and, inner diameter 1 cm and outer diameter of 2.8 cm,
was inserted at the base of the cylinder leaving a 1 cm gap from the conductive plate.
The inductor was connected to a battery powered Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) capable of sweeping 0.1-200 MHz via a 5 cm coaxial cable. The VNA was connected to the
computer via bluetooth so the effect of measuring cables was eliminated. The reflection
coefficient was measured, which agrees with our theoretical result that the parasitic capacitance shunts most of the current. Fig. 7.16 shows the measured reflection coefficient
indicating about 85% of the current is reflected back, which agrees reasonably to the
theoretical example discussed previously with 99% of the current shunted by the parasitic capacitance. It should be noted that the inductor considered for the theoretical
case is much smaller. In practical design, the reflection coefficient can be improved by
employing proper impedance matching to eliminate the large reactance. Also, the reflection coefficient can be improved by using a high quality magnetic core material and with
optimized design of the inductor, which increases the radiation resistance. Additionally,
in order to see the validity of our experiment, we also measured the impedance of the
toroid to see the location of the self-resonance frequency. For the size of the toroid we
used, the self-resonance frequency is expected to occur in the kHz range; the measured
impedance in Fig. 7.17 supports this.
In the literature, a similar experiment applying a ferrite-cored toroidal inductor to induce
RF current in a sea-water stream monopole antenna is reported in [102]. Also, a recent
study [103] carried out similar experiments that used sea-water filled cylinder and a jet
of sea-water pumped vertically into the air.
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Figure 7.15: The experimental setup.
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Figure 7.16: The measured reflection coefficient.

7.8

Remarks

The frequency range studied here aligns with the ISM radio bands at center frequency of
27.12 and 40.68 MHz, which are inside the range of frequency where the maximum gain
occurs. The bandwidth allocated for the 40.68 MHz ISM band is about 100 kHz, which
might be suitable for transmitting low bit rate biomedical signals that do not require a
small duty cycle. The other ISM band at 27.12 MHz has relatively wider bandwidth,
about 300 kHz. Another additional advantage of these bands is the maximum EIRP
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Figure 7.17: The measured impedance of the toroidal inductor.

allowed is relatively higher, for example, 1 W in Australia [104]. This suggests that the
both ISM bands can be suitable to transmit signals downlink, from a transmitter located
outside the body to an implant. Another important aspect of the frequency range used
is it aligns with the frequency range of operation of human body communication (HBC)
[38, 93], which is a technique that uses the human body as part of the communication
channel. Thus, the wireless implant communication technique proposed can be used in
conjunction with HBC, expanding the potential applications of body area networks.
Taking the gain in Case 1 at 40 MHz and taking a similar analysis as ITU-R SA 1346
[105], the performance of the system in a practical scenario is assessed. Assuming an
input power of -2 dBm, the receiver located at a distance of λ/2π = 1.2 m that causes a
free-space path loss of -6 dB, a fade margin and excess loss of -25 dB similar to the one
given in ITU-R SA 1346, a radiation pattern of the human body similar to a quarterwave monopole antenna that increases the gain by 5.16 dB, required signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) at the receiver is 14 dB, receiver antenna gain of 5.16 dBi, the power received at
the receiver is -57 dBm. The received power is much larger than required for practical
application. When the receiver is placed at a distance of 2 m, the free-space path loss
is about -10 dB, which is much lower compared to the -30 dB loss in MedRadio at the
same distance.
The amount of power dissipated inside the human body is approximately 1 % of the
total dissipated power, as discussed earlier. For example, for an input current of 1
mA, at 40 MHz, the power dissipated inside the human body is close to -100 dBm.
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This shows that current induced inside the human body from an implanted inductor for
the purpose of low power wireless communication is less likely to cause harm. For the
frequency range of interest, ICNIRP puts a whole-body averaged specific absorbtion rate
of limit (WBA-SAR) of 0.4 W/kg for occupational exposure [22], which is much larger
compared to the power levels calculated in this paper. Even considering the local SAR
limit of ICNIRP, which is 10 Wkg−1 , the power dissipated inside the human body would
be much smaller when considering a low power application of the proposed technique.
For an input current of 1 mA, at 40 MHz, the power dissipated inside the magnetic core
is approximately -77 dBm, which is too small to cause a significant temperature rise in
the magnetic core.

7.9

Conclusion

A novel wireless implant communication technique using the human body as an antenna
was investigated for the frequency range of 1-70 MHz when a ferrite-core toroidal inductor at the cross-section of the ankle is used to excite emf inside the human body. The
case of using a similar inductor to receive the induced axial current at the cross-section
of the ankle when the human body is exposed to plane electromagnetic wave was also
explored. When using small inductors of size less than 2% of the cross-section of the
ankle joint, a maximum isotropic gain of -25 dB was calculated for the frequency range
of 20-40 MHz. It was also found that the parasitic capacitance and the magnetic properties of the core of the inductor are crucial in determining the radiation resistance of the
system. The system is potentially feasible by reducing the parasitic capacitance and the
loss due to the magnetic core. This can be done by choosing a magnetic material that
has high permeability as well as low loss. Moreover, the number of turns of the inductor
should be optimized in order to get low parasitic capacitance and usable magnetizing
inductance.

Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Works
8.1

Conclusion

In this thesis, the characteristics of the human body as an antenna were investigated and
the results were applied to Human Body Communication and radio-frequency radiation
dosimetry. Human Body Communication (HBC) is a wireless communication technique,
applied to Body Area Networks, that uses the human body as part of the communication channel to connect wearable electronic devices. Radio-frequency (RF) radiation
dosimetry is the science of quantifying the amount of absorbed RF radiation power inside the human body when it is exposed to RF electromagnetic fields. In addition to
applying the human body antenna characteristics in HBC and RF dosimetry to analyse
and interpret measured and computed results, the derived knowledge was studied with
the objective of applying the human body antenna in wireless implant communication.
Broadly, HBC is classified as galvanic coupled and capacitive coupled HBC. In galvanic
coupled HBC, low frequency electric current (≤ 10 MHz) is applied differentially to
the body using two electrodes; and the applied signal is detected from the potential
difference between two electrodes on the receiver. In capacitive coupled HBC, a higher
frequency signal (≤ 150 MHz) is coupled to the body using a single electrode attached or
placed close to the surface of the body with the transmitter circuit ground-plane acting
as the ground electrode. The signals in capacitive coupled HBC are detected from the
potential difference established between either two surface electrodes or a single electrode
and the receiver circuit ground-plane. Due to the arrangement of the electrodes and the
149
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higher frequency in capacitive coupled HBC, the near-field generated by the electrodes
is affected by coupling to the environment such as nearby objects. Consequently, this
causes the channel to be dynamic depending on the surrounding environment.
The thesis started by investigating the effect of the human body on signal propagation
when low frequency (≤ 10 MHz) electric current is coupled to the body via two surface
electrodes in galvanic coupled HBC. At this frequency range the wavelengths of the
signals are very large compared to the dimension of the human body; therefore, the
human body is electrically small and was assumed to radiate poorly. Consequently, a
quasistatic approximation was applied to model the human arm using discrete circuit
elements. The circuit model was developed based on the dielectric properties of tissues
and the geometrical parameters of the human arm. Since the applied current is mainly
affected by the dielectric properties of the tissues, a circuit model that incorporates the
dielectric spectrum of tissues was proposed. Unfortunately, most previous models in the
literature fail to include the dielectric spectrum; therefore, the models did not accurately
predict the measured quantities, such as, the phase and gain. In addition to this, in
order to consider the variation in size of different human subjects, the proposed circuit
explicitly took anthropometric measures into account when calculating the specific tissue
layer impedances. This helped to explain the variation of the measured results among
the different human subjects used for the experiment. Another important factor that
the circuit model had was the electrode-skin contact impedance, which was not modeled
previously. The characterization of this impedance is very important since it affects
the coupled current by acting like a high-pass filter. The model of the electrode-skin
impedance was proposed based on the measured values of the human body impedance.
From this study, it was found that the dielectric properties of tissues affect the signal
depending on the distance between the transmitter electrodes and the distance between
the transmitter and the receiver. When the distance between the transmitter electrodes
is smaller than the distance between the transmitter and the receiver, the dielectric
properties of muscle tissues tend to determine the characteristics of the received signal.
In the other case, when such distance is larger, the dielectric properties of skin affect
the detected signal.
The knowledge insufficiency in the literature about the human body antenna effect
has led to the limitations in describing the mechanisms of signal propagation in HBC.
Previously, there was an attempt to describe the signal propagation in capacitive coupled
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HBC using a model developed to analyse the electromagnetic fields of a dipole source
over a conductive and infinite plane. Unfortunately, this approach does not consider
the antenna effect of the human body; thus, it was unable to explain the frequency
where the maximum HBC gain occurred in the experiments. In this thesis, the antenna
characteristics of the human body was incorporated into the HBC model to describe
the mechanism of signal propagation and interference in capacitive coupled HBC, which
have not been studied previously. The human body was modeled as an imperfectly
conducting cylindrical antenna that was analysed using the three-term approximation
technique. From this model, the potential difference on the surface of the cylinder was
calculated assuming a vertically oriented dipole source over the surface of the cylinder.
It was found that the frequency where the maximum gain occurred aligns with the
resonance frequency of the human body.
Another ambiguous issue in capacitive coupled HBC is the widespread belief that capacitive coupling is less affected by interference form external electromagnetic sources.
This is the result of taking the electrically small antenna properties of the electrodes in
free space. Due to the large size of the signal wavelength compared to the size of the
electrodes, the electrodes used can be considered as electrically small antennas, which
radiate poorly when they are operated in free space. This led to the assumption that
HBC was less affected by interference. In an experiment undertaken in this thesis, it was
found that the human body radiates as a monopole antenna when an HBC transmitter
operates on the body. This phenomenon was studied by considering a plane electromagnetic wave exposure to the cylinder model. It was found that the electric potential
distribution in the vicinity of the body is affected by the electromagnetic interference
and it depends on the antenna characteristics of the human body. It was also found that
the maximum signal interference occurs at the resonance frequency of the human body,
which is near 50 MHz for a human subject standing on a highly conductive ground. In
connection to this, the effect of interference was investigated theoretically and experimentally when the HBC receiver is located externally. This represented the worst case
scenario of HBC interference since the external HBC receiver establishes a current path
to the ground for the RF current induced inside the human body from the interfering
incident electromagnetic plane wave.
In the area of RF dosimetry, this thesis also analysed the whole-body RF power absorption from an antenna theory perspective. Since the human body is a lossy medium, the
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tissues absorb part of the incident electromagnetic power and the rest is scattered in
similar fashion as the imperfectly conducting monopole antennas do when it is illuminated by electromagnetic wave. The absorbed RF power is turned to heat, which can
obstruct the normal function of the human body by raising the local or core temperature
of the body. Therefore, the quantification of the safe levels of incident electromagnetic
power is very important. The direct measurement or computing of temperature needs
the translation from the thermal domain to the electromagnetic domain, which leads
to a complicated problem. The common approach of simplifying this problem is using
quantities, such as, the specific absorption rate (SAR), which can indirectly indicate the
rise in temperature of the body. When the core temperature rise in the whole-body is
required, the whole-body averaged specific absorption rate (WBA-SAR) is usually used
as the proxy quantity. WBA-SAR is a surrogate metric used to determine the core
temperature rise in the body from the exposure of electromagnetic fields. It is a quantity used by international guidelines and standards in order to limit the safe amount of
electromagnetic field exposure. The WBA-SAR is defined as the amount of total RF
power absorbed inside the body divided by the total body weight. The advantage of
WBA-SAR is: it can be easily related to measurable field quantities, such as the incident
electric field, so that it is easier to specify the safe levels of exposure. Since it is not
convenient to measure WBA-SAR inside the human body, computational results using
realistic numerical models of the human body are often used. Alternatively, physical
human body phantoms are also used to experimentally determine WBA-SAR.
From the large number of studies in RF dosimetry, it was known that the WBA-SAR
is maximum near the resonance frequency of the human body, in addition to other
factors that affect it, such as the polarization of the incident wave and the surrounding
environment. Little can be found in the literature about the detailed analysis of the
WBA-SAR from the antenna theory point of view. From these studies, it is known
that human body parameters, such as, the dielectric properties of tissues, the weight
and height affect the WBA-SAR value. But, other than indicating such results from
different computations, sufficient analysis has not been given on determining how such
parameters affect the WBA-SAR. With the objective of filling this gap, in this thesis,
the WBA-SAR was analysed based on the equivalent cylindrical antenna representation
of the human body.
In this thesis, the equivalent cylindrical antenna representations of the human body
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were developed based on the WBA-SAR values obtained from the finite-different timedomain (FDTD) computations on three numerical models representing an adult male,
adult female and a child, which are found in the literature. From the proposed model a
formula for the resonance frequency was derived, for the first time, based on the weight
and height of the human body as parameters. Using this formulation the accuracy of
the proposed models were validated by comparing the results to the resonance frequency
obtained using the FDTD on 11 realistic numerical models found in the literature.
Based on these models, it was found that as the effective conductivity of the body
decreases the WBA-SAR spectrum tends to get wider. The decrease in conductivity
implicitly implies the increase in fat percentage in the body. This points to the possible
explanation of the observation made that the WBA-SAR spectrum of women is broader
than that of men. Also, the model helped to determine the effect of height, which shifts
the resonance frequency. It was found that a tall human subject has lower resonance
frequency compared to a shorter person of equal weight.
In addition to this, most of the WBA-SAR results in the literature were presented from
employing numerical models of the bare-footed human body. But, in reality, people
wear shoes; yet, the effect of shoes was given little attention in the literature. From
the results obtained from using the equivalent cylindrical model, it was found that the
shoes affect the WBA-SAR by shifting the resonance frequency up and decreasing the
WBA-SAR slightly. It was also found that the resonance frequency for a human subject
who have shoes on is between 50 to 60 MHz, instead of the 35 to 45 MHz as predicted
based on bare-footed realistic numerical models.
At this stage of the thesis, it was shown that the human body behaves like a monopole
antenna, which has been given little attention previously. It was also shown that this
property of the human body has impact in the explanations of some phenomena in the
areas of HBC and RF dosimetry. Then, the natural question to follow is: if the human
body behaved like an antenna, could it be used for wireless communication applications?
To answer this question, in this thesis, the antenna characteristics of the human body
were assessed based on the antenna performance indicator parameters, which are the
reflection coefficient and the radiation efficiency. Among other parameters, these two
parameters are the most important quantities that are used to determine how good an
antenna is. The reflection coefficient expresses how good the antenna is matched to the
signal transmitter or receiver. In other words, it used to express the amount of signal
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reflected due to impedance mismatch. The radiation efficiency expresses the amount
of power radiated from the antenna in comparison to the amount of power dissipated
inside the antenna.
Therefore, in this thesis, the reflection coefficient of the human body as a monopole
antenna was measured, for 10 to 110 MHz, by feeding an RF current on the sole of
the foot using a signal generator of 50 Ω output impedance. It was found that the
human body has a minimum reflection coefficient of approximately -12 dB resonating
in the frequency range of 40 to 60 MHz, depending on the posture. This was also
determined theoretically from applying the cylindrical model of the human that was
developed previously. In addition to this, from the cylindrical antenna model of the
human body, it was predicted that the radiation efficiency of the human body reaches
70 % in the frequency range of 90 to 100 MHz; this was supported by measurement
results in the literature. These results demonstrated that the human body indeed can
be used as antenna for low-power applications, such as, wireless implant communication.
Then, the viability of applying the human body as an antenna for wireless implant
communication was investigated. This assessment stemmed from the fact that wireless
implant communication is still a hot research topic as well as the current wireless techniques used have shortcomings. The wireless link between a nearby monitoring device
and an implant is obtained using either a magnetic induction or radio-wave based links.
In the magnetic induction approach, the external magnetic coil has to be placed very
close to the surface of the body. In addition to this, the magnetic link is highly dependent on the orientation of the coil. Moreover, the performance of the magnetic link is
highly dependant on the size of the coil used on the implant; larger coils have better
performance. Unfortunately, implants have much limited size in order to minimise tissue
damage. The radio-wave based link usually operates at higher frequencies, for example
402 to 405 MHz in MICS, that is affected due to the dielectric properties of the body.
As frequency increases, the human body absorbs more power so that the penetration
depth of radio-waves decreases. Also, the characteristics of antennas alter when they
are operated inside the human body. In other words, an antenna specified for free space
operates unpredictably inside the human body due to the dielectric properties of the
tissues. Therefore, as an alternative wireless implant communication technique, the human body itself as an antenna was analysed theoretically by using an RF current instead
of radio-waves.
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From RF dosimetry, it is well known that large axial current density is established in
the cross-section of the ankles when the human body is exposed to electromagnetic
plane waves. Therefore, in this thesis, the performance of applying ferrite-core toroidal
inductor in the cross-section of the ankle to collect or couple an RF current for the
purpose of wireless implant communication was analysed theoretically. It was found
that the system has a maximum broadband gain of -25 dB for the frequency range of
20 to 40 MHz when a toroidal inductor of size approximately 2 % of the ankle crosssection was considered. However, it was also found that the radiation resistance of the
system is very small, only 0.5 % of the input power radiated for the given example.
The small value in the radiation resistance requires a large amount of current to get a
usable radiated power; therefore, the design of the system should increase the radiation
resistance by taking into account factors that affect it. From this thesis, it was found that
the parasitic capacitance and the magnetic core loss determine the value of the radiation
resistance. Reducing these factors improve the amount of radiated power. The parasitic
capacitance can be reduced by optimizing the number of turns with a tradeoff to obtain
lower but usable magnetizing inductance. Also, a magnetic core that introduces less
loss and with usable magnetizing inductance should be chosen. The previous results
point to the possibility that this approach can be used as an alternative wireless implant
communication technique for implants located in the ankle.

8.2

Future Works

• The application of the human body for wireless implant communication was studied theoretically; therefore, future research should support the theoretical results
with experiments. The experiments can be carried out using the human body
physical phantoms, such as, a saline-filled cylinders. Also, a more realistic numerical model of the human body with computational techniques like FDTD can be
applied.
• The analysis of the human body antenna characteristics in this thesis was based
on the implicit assumption that the human body is not moving. The movement
of the body changes the antenna characteristics, such as, the antenna pattern and
directivity, which have effects on the gain of the human body antenna. Therefore,
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the future studies will also consider the effect of the body movement on the human
body antenna.
• The human body antenna features can also be applied in areas, such as, the implementation of the human body antenna for RF energy harvesting in the FM
band. Studies have shown that the ambient RF power in the FM band is mostly
higher than other broadcast bands; additionally, it is continually present unlike
other intermittent broadcast channels. But, most studies on RF energy harvesting focus on other higher frequency broadcast bands, due to the large antenna
size requirement in the FM band that is not suitable to incorporate in wearable
devices.
• The future researches can also focus on the prospective application of the human body antenna to connect wearable electronic devices to nearby monitoring
devices. This application can be deployed in a network of HBC devices without
the need to include a power-hungry central hub operating at a higher frequency
to communicate with the nearby external monitoring devices.
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Abstract

This paper presents a new perspective on the analysis of the cylindrical antenna theory. It applies the cylindrical surface waves on an infinitely-long cylindrical conductor,
which are similar to the Sommerfeld axial cylindrical surface waves, to describe the conventional postulate of applying a sinusoidal current distribution on a cylindrical dipole
antenna. This treatment leads to the derivation of simple expression for the current on
a cylindrical dipole antenna of finite conductivity, which is in good agreement with the
current obtained from the three-term approximations. Also, it proposes an expression for
the current on an infinitely-long cylindrical dipole antenna of finite conductivity, which
is also in good agreement to the current found from applying the Fourier transform technique. Moreover, the paper shows that the complex propagation constant used in the
three-term approximation is similar to the complex propagation constant of the principal
Sommerfeld wave on the surface of an infinitely-long cylindrical conductor. Therefore,
a more accurate representation of the current near the feeding point is proposed based
on the complex propagation constants of multiple Sommerfeld waves.

A.2

Introduction

The expression of the current on cylindrical antennas has a long history with notable
early contributors, such as, Pocklington [106], Hallén [107] and R. W. P. King [108].
The knowledge of the current on the antenna simplifies the calculation of antenna parameters, such as, the input impedance and far-field components. The calculation of the
current is usually carried out solving the Pocklington equation describing the surface
vector magnetic potential, which is related to known source fields via boundary conditions. For a dipole cylindrical antennas of finite conductivity, King approximated the
solution of this equation to express the current as the sum of three sinusoidal functions
[29]. On the other hand, for infinitely-long and perfectly conducting dipole antenna,
Hallén [109] transformed a similar equation to the Fourier domain and solved for the
current as the sum of residues and a convergent integral equation, which has a form of
outgoing traveling wave. As alternative, in this paper, the general form of the current
on an infinitely-long cylindrical conductor, which is excited by a rotationally symmetric
external electric field, is determined as a standing wave and travelling wave. Since the
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electric field on the surface of a delta-gap and center-fed dipole antenna is rotationally symmetric, the general form of the current derived for the cylindrical conductor is
used in the Pocklington equation. This approach leads to the expression of the vector
magnetic potential as a product of the current and a constant, for both the finite and
infinitely-long dipole antennas. The definition of the magnetic vector potential simplifies
the solution of the Pocklington equation to derive simple expressions for the current.
The simple expressions derived are in good agreement with the current obtained from
the three-term approximation and from the Fourier transform technique for the case of
infinitely-long dipole antennas.
The technique used in this paper also shows that the complex propagation constant
used in the three-term method is similar to the complex propagation constant of the
principal wave of the Sommerfeld axial cylindrical surface waves [110]. Moreover, it is
known that the analytic approximation methods available today, such as the three-term
approximation [29], are not accurate at describing the current near the feeding gap. As
reported in [111], for conducting cylinders the higher order of the Sommerfeld surface
waves attenuates rapidly. This suggests that the current near the feeding point can be
more accurately described if multiple Sommerfeld waves are used. Consequently, we
propose a more accurate form of the current near the feeding point.
The paper is organized as follows. Firstly, the fields on the surface of an infinitely-long
cylindrical conductor, which is excited by an incident rotationally symmetric axial electric field, are expressed. Also, from the expression of the surface electric and magnetic
fields, the surface impedance per unit length of the cylinder is defined. Applying the
boundary conditions of the magnetic fields, the general form of the induced axial current
is defined as a traveling wave and a standing wave. In the following section, the standing wave general form of the current is applied in the standard Pocklington equation of
a finite size, imperfectly conducting, and delta-gap excited cylindrical dipole antenna.
From this equation, the complex propagation and coefficients of the current are defined.
Following this, the traveling wave general form of the current is applied to the Pocklington equation of a delta-gap excited and infinitely-long cylindrical dipole antenna of
finite conductivity, which is also used to define the complex propagation constant and
the coefficient of the exponential function used to express the current. Lastly, from the
comparison of the complex propagation constants to Sommerfeld poles, an expression
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of the current near the feeding point of a dipole antenna is proposed based on multiple
Sommerfeld poles, for both types of dipole antennas.

A.3

Fields on An Infinitely-long Cylindrical Conductor

This section expresses the axial electric field, current density, surface impedance per
unit length and the axial current on an infinitely-long cylindrical conductor of finite
conductivity when it is excited by a rotationally symmetric electric field on its surface.
These expressions are used to describe the axial current in a finite and infinitely-long
cylindrical dipole antennas that are excited by delta-gap electric field source, in the
following sections.
Assuming a rotationally symmetric and time harmonic (ejωt ) external electric field is
maintained on the surface of an infinitely-long and circular conducting cylinder of radius
a, conductivity σ, relative permittivity ǫ and permeability µ0 , which extends along the
z-axis of a system of cylindrical coordinates (ρ, φ, z), the magnetic vector potential
inside A1 = A1z (ρ, z) ẑ + A1ρ (ρ, z) ρ̂ can be written, from the Maxwell’s equations in
Lorenz gauge, as
∇2 A1 + k12 A1 = 0
where k1 =

(A.1)

p
−jωµ0 (σ + jωǫ0 ǫ). Since all the magnetic or electric field components can

be obtained from either of the two components of A1z (ρ, z), we assumed A1ρ (ρ, z) = 0.

Therefore, expanding the vector identity ∇2 A1 = ∇∇ · A1 − ∇ × ∇ × A1 in cylindrical
coordinates and substituting it into (A.1) gives the following equation:
∂ 2 A1z (ρ, z) 1 ∂ ∂A1z (ρ, z)
+
ρ
+ k12 A1z (ρ, z) = 0.
∂z 2
ρ ∂ρ
∂ρ

(A.2)

The solution for (A.2) can be obtained by the method of separation of variables, such
that A1z (ρ, z) can be written as
A1z (ρ, z) = g(z)G(ρ).

(A.3)

Substituting (A.3) in (A.2) yields the equation
1 1 ∂ ∂G(ρ)
1 ∂ 2 g(z)
+ k12 = −
ρ
.
2
g(z) ∂z
G(ρ) ρ ∂ρ
∂ρ

(A.4)
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It can be seen that the left side of the above equation is a function of z and the right
side is a function of ρ; thus, the two sides can be equal if both of them are equal to a
constant. Denoting the constant by υ12 and expressing it as υ12 = k12 − γ 2 so that
∂ 2 g(z)
+ γ 2 g(z) = 0
∂z 2

(A.5)

1 ∂ ∂G(ρ)
ρ
+ υ12 G(ρ) = 0.
ρ ∂ρ
∂ρ

(A.6)

and

The expression in (A.5) is the well known one dimensional wave equation that has a solution of a traveling wave in a lossy medium given as g(z) = C1 e±jγz or the standing wave
representation as g(z) = C2 (sin(γz) + C3 cos(γz)), where C1 , C2 and C3 are arbitrary
constants. From the wave equation of g(z), γ is the complex propagation constant that
can be described as γ = β − jα, where β is the phase constant and α is the attenuation
constant.
Equation (A.6) can be written in terms of a new independent variable x = υ1 ρ as


x
υ1
∂x2

∂2G



+

1 ∂G
x



x
υ1

∂x



+G



x
υ1



= 0,

(A.7)

which is a Bessel equation with known solutions. One of the solution for the expression
in (A.7) is G(ρ) = C4 J0 (υ1 ρ), where J0 is the zeroth-order Bessel function and C4 is
an arbitrary constant. The Bessel function was chosen so that the vector potential is
non-zero at the center of the cylinder. Consequently, the magnetic vector potential can
be written as
A1z (ρ, z) = G (ρ) g (z) = C4 J0 (υ1 ρ) g (z) .

(A.8)

Assuming the induced total axial current is I(z), from Ampere’s law, the magnetic flux
density B2φ (a, z) on the surface of the cylinder can be written as
B2φ (a, z) =

µ0 I (z)
.
2πa

(A.9)

From the expression of the magnetic vector potential, the magnetic flux density inside
the cylinder can be expressed as
B1φ (ρ, z) = −

∂A1z (ρ, z)
= C4 υ1 J1 (υ1 ρ) g (z)
∂ρ

(A.10)
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where J1 is the first-order Bessel function. Defining the arbitrary constant C4 as
C4 =

µ0
2πaυ1 J1 (υ1 a)

(A.11)

and applying the magnetic field boundary conditions at the surface of the cylinder; the
magnetic flux density at the surface of the cylinder can be written as
B1φ (a, z) = B2φ (a, z) =

µ0 g (z)
µ0 I (z)
=
,
2πa
2πa

(A.12)

which implies that
I (z) = g (z) .

(A.13)

Equation (A.13) expresses the induced total axial current when the cylinder is excited
by a rotationally symmetric electric field on the surface of the cylinder. Furthermore, if
we are interested in a traveling wave current, it is expressed as
I (z) = C1 e±jγz .

(A.14)

On the other hand, if we are interested in a standing wave form of the current, it can
be expressed as
I (z) = C2 (sin(γz) + C3 cos(γz)) .

(A.15)

The electric field inside the cylinder can be found from the vector magnetic potential
using the relationship
E1 =


−jω
∇∇ · A1 + k12 A1 .
2
k1

(A.16)

From (A.16), the axial component of the electric field E1z (ρ, z) can be derived as
jω 1 ∂
ρ
E1z (ρ, z) = 2
k1 ρ ∂ρ



∂A1z (ρ, z)
∂ρ



= −jω

I (z) υ1
J0 (υ1 ρ)
υ12
A1z (ρ, z) =
.
2πa(σ + jωǫ0 ǫ) J1 (υ1 a)
k12
(A.17)

And the volume current density J1z (ρ, z) can be derived as
J1z (ρ, z) = (σ + jωǫ0 ǫ)E1z (ρ, z) =

I (z) υ1 J0 (υ1 ρ)
.
2πa J1 (υ1 a)

(A.18)
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Thus, the surface impedance per unit length of the cylinder z i can be defined as
zi =

J0 (υ1 a)
E1z (a, z)
υ1
E1z (a, z)
=
=
2πaH1φ (a, z)
I (z)
2πa(σ + jωǫ0 ǫ) J1 (υ1 a)

(A.19)

where H1φ (a, z) is the magnetic field intensity on the surface of the cylinder.

A.4

Delta-gap Excited Finite Cylindrical Dipole Antenna

When we consider a finite length cylindrical dipole antenna of height 2h, radius a,
conductivity σ, relative permittivity ǫ, permeability µ0 , with axis aligned along the zaxis, and center-fed by a delta-gap electric field source located at z = 0, the current at
the ends of the cylinder has to be zero. Consequently, we expect the current to be even
symmetric with respect to z = 0 and form a standing wave with a general expression
similar to (A.15). Therefore, since the current vanishes at z = ±h and evenly symmetric
with respect to z = 0, for 0 < |z| ≤ h, it can be expressed as
I (z) = C2 [sin(γ|z|) − sin(γh) +C3 (cos(γz) − cos(γh))] .

(A.20)

The axial surface electric field at z = 0 is the delta-gap electric field source that is
defined as
E1z (a, z) = −V0 δ(z)

(A.21)

where V0 is the electromotive force (emf) applied on the infinitesimal gap at z = 0. Since
the electric field source at z = 0 is rotationally symmetric, we expect the surface axial
electric field on the rest of the cylinder is also rotationally symmetric. Therefore, from
the expression in (A.19), the surface axial electric field can be expressed as
E1z (a, z) = z i I(z),

0 < |z| ≤ h.

(A.22)

As a result, the axial magnetic vector potential on the surface of the cylinder A2z (z)
due to the surface axial electric field can be related as
−jω
z I(z) − V0 δ(z) = 2
k2
i




∂2
2
+ k2 A2z (z)
∂z 2

(A.23)
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√
where k2 = ω ǫ0 µ0 is the free space wave number. Also, the vector magnetic potential
A2z (a, z) can be related to the volume axial current density J1z (ρ, z) expressed in (A.18)
as
µ0
A2z (a, z) =
4π

Zh Za

−h 0

µ0
2πJ1z (ρ , z )K(z − z )ρ dρ dz =
4π
′

′

′

′

′

′

Zh

I(z ′ )K(z − z ′ )dz ′ (A.24)

−h

where K(z − z ′ ) is the thin-wire approximate kernel defined as
Kap z − z


′

√
′ 2
2
e−jk2 (z−z ) +a
= p
.
(z − z ′ )2 + a2

(A.25)

From the above expressions, the standard Pocklington equation can be written as


∂2
+ k22
∂z 2

 Zh
−h



j4πk2
I (z) z i − V0 δ (z)
I z ′ K(z − z ′ )dz ′ =
η0

(A.26)

where η0 = 120π is the free space impedance.
For |z| > 0, from the boundary conditions of the electric field and the magnetic field on
the surface of the cylinder, and from the expression of the vector magnetic potential in
(A.8), the boundary conditions for the vector magnetic potential can be written as
A2z (a, z) = −

k22 υ12
1 k22 i
A
(a,
z)
=
z I (z)
1z
jω υ22
υ22 k12

(A.27)

where υ22 = γ 2 − k22 . From the expressions in (A.24) and (A.27), the following relation
can be obtained
Zh

−h



I z ′ Kap z − z ′ dz ′ = ΨI (z) ,

0 < |z| ≤ h

(A.28)

where Ψ is a constant, which is defined as
Ψ=

j4πk2 z i
.
k22 − γ 2 η0

(A.29)

The relationship in (A.28), implies that the thin-wire kernel can be approximated as
Kap (z) ∼ Ψδ (z) ,

(A.30)
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which also implies that Ψ can be approximately computed as

Ψ∼

Zh

Kap (z) dz.

(A.31)

−h

Therefore, the left-hand side expression in (A.26) can be simplified, replacing the expression of the current in (A.20), as

2γΨC2 δ (z) + k22 − γ 2 ΨI (z) − γ 2 ΨC2 (sin (γh) +C3 cos (γh)) .

(A.32)

Equating the terms in the above expression with that of the right-hand side of (A.26),
the complex propagation constant γ can be obtained as

γ = k2

s

1−

j4πz i
,
k2 Ψη0

(A.33)

which can also be determined from (A.29). The complex propagation constant γ (A.33)
can be calculated by applying the iteration procedure. First, the iteration is initialized
by setting γ = k2 and calculating z i , which is used to calculate γ iteratively until it
converges. We have seen that such iteration converges after a few cycles.
Similarly, the constants C2 and C3 can be calculated as
−j2πk2 V0
γΨ η0

(A.34)

C3 = − tan (γh) .

(A.35)

C2 =
and

Therefore, the axial current I(z) can be written as
I (z) =

j2πk2 V0
sin (γ (h − |z|))
γΨ cos (γh) η0

(A.36)

The accuracy of the expression for the current in (A.36) is validated by comparison with
the current obtained from the three-term approximation, which is obtained by approximately solving the expression in (A.26) and involves an approximation of the thin-wire
kernel integral shown in (A.28). King et al [29] derived the three-term expression of the
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axial current as
I1z (z) =

V0 
j2πk2
sin γ(h − |z|) + TU (cos γz − cos γh)
γΨdR cos(γh) η0


1
1
+ TD (cos 2 k2 z − cos 2 k2 h)

and
γ = k2

s

1−

j4πz i
k2 ΨdR η0

(A.37)

(A.38)

where the factor ΨdR and the coefficients TU and TD involve the numerical computations
of eight integrals. The calculation of γ also applies the iteration procedure; the iteration
is initialized by setting γ = k2 to calculate the initial values of z i and ΨdR . For very thinwire dipole antennas, the expression in (A.36) is a good approximation to the three-term
expression given in (A.37), as shown in Fig. A.1. The three-term expression is valid for
0 ≤ k2 h ≤ 5π/4; thus, the values of h within this range are used for comparison. As
shown in Fig. A.1(a), the two expressions are in good agreement with differences start
to appear as the height decreases. Fig. A.1(b) shows that the contributions of the two
cosine terms in the three-term equation is insignificant, which supports the agreement
between the proposed expression in (A.36) and the three-term expression (A.37).

A.5

Delta-gap Excited Infinitely-Long Cylindrical Dipole
Antenna

When we consider an infinitely-long cylindrical dipole antenna of radius a, with similar
dielectric properties as the finite one, that is excited with a delta-gap electric field source
at z = 0, the general form of the current is expected to be an outgoing travelling wave
similar to the one given in (A.14), but with a little modification to take into account
the presence of infinitesimal gap at z = 0. Thus, the current can be defined as
I (z) = Iz0 e−jγ|z| ,

|z| > 0,

(A.39)
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Figure A.1: Comparison of the proposed current expression with that of the threeterm expression for a cylindrical dipole of radius a = 0.001 cm and skin-depth to radius
ratio of 0.1 at 400 MHz. (a) Compares the current in (A.36) (broken line) to the
three-term expression (A.37) (solid line) for the half-length h of 0.4, 0.3 and 0.1 m. (b)
Compares the first sinusoidal term (broken line) and the complete three-terms (solid
line) in (A.37).

where Iz0 is the current near the infinitesimal gap. Similar to the finite case, the vector
magnetic potential A2z (a, z) on the surface of the cylinder can be described as
µo
A2z (a, z) =
4π

Z∞

−∞



I z ′ K z − z ′ dz ′

(A.40)
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where the kernel K (z − z ′ ) can either take the exact form, which is given as
Kex z − z


′

1
=
2π

Zπ

−π

√
2 ′
′ 2
2
e−jk2 (z−z ) +4a sin (φ /2)
p
dφ′
(z − z ′ )2 + 4a2 sin2 (φ′ /2)

(A.41)

or the approximate form given in (A.25).
Replacing the expression of the current into the integral in (A.40), for z > 0, the vector
magnetic potential can be obtained as
µo
I (z)
A2z (a, z) =
4π

Z∞

K (x) ejγx dx =

−∞

µo
I (z) K̄ (γ)
4π

(A.42)

where x is a dummy variable used for the integration and K̄ (γ) is the Fourier transform
of the kernel evaluated at the complex propagation constant γ. For |γ| > k2 , the Fouriertransform of the exact kernel is given in [112] as
K̄ex (γ) = 2I0 (υ2 a) K0 (υ2 a)

(A.43)

and for the approximate kernel as
K̄ap (γ) = 2K0 (υ2 a)
where K0 and I0 are the modified Bessel functions; and υ2 =

(A.44)
p

γ 2 − k22 is defined

previously in (A.27). Moreover, for z < 0, A2z (a, z) has the same expression as (A.42)
since K̄ (γ) is an even function. Consequently, for |z| > 0, applying the boundary
condition of the vector magnetic potential on the surface of the cylinder given in (A.27),
the complex propagation constant can be expressed as

γ = k2

s

1−

j4πz i
,
k2 K̄ (γ) η0

(A.45)

which can be computed applying a similar iteration procedure as the finite case. The
iteration can be initialized by setting γ = k2 + ε to compute z i and K̄ (γ), where ε
is a very small number. Then, the value of z i and K̄ (γ) is used to calculate γ. This
continues until the value of γ converges. As shown in an example below, this iteration
is highly convergent.
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In order to express the axial current completely, we need to determine Iz0 . The differential equation relating the vector magnetic potential and the axial electric field on
the surface of the cylinder, which is given in (A.23), can be solved by applying Green’s
function F (z) satisfying the relation



∂2
2
+ k2 F (z) = 2k2 δ (z) .
∂z 2

(A.46)

Thus, the vector magnetic potential can be expressed as
k2 h
A2z (a, z) = −j
C4 cos (k2 z) + V0 sin (k2 |z|) − z i
2ω

Z∞

−∞

I (q) F (z − q) dq

i

(A.47)

where C4 is an arbitrary constant and q is a dummy variable used for integration. By
choosing the Green’s function F (z) = 2 sin(k2z)u(z) with the unit step function u(z),
the A2z (a, z) can be expressed for z > 0. Also, taking the limit of (A.47) as z approaches
zero from the right side, C4 can obtained as
C4 =

2k2 z i Iz0
.
γ 2 − k22

(A.48)

Replacing the expression of A2z (a, z) in (A.42) in (A.47), taking the Laplace transform
on both sides, and evaluating it at the Laplace domain variable s = 0, it can be simplified
as
V0 2z i Iz0
η0 K̄ (γ) Iz0
,
−
=
k2
jγk2
2πγ

(A.49)

which can be used to obtain Iz0 as
Iz0 =

2πk2 V0
.
γ K̄ (γ) η0

(A.50)

Then, the current on an infinitely-long cylindrical dipole antenna can be expressed as
I (z) =

2πk2 V0 −jγ|z|
e
.
γ K̄ (γ) η0

(A.51)

In order to validate the accuracy of the axial current expression in (A.51), we compared
it to the current obtained from the Fourier transform method. The Pocklington equation
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for the infinite case can be written as


∂2
+ k22
∂z 2

 Z∞
−∞




j4πk2
I (z) z i − V0 δ (z) .
I z ′ K z − z ′ dz ′ =
η0

(A.52)

Taking the Fourier transform of both sides, the above equation can be written as


j4πk2 ¯
I (ξ) z i − V0
k22 − ξ 2 I¯ (ξ) K̄ (ξ) =
η0

(A.53)

where I¯ (ξ) is the Fourier transform of the current. Taking the Inverse-Fourier transform
of the above expression, the current can be obtained as
j4πk2 V0
I (z) =
2π η0

Z∞

−∞

e−jξ|z|
dξ
Z (ξ)

(A.54)

where

zi
Z (ξ) = ξ 2 − k22 K̄ (ξ) + j4πk2 .
η0

(A.55)

Following the technique proposed by Hallén [113, p. 451], the integral in (A.54) is
simplified to a form suitable for computation as the sum of a convergent branch cut
integral and a sum of residues
I (z) =

X

In (z) + Ibc (z)

(A.56)

n

where
In (z) = 4πk2

V0 e−jξn |z|
η0 Z ′ (ξn )

(A.57)

where Z ′ = ∂Z/∂ξ and ξn is the nth root of Z when z i in (A.19) is defined with
p
υ1 = k12 − ξ 2 . Also, the branch cut integral, taking the exact kernel, can be written

as

2k2 V0
Ibc (z) = 2
jπ η0

(1)

where H0

"
√
Z∞(
2
t
e−k2 t −1|z|
dt √
t2 − 1 −k22 t2 J0 (ak2 t) H0(1) (ak2 t) + 4ωǫ0 z i
0
#)
√
2
e−k2 t −1|z|
−
(2)
k22 t2 J0 (ak2 t) H0 (ak2 t) + 4ωǫ0 z i
(2)

and H0

(A.58)

are the Hankel functions.

The integrand in (A.54) has poles at ξn , which are sometimes called Sommerfeld poles.
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Table A.1: Comparison the propagation constant γ to ξ1 given in [114] for the frequency of 300 MHz and radius a = 0.01 cm. δs /a is the skin-depth to radius ratio.

δs /a

γ

ξ1 [114]

1
0.5
0.25

6.3564 − j0.3762
6.3556 − j0.1122
6.3247 − j0.0488

6.3580 − j0.3765
6.3572 − j0.1122
6.3262 − j0.0488

Note that the surface field components described in section A.3, which are directly proportional to the axial current, are similar to the axial cylindrical surface waves discussed
by Sommerfeld. According to Stratton [111, p. 530], the function (A.55) has multiple
roots that represent the propagation constants of multiple Sommerfeld waves. Also, for
conducting cylinders, the higher order waves attenuates rapidly; therefore, it is sufficient
to keep the principal wave, which is represented by the first pole ξ1 . From solving the
first root ξ1 of (A.55), it can be seen that ξ1 is equal to the propagation constant γ we
derived in (A.45). Therefore, the current can be written as
I (z) = Ires (z) + Ibc (z)

(A.59)

where
Ires (z) = 4πk2

V0 e−jγ|z|
V0 e−jξ1 |z|
=
4πk
.
2
η0 Z ′ (ξ1 )
η0 Z ′ (γ)

(A.60)

Table A.1 shows a comparison of the propagation γ constant we calculated using (A.45)
to the first root ξ1 of (A.55) that is given in [114] that describes the admittance of
infinitely-long cylindrical dipole antenna with magnetic frill excitation. The iteration
used to calculate γ converged at the fourth cycle.
Figure A.2 shows the comparison of the current calculated using (A.51) to the one
obtained by applying the Fourier transform technique in (A.59), for an infinitely-long
cylindrical dipole of radius a = 0.01 cm at the frequency of 400 MHz. Different conductivities of the dipole are compared by taking different skin-depth to radius ratio
b = δs /a; the conductivity can be obtained as σ = 2/(ωµ0 δs2 ). As shown in Fig. A.2(a),
the two expressions tends to be different near the gap or z = 0 due to the contribution
of the branch cut integral for small z. But they are in good agreement for larger values
of z. Moreover, it also shows that the two expressions are in excellent agreement for
lower conductivities. From looking at the expression of Ires in (A.60) and the current
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Figure A.2: The current calculated on infinitely long dipole of radius a = 0.01 cm and
at 400 MHz, (a) Comparison of the current calculated from (A.51), the broken line, to
from (A.59), the solid line, for case of different skin-depth to radius ratios represented
by b (b) Comparison of the current Iap from (A.51) to the currents in (A.59)

.
in (A.51), it might look like our derived current approximates the residual current Ires .
But, from the comparison of these expressions in Fig. A.2(b), it can be seen that (A.51)
is more closer to the total current (A.59) than the residual current.
The three-term expression in (A.37) is derived based on the condition that 0 ≤ k2 h ≤
5π/4. This implies that, for large h, the three-term expression is not accurate. The
accuracy of the expression proposed for finite cylindrical dipole in (A.36) is assessed
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Figure A.3: Comparison of the proposed current for finite dipole (A.36), the threeterm approximation (A.37) and the infinitely-long dipole (A.59). The finite dipole has
a height h = 10 m, radius a = 0.01 cm and b = δs /a = 1; and the infinite dipole has
the same radius and conductivity.

by comparing the current in long cylindrical dipole antennas to the current on a lossy
infinite cylindrical dipole antenna. Fig. A.3 compares the current on a dipole antenna
of half-length h = 10 m computed with (A.36) and (A.37) to the current computed
using (A.59), for b = δs /a = 1 and radius of 0.01 cm. As expected the current from the
three-term approximation has ripples due to the numerical integrals involved. But, the
current from (A.36) and (A.59) are in excellent agreement suggesting that the expression
in (A.36) is valid for electrically long lossy cylindrical dipole antennas.
From the comparison of the complex propagation constant for the case of the proposed current on finite cylindrical dipole antenna (A.33), the three-term (A.38), and
the infinitely-long dipole antenna (A.45) shown in Table A.2, it can be seen that the
complex propagation constants used for the finite cylindrical dipole antennas are similar
to the complex propagation constant of the principal Sommerfeld surface wave. It is
known that one of the limitations of the analytical expressions of the current, such as
the three-term approximations, is they are not accurate near the feeding point of the
dipole antenna. One of the factors of these limitations is the use of a single propagation constant of the principal wave in the expression of the current. But, very close to
the feeding point (the gap), the higher-order waves also contribute. Therefore, a better
approximation of the current near the feeding point should include all the propagation
constants of the multiple Sommerfeld surface waves. Thus, the current near the feeding
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point Iz0 for the finite dipole antenna can be expressed as
Iz0 = lim I (z) =
z→0

V0 j2πk2 X tan (ξn h)
η0 Ψ
ξn
n

(A.61)

and for the infinitely-long dipole antenna
Iz0 = lim I (z) =
z→0

X
1
V0
2πk2
η0
ξn K̄ (ξn )
n

(A.62)

where ξn is the nth Sommerfeld pole calculated as the nth root of the expression Z (ξ) = 0
in (A.55). The above expressions can be applied to calculate the antenna admittance.
Alternatively, the expression of Z (ξ) = 0 can be rewritten as
2

ξ −

k22



1
1 − 2 P (ξ)
ak1



=0

(A.63)

where
P (ξ) =

υ1 I0 (υ1 a)
,
I1 (υ1 a) I0 (υ2 a) K0 (υ2 a)

(A.64)

which was derived based on the identity of the Bessel functions that In (x) = (j)−n Jn (jx).
In this case, the variables υ1 and υ2 are defined as
υ1 =

q

ξ 2 − k12

and υ2 =

q

ξ 2 − k22 .

(A.65)

A method to find the multiple Sommerfeld poles is discussed in [111, p. 527]. The the
fields of a transverse magnetic mode discussed in [111] are similar to those discussed
in section A.3 of this paper. According to the discussion in [111], from the boundary
conditions of the transverse magnetic modes, the following relation can be obtained
k2 K1 (υ2 a)
k12 I1 (υ1 a)
=− 2
,
υ1 a I0 (υ1 a)
υ2 a K0 (υ2 a)

(A.66)

which can be used to rewrite the expression in (A.63) as
I0 (u) K1 (u) u − 1 = 0

(A.67)

where u = υ2 a is a complex argument. The roots obtained ξn must satisfy (A.67). For
example, for highly conductive cylinders, the principal root ξ1 is close to k2 ; this implies
that the first root u is very small. Therefore, taking the asymptotic expression I0 (u) ∼ 1
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Table A.2: Comparison of γ/k2 for the case of proposed current on a finite cylindrical dipole antenna, the three-term, and for the infinitely-long dipole antenna, for the
frequency of 300 MHz and radius a = 0.01 cm. For the finite antennas, the half-length
h = 0.4 m is taken.

δs /a

γ/k2 (A.45)

γ/k2 (A.33)

γ/k2 (A.38)

0.1
0.25
0.5
1
1.5

1.0024 − j0.0027
1.0062 − j0.0075
1.0111 − j0.0179
1.0112 − j0.0599
1.0114 − j0.1376

1.0038 − j0.0025
1.0095 − j0.0069
1.0177 − j0.0160
1.0306 − j0.0570
1.0536 − j0.1277

1.0034 − j0.0036
1.0083 − j0.0096
1.0148 − j0.0212
1.0182 − j0.0682
1.0242 − j0.1498

and K1 (u) ∼ 1/u, the above equation can be satisfied. Moreover, the propagation constants calculated from (A.33), (A.38) and (A.45) satisfy (A.67). For metallic conductors,
the value of the higher order roots ξn are very large so that their contributions in (A.61)
and (A.62) are negligible. But, as conductivity of the cylinder decreases, the higher
order roots start to take over and with contribution of the principal wave vanishes for
the case of dielectrics. For example, for an infinitely-long cylinder of radius a = 0.01
cm and conductivity of 100 S/m, at 300 MHz, ξ1 = 52.6365 − j62.4109, which is much
larger than obtained for metallic conductors.

A.6

Conclusion

The fields on the surface of an infinitely-long cylindrical conductor, when it is excited by
a rotationally symmetric incident electric, were used to analyse imperfectly conducting
cylindrical dipole antennas of finite and infinite lengths. General forms of the induced
current derived from the infinitely-long conductor were used to simplify the solutions
of the Pocklington equations involved. Consequently, simple expression of the current
for both finite and infinite cylindrical dipole antennas were proposed. The proposed
expressions for the current were validated by comparison with the current obtained
from the three-term approximation method, for the case of the finite dipole antenna,
and the current obtained from applying the Fourier method, for the case of the infinite
one. The results showed that the currents are in good agreement. Moreover, from the
comparison of the complex propagation constants, an expression for the current near
the feeding gap was proposed based on multiple Sommerfeld poles.
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B.1

Abstract

This study proposes an accurate estimation of whole-body averaged specific absorption
rate (WBA-SAR) for far-field exposure of an isolated human body in the frequency
range of 10-200 MHz based on a lossy homogenous cylindrical antenna model of the
human body. Equations are derived for the total induced axial current and the wholebody averaged SAR based on a rigorous treatment of cylindrical antenna theory. An
explicit formula for the resonance frequency in terms of the anatomical parameters and
the dielectric properties of the body is proposed for the first time. Moreover, important
phenomena in far-field radio frequency (RF) dosimetry, such as, the cause of resonance
and the SAR frequency characteristics are discussed from an antenna theory perspective.

B.2

Introduction

As the application of electromagnetic fields increases along with the progress of technology, there is also a growing concern in the society about its possible adverse effects.
As a prevention from excessive heating due to electromagnetic exposure of the human
body, the International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP)
and the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) have developed safety
guideline [22] and standard [63], respectively, that use the whole-body averaged specific
absorption rate (WBA-SAR) as a proxy metric for temperature rise in the body. The
ICNIRP guideline limits a WBA-SAR of 0.4 Wkg−1 for occupational exposure and 0.08
Wkg−1 for public exposure. Since it is inconvenient to measure SAR inside the human
body, calculations are used to associate the SAR with measurable external electromagnetic field quantities, such as, the incident electric field; thus, an exposure restriction
can be imposed.
Early studies in electromagnetic dosimetry made use of simple geometrical shapes to
model the human body so that analytical or simple numerical techniques can be applied
[64, 115]. Utilising the progress in computational electromagnetics and computing power
in the last two decades, several studies have investigated SAR based on anatomically
realistic voxel models of the human body [62, 66, 67]. Also, complementing such studies,
other studies have used the cylindrical antenna model of the human body to calculate
the induced currents inside the human body when it is exposed to the extremely low
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frequency (ELF), very low frequency (VLF) and radio frequency (RF) electromagnetic
fields. King et al [70] proposed an analytic method based on a two-term approximation
of the current in a cylindrical antenna for the case of ELF and VLF exposure, in order
to investigate electromagnetic field exposure from power transmission lines. Poljak et al
[71] utilized the method of moments (MoM) to compute currents in a thick-wire model of
human body in ELF exposure by employing the exact kernel of the Pocklington integrodifferential equation. Both approaches provided reasonably accurate results compared
to the results found using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) algorithm on voxelbased models of the human body [72]. King extended his studies to 150 MHz [73]
using similar analytic approaches; but the results were not much accurate compared to
the measured values and results reported by other authors. For example, the wholebody resonance frequency predicted by King for a grounded human body of height
1.75 m is near 53 MHz, which is different from the measured and calculated resonance
frequency, near 40 MHz, reported by other authors [116]. One of the reasons for such
large deviation could be King’s oversimplified assumption using a single-term sinusoidal
current in order to solve the two integral expressions inside the Hallén’s type equation
involved. In general, the ongoing acceptable trend of computing electromagnetic fields
inside the human body makes use of the FDTD algorithm on realistic voxel-based models
of the human body. In relation to this, though the analogy between the dipole antenna
and the human body has been extensively reported, little has progressed in RF dosimetry
analysis from an antenna theory perspective. This paper presents a simple but accurate
technique to calculate the whole-body averaged SAR for far-field RF exposure based
on the cylindrical antenna theory, which complements the results obtained through the
FDTD.
It is known that the human body is anatomically more complicated than a homogenous
cylinder. Therefore, unlike most of the previous papers, this paper does not attempt
to approximate the human body with a cylinder; rather, it defines parameters of a
cylindrical antenna based on the anatomical parameters of the human body so that the
calculated WBA-SAR of the cylinder approximates that of the FDTD based WBA-SAR
of the human body voxel models.
The results in this paper, from the representation of the human body as a cylindrical
antenna, are validated by comparing them to the results from other authors who used
the FDTD on the voxel models of two adult males (NORMAN and TARO), two adult
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females (NAOMI and HANAKO) and two children (NORMAN 10 Year and TARO 7
Year) that are described in [62, 67, 117, 118].
In this paper, firstly, the cylindrical antenna theory is applied to derive expressions for
the total induced axial current and the WBA-SAR for a cylindrical antenna model of
the human body. Then, the cylindrical antenna model is parameterised based on comparisons with the FDTD based results reported by other authors who used anatomically
realistic voxel models. Furthermore, an explicit expression for the resonance frequency
is derived. Finally, the effect of anatomy on the resonance frequency and the WBA-SAR
is discussed.

B.3

Whole-Body Averaged SAR for an Isolated Cylinder

The human body in standing position is represented by a homogenous cylindrical antenna that comprises muscle like tissue as shown in Fig. B.1. The dielectric property
of muscle is calculated based on the 4-Cole-Cole dispersions that are parameterised by
∗
as a function of
Gabriel et al [28]. Therefore, the complex conductivity of muscle σmus

the excitation angular frequency ω can be calculated as
∗
σmus
= jωǫ0 ǫ∗mus = σef f + jωǫ0 ǫ

(B.1)

where ǫ∗mus is the complex permittivity of muscle defined in [28], σef f is the effective
conductivity and ǫ is the relative permittivity. The permeability of the cylinder is taken
to be equal to that of free space µ0 .
In this paper, it is assumed that a time-harmonic vertically polarized incident plane
wave induces a rotationally symmetric current density in the cylinder of height 2h and
radius a as shown in Fig. B.1. Working in a cylindrical coordinate system (ρ, φ, z) with
the origin on the axis and at the midsection of the cylindrical antenna model, based on
Taylor et al [30], an approximate analytic expression for the total axial current can be
derived as
I1z (z) =

i
j4πE inc h
1
1
HU (cos γz − cos γh) + HD (cos 2 k2 z − cos 2 k2 h)
k2 ζ0

(B.2)
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z
z=h
2a

E inc
z=0

σω∗
z = −h
Figure B.1: The cylindrical antenna model of the human body exposed to vertically
polarised plane wave.

√
where k2 = ω ǫ0 µ0 is the free space wave number, ζ0 = 120π Ω is free space impedance
and E inc is the incident electric field at the surface of the cylinder. The imperfectly
conducting nature of the cylinder is characterized by the parameter γ = β − jα,
2

γ =

k22



j4πz i
1−
k2 ζ0 ΨdR



(B.3)

where z i is impedance per unit length of the cylinder. According to King [54], z i can be
calculated as
zi =

κ J0 (κa)
2πaσω∗ J1 (κa)

(B.4)

where J0 and J1 are zeroth and first-order Bessel function, κ2 = k12 − γ 2 , σω∗ is the
√
complex conductivity of the cylinder, and k1 = jωµ0 σω∗ . The coefficients in (B.2)
involve integrals that are computed numerically,
HU =

CD − ED
CU ED − CD EU

γ2
1− 2
k2



HD =

EU − CU
CU ED − CD EU

(B.5)

where
CU =



γ2
(ΨdU R − ΨdR ) (1 − cos γh) − 2 ΨdU R cos γh
k2


1
3
+jΨdU I 4 − cos 2 k2 h + ΨU (h)

(B.6a)
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CD = ΨdD



3
4

 



1
γ2
1
− cos k2 h − 1 − 2 ΨdR 1 − cos 2 k2 h + ΨD (h)
2
k2

(B.6b)

γ2
1
1
ΨdU R cos γh − j 4 ΨdU I cos 2 k2 h + ΨU (h)
2
k2

(B.6c)

EU = −

1

1

ED = − 4 ΨdD cos 2 k2 h + ΨD (h)

ΨU (h) =

Zh

−h

ΨD (h) =

Zh 

 e−jk2 Rh ′
dz
cos γz ′ − cos γh
Rh

cos

1
k z′
2 2

− cos

1
k h
2 2

−h

ΨdR

Zh

−h
−1

ΨdU R = [1 − cos γh]

Zh



−h

ΨdD = 1 − cos

i−1
1
k
h
2 2

ΨdU I = − 1 − cos

Rh

dz ′

Zh h


cos k2 R cos k2 Rh
−
dz ′
sin γ(h − |z |)
R
Rh
′

i−1
1
k
h
2
2





 cos k2 R0 cos k2 Rh
cos γz − cos γh
−
dz ′
R0
Rh
′

cos

1
k z′
2 2

− cos

−h

h

 e−jk2 Rh


 zm = 0,
k2 h ≤ π/2
= ΨdR (zm ),
 z = h − λ/4, k h > π/2
m
2

ΨdR (z) = csc γ(h − |z|)

h

(B.6d)

Zh

−h



1
k h
2 2

i  e−jk2 R0
R0


e−jk2 Rh
−
dz ′
Rh



 sin k2 R0 sin k2 Rh
−
dz ′
cos γz − cos γh
R0
Rh
′

i1
h
2
2
R = (z − z ′ ) + a2

1
Rh = (h − z ′ )2 + a2 2


1
R0 = z ′2 + a2 2

(B.7a)

(B.7b)

(B.8a)

(B.8b)

(B.8c)

(B.8d)

(B.8e)

(B.8f)
(B.8g)

The value of γ is calculated by the process of iteration that is initialised by γ = k2
to calculate z i and ΨdR , which are in turn used to calculate γ. The iteration is found
to be highly convergent; thus, the results after several iteration steps suffice to provide
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accurate approximation.
The time average power per unit length dissipated in the cylinder cross-section at z is
Pav (z) =


1
Re z i |I1z (z)|2 .
2

(B.9)

Therefore, the whole-body averaged SAR of the cylinder (W BASARcyl ) can be calculated as
W BASARcyl =

Rh

Pav (z)dz

−h

Wcyl

1 Re(z i )
=
2 Wcyl

Zh

|I1z (z)|2 dz

(B.10)

−h

where Wcyl [kg] is the weight of the cylinder and it is related to the physical parameters
of the human subject that is represented by the cylindrical antenna model. Since the
current is directly proportional to the incident electric field in (B.2), for a given WBASAR, the root-mean-squared (r.m.s.) incident electric field E inc can be calculated as

E inc

1



2


 (W BASAR)W

cyl 
=



Rh e
Re(z i ) |I1z (z)|2 dz

(B.11)

−h

e (z) [A/Vm−1 ]
where W BASAR [Wkg−1 ] is the whole-body averaged SAR given, and the I1z

is the total induced axial current per unit incident electric field field, defined as
e
I1z
(z) =

B.4

i
j4π h
1
1
HU (cos γz − cos γh) + HD (cos 2 k2 z − cos 2 k2 h) .
k2 ζ0

(B.12)

Parameters of the Cylindrical Antenna Model

The radius of the cylinder is calculated by comparing the body-mass-index (BM I =
W/H 2 ) of the human subject with that of a homogenous cylinder [119] comprising
muscle like tissue as
a∝

s

W
πρm H

(B.13)

where ρm [kgm−3 ] is the average density of the human body, W [kg] is the weight of the
human subject and H [m] is the height of the human subject. The dielectric property
of the cylinder is characterized by assuming it consists of a suspension of spherical
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particles (cells) with complex conductivity σs∗ in a medium of complex conductivity
∗ ; furthermore, it is assumed that σ ∗ ≪ σ ∗ . Based on the Maxwell-Wagner effective
σm
s
m

medium theory [120], the effective complex conductivity of the cylinder σω∗ can be related
by
∗
∗
σω∗ − σm
σs∗ − σm
=
(1
−
x)
∗
∗
σω∗ + 2σm
σs∗ + 2σm

(B.14)

that can be simplified as
σω∗ =

2x ∗
σ
3−x m

(B.15)

where x is the volume fraction of the medium. It is assumed that the volume of the
medium is equivalent to that of the total body water inside the human body, which is
associated with the lean-body-mass, LBM , or fat free mass of the body. Therefore,
assuming a unity density, the volume fraction of the medium is approximated as
x≃

LBM
W

(B.16)

where the lean-body-mass for males is computed as [121]
LBM = 0.3210W + 33.92H − 29.5336

(B.17)

LBM = 0.29569W + 41.813H − 43.2933.

(B.18)

and for females

Generally, the fraction of total body water is between 0.71-0.74 for human subjects of
normal BMI. When the complex conductivity of the medium is equal to that of muscle
2 ∗
∗ = σ∗
∗
(σm
mus ), the complex conductivity of the cylinder becomes σω ≈ 3 σmus , which is

the same value used extensively for the dielectric property of a homogenous human body
model [68]. This paper points to the possible explanation of the basis of using the 2/3
constant of proportionality.

B.5

Results

It has been widely reported that WBA-SAR depends on the height, the dielectric properties of the body, the anatomy and the shape of the body. Therefore, in order for the
cylindrical antenna model to predict the WBA-SAR value obtained from the FDTD
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analysis of voxel-based models of actual human bodies, the parameters of the cylinder
(H, σω∗ , a and Wcyl ) should be defined based on the parameters of the voxel models. So
that, from the comparison of the six voxel models, best accuracy can be obtained if the
following parametrisation is performed on the cylinder models.
The calculated WBA-SAR is in excellent agreement with the FDTD results if the con√
stant of proportionality in the expression of the radius (B.13) is equal to 5. Moreover,
as the human anatomy depends on sex, the dielectric property is defined with additional
sex dependent factor, such that,
σω∗ ≃

%mus 2x ∗
σ
2 3 − x mus

(B.19)

where %mus is fraction of muscle by mass; and it can be approximated as 0.43 for the
male models and 0.33 for the females [122]. Similarly, the weight of the cylinder is also
sex dependent; for the adult male models,
Wcyl =

W2
W
=
x
0.321W + 33.92H − 29.5336

(B.20)

1.12W 2
W
=
x
0.29569W + 41.813H − 43.2933

(B.21)

W
1.4W 2
=
.
x
0.321W + 33.92H − 29.5336

(B.22)

for the adult females,
Wcyl = 1.12
and for the children,
Wcyl = 1.4

Applying the previous parametrisation on the cylindrical antenna models, the maximum
induced total axial current |I1z (z)| occurs when
k2



j4πz i
1−
k2 ζ0 ΨdR

 21

h≃

π
.
8

(B.23)

Equation (B.23) can be written in a quadratic form by replacing z i with the expression
in (B.4) as
k22 −

1  π 2
j2 κ J0 (κa) k2
=0
−
ζ0 ΨdR σω∗ J1 (κa) a
16 H

(B.24)
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Table B.1: Calculated resonance frequencies. Weight W is in kg, Height H in m,
resonance freuency fres in MHz.

Voxel Model

H

W

fres

fres FDTD

% error

H/λres

Norman
Naomi
Taro
Hanako
Norman10yr
Taro7yr

1.76
1.63
1.73
1.60
1.38
1.20

73
60
65
53
33
23

65.85
70.15
68.88
73.47
86.24
96.85

65
70
70
74
85
95

1.31
0.21
1.6
0.72
1.46
1.95

0.3866
0.3814
0.3974
0.3921
0.3969
0.3876

where H = 2h is the height of the cylinder. The term in the absolute value in (B.24)
tends to remain constant irrespective of frequency and the complex conductivity and
radii that are used as parameters for the six cylindrical antenna models; therefore,
√
approximating it with a constant T and using k2 = ω ǫ0 µ0 = ω/c = 2πfres /c, the
quadratic equation can be solved for the resonant frequency fres as

fres



s 
c T
T 2 1  π 2 
≃
+
+
4π a
a
4 H

(B.25)

where c is the speed of light in free space. The expression in (B.25) has a form similar to
the resonance frequency expression of the resonant cylindrical dielectric cavity antenna
[123]; and it implies that the resonance frequency depends on the height H, the dielectric
property of the body T and the anatomy a. When the parameters of the six cylindrical
antenna models are applied, T gets very close to 0.31. Therefore, the expression for the
resonance frequency can be rewritten as

fres

"
#
r
r
 π 2
πH
c
πH
≃
4.4923
+ 20.181
+ 0.25
4π
W
W
H

(B.26)

where ρm in (B.13) is approximated as 1050 kgm−3 . The comparison of the resonance
frequencies calculated from (B.26) to the FDTD based resonance frequencies calculated
for the six voxel models is shown in Table B.1. It is to be noted that the value of T
is different for little children and adults with large BMI. Particularly, the expression in
(B.26) is very accurate for the normal BMI range, for which, the muscle percentage can
be approximated by 43% for the males and 33% for the females.
In the literature, it has been largely reported that the height to wavelength ratio (H/λres )
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Figure B.2: WBA-SAR from the cylindrical model (solid line) and the FDTD
computed on voxel models by other
√ authors (triangle markers) for an incident field
E inc = 2 Vm−1 (1 Vm−1 r.m.s.).

at the resonance frequency approaches 0.4 [62, 67, 68, 115]; but, an adequate rationale
has not been reported that sheds light on the phenomenon. Since the accurate formulation of the resonance frequency (B.26) proposed in this paper is a function of anatomical
parameters and the dielectric properties of the body, it points to the possible explanation
of the phenomenon observed.
The whole-body averaged SAR calculated using (B.10) is compared to the FDTD based
results reported in [62, 117, 124] as shown in Fig. B.2. Moreover, the calculated incident
electric field (B.11) required to produce the International Commission on Non-Ionising
Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) occupational (0.4 Wkg−1 ) and public (0.08 Wkg−1 )
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Figure B.3: Calculated electric field values (r.m.s.) required to produce the ICNIRP
public (a) and occupational (b) exposure restrictions on the WBA-SAR

WBA-SAR restrictions are shown in Fig. B.3. From Fig. B.3, it can be seen that the
incident electric field calculated for the 10 year old child model is too close to the ICNIRP
reference level (28 Vm−1 for public exposure and 61 Vm−1 for occupational exposure)
[22], indicating that the proposed reference level may not provide a conservative estimate
of WBA-SAR in children as reported by other studies [62].

B.6

Discussion

The expression for the total induced axial current in (B.2) is derived based on the
thin-wire approximation that puts the condition k2 a ≪ 1 and h ≫ a, which is loosely
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Figure B.4: Comparison of different dielectric properties for the cylindrical model

satisfied by the frequency range 10-200 MHz. This implies that the calculated axial
current for higher frequencies becomes less accurate; as a result, the calculated WBASAR starts to diverge from the FDTD results for frequencies higher than 150 MHz as
shown in Fig. B.2. In short, the technique discussed here is more appropriate for the
whole-body resonance frequency range. For the adult models, the WBA-SAR tends to
remain constant for the frequencies higher than 200 MHz up to 3 GHz [117]; therefore,
the frequency range considered in this study is relevant, as the WBA-SAR for the higher
frequencies can be roughly approximated by the WBA-SAR value close to 200 MHz. In
addition to this, it should be noted that the equation for the total axial current (B.2) is
valid for vertically polarized incident electric field.
The expression for the total induced axial current (B.2) involves integrals that are computed numerically. When the computation is carried out using Matlab running on an
ordinary PC, the computation time required to compute the WBA-SAR for 10 - 200
MHz is less than 10 seconds. This is a large time improvement over FDTD computations for voxel models that require extensive computing power. In addition, our approach
is comparable in accuracy.
From the explicit expression of the resonance frequency in (B.25), interesting connections
of the resonance frequency and a person’s anatomy can be predicted. For example,
assuming the adult male model, NORMAN, gained 7 kg of weight and also assuming
the weight gain is not due to an increase in muscle mass, the value of the constant T
in (B.25) changes slightly from 0.31 to 0.32. This causes the resonance frequency to
shift from 65.8 MHz to 64.9 MHz. On the other hand, if NORMAN is 6 cm shorter
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Table B.2: Relationship between the anatomy and the resonance frequency based on
NORMAN

Height H (m)

Weight (kg)

fres (MHz)

1.76
1.76
1.70

73
80
73

65.85
64.9
66.8

with the same weight and T = 0.32, the resonance frequency shifts to 66.8 MHz. This
implies that the resonance frequency for a person with high percentage fat is slightly
smaller compared to that of a slender person of the same height. It also implies that
a tall person has lower resonance frequencies compared to that of a shorter person of
equivalent weight assuming that both have equal muscle mass. Overall, the effect of
height is more pronounced than that of weight. These predictions are summarized in
Table B.2. In relation to this, the weight increase in NORMAN caused the WBA-SAR
to decrease by approximately 6.5 µWkg−1 for the frequencies higher than the resonance
frequency and with insignificant change for the frequencies lower than the resonance
frequency. This implies that the weight gain due to body fat might decrease the WBASAR for frequencies higher than the resonance frequency. But, the height difference
in NORMAN modestly and uniformly decreased the WBA-SAR by approximately 1.47
µWkg−1 .
From antenna theory, it is known that a lossy and thick cylindrical antenna has a broadband frequency response [61]. A similar effect is also exhibited in the frequency characteristics of the WBA-SAR. If the cylindrical antenna model representing NORMAN is
∗
allowed to have a complex conductivity equal to that of the muscle tissue (σω∗ = σmus
),

the calculated WBA-SAR has a narrower frequency characteristics compared with that
of the FDTD based result, as shown in Fig B.4. On the other hand, if the complex conductivity of the cylindrical antenna model is equal to that of fat tissue, the WBA-SAR
has a broader frequency characteristics. This explains the narrower frequency characteristics of the adult male models compared to that of the females, as the females have
lower muscle percentage by mass.
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B.7

Conclusion

The cylindrical antenna theory is applied to formulate the total induced axial current and
the WBA-SAR inside a cylindrical antenna model of the human body. The cylindrical
antenna model is parameterised based on the anatomical parameters of six voxel models.
From this, we propose a mathematical model for the resonance frequency, which points to
the possible explanation of the relation between the height and the resonance wavelength,
H/λres ≈ 0.4. Moreover, important characteristics of the WBA-SAR, such as, the effect
of weight, height and dielectric properties of the body are discussed. In general, this
paper complements the results obtained through FDTD on realistic voxel model of the
human body, by interpreting the results from antenna theory perspective. Future work
will investigate models of WBA-SAR with a grounded human body.
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